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ABSTRACT

This thesis addresses some fundamental questions related to implementation and
assessment of nuclear safety. The safety principles and assessment methods are
described, followed by descriptions of selected novel technical challenges to nuclear
safety. The novel challenges encompass a wide variety of technical issues, thus
providing insights on the limitations of conventional safety assessment methods.
Study of the limitations suggests means to improve nuclear reactor design criteria
and safety assessment practices.

The fundamental principle of nuclear safety, defense-in-depth, can be implemented
in practice in several ways. The most useful interpretations are multiple independent
barriers against fission product release and safety functions to ensure barrier integrity.
Robustness, such as barrier independence, implies a degree of arbitrariness in design
criteria. The concept of safety culture - characteristics and attitudes of individuals
and organisations involved with nuclear safety - can be considered as an extension
of defense-in-depth into the realm of human behaviour.

Traditional safety assessment approaches, the deterministic and probabilistic
approach, are briefly described. The deterministic approach guides plant design,
providing fair assurance that adequate design provisions have been made to ensure
that selected initiating events do not cause unacceptable consequences. The
probabilistic approach provides an overall picture of plant safety in probabilistic
terms. The deterministic and probabilistic approaches interact fruitfully, but
conflicting conclusions may also arise. Modern determinism attempts to incorporate
the best features of both approaches.

The novel safety challenges discussed are (1) inherent boron dilution in PWRs, (2)
metallic insulation performance with respect to total loss of emergency cooling
systems in a loss-of-coolant accident, and (3) horizontal steam generator heat transfer
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performance at natural circulation conditions. These problems arise from physical
phenomena and physical system behaviour; their common traits are inherence
(natural and physically inevitable side effect), interdisciplinarity, and formal
intractability.

The key lesson derived from the general characteristics of such unknown or
previously unaddressed safety issues is that nuclear safety design must make
provisions to meet and mitigate unknown threats. The barrier interpretation of
defense-in-depth can accomplish this, and the deterministic safety criteria come
closest to implementing such a requirement. The probabilistic assessment method
and criteria are inherently less suited for such an enveloping task. Insights are
presented to help discovery and elimination of similar hidden problems in the future.
Recognition of such issues takes human intelligence and imagination; no formal
procedure can identify or draw due attention to such issues. Successful safety issue
resolution requires full cognizance of the proper scope of the issue and sound
understanding of the essential, controlling physical system behaviour. These can
only be achieved with a proactive questioning attitude, the key ingredient of a safety
culture.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis deals with two fundamental questions related to nuclear safety: how to
implement the key safety principles in the design of nuclear reactor systems, and
how to address the adequacy of the safety principle implementation in nuclear
regulation, that is, how to perform nuclear safety assessment. This is an engineering
thesis, whence it focuses on technical matters, makes use of both theoretical analysis
and experiment, particularly those reported in the Appendices, and occasionally
derives additional insight from the author's other experiences as a practicing nuclear
safety assessor. Learning from experience is, after all, a fundamental element of all
engineering practice.

The thesis comprises an introductory section and four technical papers, Appendices
1 through 4. The focus is on nuclear power reactors, although the safety principles,
and many of the conclusions of the introductory section, would apply to other nuclear
systems as well. The introductory section begins with a description of the fundamental
principles of nuclear safety in chapter 2. Traditional means of addressing the
implementation and adequacy questions are briefly discussed in chapter 3. Chapter
4 presents an overview of the three technical issues detailed in the appendices, that
is, inherent boron dilution, insulation effects on emergency cooling systems during
a loss-of-coolant accident, and horizontal steam generator heat transfer performance
at natural circulation. At first sight, these three issues appear quite dissimilar.
However, they share common traits, which are summarised in section 4.4, together
with a discussion on the challenges the common features present to the established
safety assessment methods. Because the problems cover a wide range of technical
issues, generalised conclusions are justified. Several lessons regarding both safety
design and safety assessment emerge from the discussion; summary of them, with
recommendations for safety assessment practice improvements, concludes this thesis.
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2 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF NUCLEAR
REACTOR SAFETY

The utilisation of nuclear energy, particularly nuclear fission, inevitably generates
very substantial quantities of radioactivity. The radioactivity is mostly concentrated
within the nuclear fuel in the reactor core, but some amount of activation of materials
that are closely coupled with the reactor core also occurs. The fundamental means
of avoiding radiation damage to public, environment or property is to keep the
generated radioactivity confined under all conditions to the maximum possible extent.

In nuclear reactor design, radioactivity confinement is sought through a concept
known as defense in depth. It was originally envisioned to be pertinent to purely
technical matters. More recently, human and organisational effects have been found
safety significant, too. The notion of safety culture has been developed to address
such matters (INSAG, 1991).

The concept of defense-in-depth dates back to the first nuclear power reactors
(USAEC, 1958) and has been employed in practically all countries that exploit
nuclear energy, although implementation details have varied from country to country
and time to time. The principle is internationally codified in (INSAG, 1988) and
has, for long, been explicitly implemented in the Finnish main regulations pertaining
to nuclear energy; the most recent revisions of which being the Decision of the
Council of State (1991) and Guide YVL 1.0 (STUK, 1996). These regulations also
stipulate implementation of the safety culture. It may be noted that, as far as safety
goes, the Finnish law requires only that "The utilisation of nuclear energy shall be
safe, and shall not cause damage to the public, environment, or property."
(Ydinenergialaki, 1987, 6§). The law further states that detailed regulations shall be
given by the nuclear regulator, the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety
(STUK) (Ydinenergialaki, 1987, 55§).

The defense in depth principle can be interpreted and made to materialise in several
mutually complementary ways. The first and perhaps most useful interpretation is
that of multiple, mutually independent, physical barriers constructed to confine the
radioactivity, especially fission products. In reactor design terms, three main barriers
are identified: the fuel cladding, the primary system, and the containment structure*.

Fuel pellet matrix structure on the one hand, and emergency measures such as nearby resident evacuation
on the other, have also been proposed as physical barrier layers, but they are dismissed here, because
neither is a physical barrier in the same sense as the cladding, the primary system and the containment are.
Furthermore, it is difficult to envision an engineered system that, independent of the fuel cladding, could
support the pellet matrix in its fission product retention task. Nearby resident evacuation, in turn, is a
measure taken outside the plant itself.

10
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The second interpretation is functional: a nuclear system is to be designed to feature
consecutive levels of protective actions to prevent the always present minor
operational fluctuations from evolving into system transients, transients into accidents
and accidents into severe accidents. Finally, defense in depth can also be thought of
a chain of independent (layered) actions to verify that all work related to design,
construction, operation and maintenance of nuclear systems is properly carried out.

The desire to maintain barrier integrity under abnormal conditions that threaten one
or or more barriers leads to the concept of safety functions. Three key safety functions
exist: the capability to under any circumstances (1) shut the reactor down and
maintain it in a subcritical state, (2) remove the decay heat and (3) maintain a leaktight
containment. The means of accomplishing these tasks in current reactors will be
discussed shortly.

Functional "lines of defense" arise from accident prevention, mitigation, and severe
accident management.

Under normal operation, the reactor and associated systems should be stable, that
is, possess negative feedbacks, self-regulating to the maximum possible extent, and
display high inertia to avoid rapid transients. Since complete self-regulation is not
always a technically feasible design goal, control systems can be made part of the
first functional line of defense. External boundary condition changes or minor
equipment failures do occasionally occur, and they lead to operational transients, or
anticipated transients in common regulatory parlance. To complement to the self-
regulation, natural inertia and control system features, a dedicated protection system
is provided to control anticipated transients and prevent them from escalating into
accidents. This is known as accident prevention.

An extreme external event or a major plant equipment failure can lead to an accident
- a postulated accident in common regulatory terms. Anticipated transients and
postulated accidents are differentiated by their expected frequency of occurrence.
In rough terms, anticipated transient is an event that can be expected to occur during
the lifetime of a plant; postulated accidents are expected to be infrequent enough to
occur only in a large population of reactors over their full lifetime (hundreds of
reactors, decades of operation). Nuclear reactors have historically been equipped
with safety systems to cope with postulated accidents - hence the well known label
"design basis accident". The safety systems have been designed to perform the
three key safety functions together with the protection and control systems. This is
accident mitigation.

Should the accomplishment of either or both of the first two key safety functions
(shutdown and cooling) during an accident fail due to e.g. further equipment failures,

11
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unforeseen physical phenomena, or operator errors, then extensive fuel damage
will follow, and the accident evolves into what is technically known as a severe
accident. More recently, nuclear reactors have begun to be equipped with dedicated
systems and procedures to manage severe accidents as well. Containment integrity
and leaktightness are essential for successful severe accident management. As an
aside it may be noted here that the severe accident (severe core damage) was initially
the containment design basis. The containment is there to confine radioactivity, if
all else fails. However, most currently existing reactor containments were designed
with a large break loss-of-coolant accident (a postulated accident) as the dimensioning
basis, simply because the potential severe accident containment loads were not known
at the time to an accuracy that would have been considered sufficient for design.

The safety systems designed to mitigate accident consequences are sometimes called
engineered safety features. These include emergency diesel generators to provide
electric power, emergency core cooling systems, containment cooling systems (both
remove decay heat), emergency feedwater system, and so on. The more recently
introduced severe accident management systems have not generally been included
in this category.

The practical question of proving compliance with the fundamental principle arises
immediately. How should a nuclear power plant (or other system) be designed to
ensure sufficiently credible defense in depth? Given an existing reactor, how does
one find out whether its defense in depth implementation is adequate? The process
of answering this kind of questions is known as safety assessment, and this major
subject will be dealt with more extensively in Chapter 3. Anyway, it is useful to note
already at this point that there are several ways, or methods, of conducting a safety
assessment, and associated with each method are specific figures of merit, against
which the expected reactor system behaviour and performance can be compared. If
all the comparisons are properly conducted and yield acceptable results, then the
system in question can be considered as safe in the sense that it implements defense
in depth in terms of the measures specific to the assessment methods employed.

The design of control, protection and safety systems usually attempts to provide
credibility in terms of system reliability. This is accomplished by designing the
systems redundant and diversified. A redundant system features multiple equivalent
trains, of which each alone, or few out of many, have the capacity required to perform
a safety function. A diversified system uses for a given task multiple pieces of
hardware, each of which accomplishes the same task with different functional
principles and mechanisms. The extent of required redundancy and diversity depends
on the system's tasks, safety significance, acceptable performance uncertainties and
other judgemental factors. Recently, substantial interest has been devoted to "passive"

12
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safety systems which rely on natural driving forces (e.g. gravity, compressed gas)
alone, thus being independent of external power sources and hence hopefully more
reliable.

From the foregoing it is seen that the practical implementation of defense in depth
involves factors such as technical feasibility, assessment methods, uncertainty, and
acceptance criteria. It is the regulator's role to specify the criteria and take a position
on the acceptable assessment methods. In other words, the regulator, interacting
with the research community and industry, translates the general safety requirements
into terms of technical requirements detailed enough to allow system and equipment
design and evaluation. Under the Finnish law, as practically all over the world, the
licensee is responsible for meeting the technical criteria, and the regulator is to
verify that this is the case.

The notion of safety culture complements defense-in-depth thinking. The concept
was devised after the Chernobyl accident, which occurred in 1986, and has been
formulated as follows: "Safety culture is that assembly of characteristics and attitudes
in organisations and individuals which establishes that, as an overriding priority,
nuclear plant safety issues receive the attention warranted by their significance."
(INSAG, 1991). Regarding individuals, INSAG (1991) translates this definition
into the following characterisation: "The response of all those who strive for
excellence in matters affecting nuclear safety is characterised by a questioning
attitude, a rigorous and prudent approach, and communication." In practice, safety
culture is most commonly seen as a requirement concerning primarily the
organisation operating a nuclear plant, although the concept has originally been
presented as more generic. Of special interest in the context of this thesis is the
reference to characteristics and attitudes in organisations and individuals. It will be
seen that human and organisatorial performance issues arise from among the
technicalities of safety assessment also. The issue of safety significance is crucial,
too - it is one of the key subjects to be discussed in the following chapter.

In what follows, this thesis emphasises system design and physical behaviour related
questions that pertain to defense-in-depth implementation, particularly in the design
basis realm. The closely linked tasks of acceptance criteria specification and
verification will also receive attention. The notion of safety culture will be employed,
too. Verification of compliance with existing regulations involves other aspects,
such as inspection of equipment, quality assurance, monitoring operations, etc.,
which are major activities per se, but beyond the scope of this thesis. It can be
argued, though, that these activities are fundamental as well, because safety is
ultimately implemented and maintained in the real world hardware of steel, concrete,
copper, water and so on - including human minds and hands.

13
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3 NUCLEAR SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Safety assessment is the process through which parties responsible for nuclear safety
seek to answer questions such as "Is this nuclear system safe?" and, if it is not,
"How can it be made safe?", with "safe" understood in the way described in chapter
2. In particular, safety assessment seeks to determine whether a nuclear system
satisfies the technical criteria and requirements detailed by the regulator. The
regulator is faced with the additional, fundamental question of defining the technical
criteria and requirements; this aspect involves judgement of the safety goals, the
formulation of the criteria, the technical feasibility of, merits, and risks associated
with implementing a safety function in any of the alternate ways, the possibilities of
adequate verification that the criterion is met, and so on.

Traditional ways to carry out safety assessment are the deterministic and the
probabilistic approach. These will be discussed in more detail below in section 3.1
and 3.2. Both approaches depend in an essential way on information regarding system
physical behaviour (physical processes) under various conditions. As this aspect
pervades the technical papers which comprise the Appendices, it will be discussed
separately in more depth in section 3.3.

3.1 The deterministic approach

The deterministic approach focuses on reactor and plant system physical behaviour.
Traditional deterministic analysis is based on the multiple barrier and safety function
interpretations of defense in depth, and attempts to identify potential fission product
barrier failure modes and safety function challenges. These follow from conceivable
initiating events, typically some hardware failures or system malfunctions.
Traditionally, deterministic analysis requirements have been developed on the basis
of an assumed direct connection between the initiating event and the barrier failure
mode. For example, a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) is considered as a threat to
fuel cooling and evaluated as such. It is important to note that traditional determinism
does not make allowance for any conceivable initiating event: the size of the largest
"conceivable" leak initiating a LOCA was arbitrarily selected to be smaller than
global failure of the reactor pressure vessel itself (and, initially, differently in the
East and the West). The line between what is considered in depth, and what is not, is
drawn arbitrarily. The determinist draws the line knowingly and is aware of the
responsibility he assumes while making such choices. Ideally, the determinist is
ready to reconsider his position if new information from research or experience so
suggests.

14
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The primary purpose of deterministic safety analysis is to show that the reactor and
plant systems, and the safety systems in particular, perform reliably all the tasks
they are designed for. Deterministic analysis is a fundamental part of nuclear reactor
system design, because proper design of the reactor and plant systems, as well as
control, protection and safety systems requires understanding of the plant systems'
physical behaviour under normal and abnormal conditions. This intimate connection
with reactor system design is the historical reason for the prescriptive tone of
deterministic safety assessment methods and criteria.

A deterministic analysis begins with definition of the initiating events to be
considered. Typically, a direct connection is envisioned between a barrier failure
mode and/or safety function challenge and the selected credible initiating events.
Traditionally, the initiating events have tended to concentrate on the reactor core
and its immediate surroundings. Hence it is not surprising that systemic interactions
involving initiating disturbances far out in the secondary or auxiliary systems failed
to receive due attention during the early years of nuclear power development.

Once the initiating events have been identified, physical processes following each
event are analysed to determine whether the expected barrier failure would occur;
should the analysis indicate this, the reactor and/or safety system design in question
needs modification to ensure that no unacceptable failures take place. In this context,
analysis efforts incorporate insights from experiments, plant experience, and
calculated physical system behaviour predictions. Traditional determinism recognises
the presence of uncertainties regarding physical data, equipment reliability, and
calculation models, and combats uncertainties by introducing conservative
assumptions, such as deliberate negligence of some alleviating physical processes,
weighting of parameters, and prescribed equipment failures (the famous single
failure), which are known to yield pessimistic, enveloping, analysis results. Human
(operator) unreliability is incorporated by not crediting operator intervention for a
prescribed period following the transient/accident initiation. Note, however, that in
its traditional form, deterministic analyses produce enveloping results only within
the scope of each initiating event separately. Traditional conservatism claims that
all the events addressed are survived with a good certainty, but it does not claim that
unaddressed initiating events would be enveloped*. Experience shows that application
of conservatism has interesting further consequences which will be discussed in
more depth in section 3.1.1.

It is seductive to think that traditional conservatism would provide enveloping results for initiating events
which appear similar to a considered event but more moderate. This will occur only i/the physical
mechanisms leading to a threat to barrier integrity do not change with initiating event severity, because in
the conservative deterministic assessment process the conservatisms are imposed on the identified
controlling physics. For example, in PWRs the small break LOCA threatens fuel cooling through thermal-
hydraulic mechanisms totally different from the large break LOCA, e.g. dryout due to manometric effects
of the loop seals instead of initial rapid depressurisation. Hence the conservative evaluation of a large
break LOCA in a PWR fails to envelope small break LOCAs, and small breaks need to be evaluated
separately.

15
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Deterministic safety assessment results are quantitative in terms of process parameter
(extreme) values, and the results can usually be expressed in terms of safety margins,
that is, the difference between the extreme worst-case value expected and the
applicable acceptance criterion. The safety margins are the deterministic figures of
merit that characterise a system. Note that deterministic analysis results, being
statements of physical facts, are always physically testable, in principle at least.

The acceptance criteria for deterministic safety analysis are formulated in terms of
process parameters. Various criteria for different initiating events have been
developed. Note the fact that each deterministic acceptance criteria has been
developed for use in the definite context of the applicable analysis process, which,
in turn, relies heavily on the physical phenomena expected to play the key role in
challenging barrier integrity after a given initiating event. Deterministic criteria do
not, as a rule, guarantee perfect barrier survival, but attempt to delimit the extent of
failures to acceptably low level.

In general, since substantial fission product release always necessitates fuel cladding
failure, the criteria often focus on fuel performance. The trend is to allow increasingly
more severe loadings on the cladding with decreasing expected frequency of the
initiating event. Implicitly, a larger extent of individual fuel rod failures are
considered acceptable with decreasing initiating event frequency.

Observe that determinism involves an element of arbitrariness: for example, no
reliability analysis is used to justify the single failure criterion, or exclusion of
some hypothetically possible initiating events. Likewise, introduction of
conservatism into analysis when data is scarce or understanding insufficient is always
somewhat arbitrary and judgemental. A degree of arbitrariness is, of course, perfectly
compatible with the defense in depth principle itself: if the lines of defense are not
to mingle, then each must be kept independent of the others to the extent possible;
if they are not to contain holes, apparently unlikely potential breach modes must be
considered. This no-matter-what attitude is important since it, and only it, can provide
robustness (credibility) in implementations of defense in depth.

At this point, two inherent weaknesses of traditional determinism are clear: firstly,
it offers little specific guidance as to which initiating events (beyond the obvious
direct threats) to include into consideration; secondly, deterministic safety margins
associated with different threats may be somewhat incommensurate. Thus different
safety margins are not always useful for ranking the safety significance of individual
issues. The former weakness is the root cause for the failure of traditional
deterministic design approach, as it was practiced at the time, to prevent the TMI-
2 meltdown. The latter weakness is, strictly speaking, irrelevant from the
determinist's point of view, because the determinist designs the systems such that

16
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no (addressed) threat causes unacceptable consequences. It is mentioned here for
completeness, since the issue of ranking threats arises occasionally with respect to
safety improvement scheduling.

Procedures for carrying out deterministic safety analysis can be, and have been,
developed (see e.g. NRC 1982, 10CFR50). In other words, traditional deterministic
analysis approach can be formalised. This can be done once there is a reasonable
consensus about the general features of the expected reactor system physical
behaviour, safety system performance characteristics, and applicable acceptance
criteria for a given class of initiating events.

Despite all prudence, in real world a chance (if minimal) always remains that even
a deterministically conservatively designed system fails completely to accomplish
its task. For example, all redundant safety systems may fail due to a common cause
failure or due to an initially excluded external event. Likewise, unaddressed or
outright unidentified threats can arise. This is recognised in formal regulatory
requirements, where deterministic design requirements are conventionally phrased
along the lines of "the likelihood of [an unwanted event] shall be extremely low...
the likelihood of success in performing a safety function shall be high".

Finally, it must be remarked that deterministic safety assessment practices have
undergone substantial evolution with time, and there is no reason to expect that this
evolution would not continue. Nuclear safety practitioners have been, and still are,
willing to modify their basic assumptions and improve their methods and procedures
if there is good reason to do so. But, of course, some basic tenets must remain if the
deterministic practice is to remain faithful to its original and sound ideal: the desire
to envelope the known threats and the analyst's explicit responsibility regarding the
choice of events considered, including the recognition of there being potential but
unaddressed threats, are such key elements.

3.1.1 Traditional and modern conservatism

The concept of conservatism has been an essential part of determinism, and it is
worthy of more detailed scrutiny. Conservatism has its benefits, but experience
indicates that traditional conservative evaluation practices can have counter-
productive side effects also. Once identified, many of these can be eliminated in a
practice that might be called modern conservative determinism.

Conservative assumptions can be imposed only after an accepted (general) physical
picture of the safety challenge has been formulated. Conservatism was initially
devised to combat uncertainties and even lack of (detailed) physical understanding.
In addition to its capability of yielding fairly credible enveloping results within its
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domain of validity, conservative approach is a useful tool for scoping analysis. It is
often many orders of magnitude easier to make bounding evaluations than it is to
attempt to generate really representative "best estimate" information, especially
regarding novel safety issues. Safety assessment is, after all, an iterative process,
and when novel issues need to be addressed, it is often most effective to proceed
through sequence of scoping, or bracketing, analyses which hopefully converge
towards practically useful bounds of the real situation.

On the other hand, conservative approach has counterproductive side effects and
pitfalls. The most obvious pitfall is the limited applicability of analysis results: an
analysis can be conservative with respect to very few parameters only at a time.
Hence, in practical applications it is imperative to be very explicit about which
parameter has been evaluated conservatively, and how the conservatism was
implemented. Since conservative assumptions (deliberately) distort the physical
picture of system behaviour, such analysis results have little use outside their explicit
purpose of finding the worst-case value for the given process parameter.

Maintaining consistency between conservative assessments of a variety of initiating
events is also a demanding task. Further undesirable side effects relate to research
guidance: conservatism can misdirect research into areas which, when viewed from
another perspective, appear to have lesser safety relevance than other, more moderate-
looking situations. In case of excessive conservatism, it is even possible to end up
studying physically implausible event sequences.

On the practical side, excessive conservatism may result in counterproductive system
design requirements. For example, too effective safety systems may well generate
new types of safety threats: for example, an overly capable core cooling system
might, upon actuation, fail the reactor pressure vessel. This can happen easily if the
conservatism from the core cooling side is applied in a narrowminded fashion.
Additionally, conservative assumptions are difficult to apply in situations where
there are several coincident but mutually conflicting safety goals to be achieved:
the need to cool the core, but at the same time, protect the reactor vessel from
overcooling, is a well known example. The inherent boron dilution issue in PWRs,
to be detailed in section 4.1, furnishes another good example: under certain
conditions, decay heat removal generates a threat to subcriticality. It is easy to
envision a situation where conservatisms imposed on both sides overlap, leaving no
window of opportunity for improving the situation.

In recent years there has been an international trend to reduce reliance on traditional
conservatism, as described above, in favour of a "best estimate" approach, with
quantified uncertainties. In this context, all conservatisms are rejected in pursuit of
a genuine best estimate of the system behaviour. A variety of means have been
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developed to accomplish the very challenging task of quantifying uncertainties in
physical system analysis (see, e.g., (OECD, 1994)), and this field is evolving. Here
it suffices to note that all the uncertainty evaluation methods devised for best estimate
applications are based on the premise that all sources of (significant) uncertainty
are known and quantifiable. The research reported in the Appendices and discussed
in Chapter 4 challenges this notion.

On the basis of the foregoing, it is easy to envision a modern version of conservative
deterministic safety assessment approach. Modern conservatism attempts to retain
the enveloping character, and hence also the proactive attitude, of traditional
conservatism, since this is the root of robustness and credibility. At the same time,
modern conservatism pays special attention to understanding the essential physics,
making use of moderate conservatisms where genuine best estimates are uncertain
or excessively demanding to determine. Equally important is to study the context of
each safety issue, to avoid safety goal conflicts and help to guide research efforts
into the most useful direction. Finally, modern conservatism considers a broad scope
of events, initiating anywhere in the plant, in order not to overlook systemic
interactions. In this venture interaction with probabilistic approaches has proven
useful.

These observations serve to remind that conservative deterministic safety assessment,
even traditional, has a far better chance of success when conducted as an intelligent
rather than a formal activity alone. That does not imply formal rules are useless, of
course. They are invaluable as a support of the abundant routine work, but should
never be allowed to become restraints at times the evident threats no longer fit into
framework on which the routines once were based. Finally, as a system construction
rule, the conservative approach results in designs that, within the context of their
initial assumptions, cover with fair reliability all the pertinent uncertainties.

3.2 The probabilistic approach

Historically, probabilistic risk, or safety, analysis (PRA, PSA) was introduced in
the nuclear safety assessment on a large scale after the deterministic approach had
been established. It is customary to divide probabilistic safety assessments into
three levels; these will be detailed shortly, but first it is useful to mention some
general characteristics of probabilistic assessment methods. A good general overview
of probablistic safety assessment has been given by INSAG (1992).

Probabilistic assessment starts from initiating events which pose a safety challenge,
a threat to one or more barriers. Both the physical processes that lead from the
initiating event to actualisation of a barrier failure and (control and safety) system
functions required to prevent the barrier failure are identified. Item one, the physical
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process identification part, is in principle common with deterministic assessment,
although in probabilistic assessment explicit conservatism is avoided to the degree
practical. Item two, system function analysis, employs established reliability
engineering methods to evaluate initiating event frequencies and engineered system
failures. In reliability terms an engineered system model is logical: the system either
does or does not accomplish its mission with a given probability. The probability of
a system or safety function failure is evaluated from individual engineered system
reliability models which reflect the systems' makeup from different components
and dependency on external conditions, such as availability of power sources, system
operating conditions, etc.. The end result of such analyses for all credible initiating
events is a probabilistic model that yields the total frequency of the barrier failure
as a function of (1) plant engineered system configurations, (2) engineered system
and component reliability data, (3) initiating event frequencies, (4) operator response,
and (5) all the underlying information on physical processes which ultimately pose
the safety challenge. Note again the dependence on underlying physical processes.
Additional valuable information obtained are the various event sequences
(combinations of physical processes and system malfunctions) that lead to the
undesired result, and various importance measures regarding the contribution of
individual component, system or event sequences to the end result. Thus probabilistic
assessment readily allows ranking of safety issues.

Probabilistic assessment can be used to generate an estimate on the overall frequency
of a defined undesired outcome. At PSA level 1, the end result is core damage
frequency, obtained from a combination of all credible initiating event frequencies.
However, physically the various core damage states resulting from different initiating
events can be quite dissimilar. Initiating event credibility is measured in probabilistic
terms, usually frequency, which is estimated in most cases on the basis of past
experience. At PSA level 2, the end result is the frequency of a large fission product
release into the environment; in practical applications the (conditional) containment
failure probability, which is closely coupled to the large release frequency, is often
a more useful quantity.

The interpretation of such overall results requires special care. Firstly, the scope of
a PSA may be intentionally limited to a subset of known and credible initiating
events. For example, internal and external initiating events are usually treated
separately at Level 1 (see below). Secondly, for any good plant design, the risk
topology should be reasonably uniform, that is, the outcome should not be dominated
by any one or few of the initiating events or classes of events. In smooth risk topology,
the overall end result may be fairly insensitive to even large changes in the
contribution from any one event sequence. If the probabilistic significance of any
issue is judged by its impact on the overall result, careful attention needs to be
devoted to the magnitude of change used as acceptance criterion.
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At all levels, the underlying element of the probabilistic approach is best estimate
deterministic system behaviour knowledge which is assumed sufficiently complete
for the purpose. Ideally, this necessitates a lot of high-quality information on the
plant systems' physical behaviour, thorough understanding of the physical processes
associated with each event sequence, and operator performance; in practice, the
requirement for physical detail often has to be relaxed to reduce the analysis burden.
(Furthermore, the completeness of knowledge assumptions vary at different PSA
levels and among PSA practitioners.) Sufficient completeness and consistency are
essential if the overall end results are to be credible. It appears rather difficult to
satisfy this requirement.

An important point is that the numerous underlying physical behaviour analyses
and/or judgements must be made in consistent fashion. Whether they are sufficiently
representative of the true plant behaviour is a matter of judgement; in individual
cases, representativity of the pertinent physical analysis and/or judgement can be
falsified far more easily than proven correct. These elements of judgement on the
underlying physical processes and requisite physical detail are one likely reason to
the reported wide scatter of core damage frequencies, even several orders of
magnitude, in rather similar plants.

Probabilistic analyses are inherently more descriptive than deterministic analyses.
Their results interact usefully with deterministic assessments, especially regarding
the borderline between anticipated transients and postulated accidents, deterministic
acceptance criteria development, and more lately, event sequences excluded from
detailed analysis. An additional, important advantage of the probabilistic approach
follows from its strive for end results encompassing the whole system in question:
probabilistic approach motivates a study of initiating events also outside the
immediate vicinity of the reactor core, which motivation the traditional conservative
approach, in practice, has often failed to provide.

It is possible, and this has been done in selected cases, to specify probabilistic design
and acceptance criteria for a system or plant design, but such criteria are rather
ambiguous as generic design guides because of the latitude provided by the several
layers of evaluation that constitute a probabilistic assessment. Recall the substantial
amount of judgement that goes into the physical process analysis underlying all
probabilistic work related to nontrivial technical systems.

The treatment of uncertainty in probabilistic analysis focuses on reliability data and
initiating event frequencies, which are derived from experience. Component
reliability data is usually amenable to statistical treatment, but some important
initiating events are so rare that reliable estimates on their frequency are difficult to
make. Anyway, the influence of such uncertainties on PSA results can be readily
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quantified in statistical terms. Additional important sources of uncertainty inherent
to the probabilistic approach arise from common cause failures and human reliability
assessment. Common cause failures cripple, for one reason, a multitude of equipment,
e.g. all the similar components in a redundant systems. Human reliability issues
arise from the need to incorporate operator actions and their potential errors into
probabilistic evaluation: in many cases, the operators are needed to bring the plant
in a controlled fashion to a stable cold shutdown state. Anyway, means have been
established to address uncertainties arising from both common cause failures and
human reliability.

Treating the uncertainty associated with judgement regarding the underlying physical
behaviour and processes within systems is much more difficult. Some insight on
physical uncertainty can be obtained, though, by examining the sensitivity of PSA
results to success criteria, such as the minimum number of redundant subsystems
required to accomplish a safety function. Physical uncertainty would manifest as
uncertainty of what the "correct" probabilistic model structure (event tree, fault
tree, or both) should be. Model structure uncertainty is, in fact, difficult to quantify
in any technical assessment, be it deterministic or probabilistic, but as noted earlier,
conservative determinism can offer reasonably good buffers against such uncertainty
effects. The "correctness" of PSA end results can be gauged only in situations where
the probabilistic end result predictions can be compared against an experience base
large enough to be amenable for statistical treatment. As far as reactor core damage
goes, such database does not exist (fortunately)*. In the absence of the required data
base, the end result of a PSA for any given plant is essentially untestable.

The figures of merit employed in probabilistic assessment are the frequency of
occurrence of an (unwanted) event and the risk associated with it. The frequency of
occurrence is the most prevalent outcome. Risk is usually defined as the product of
the frequency of an event and a quantitative measure of the event's (undesired) end
results, such as financial loss incurred or number of lives lost as a direct
consequence*.

The current total experience base of commercial nuclear power reactors is about 9000 reactor years, and
there have been two major accidents, the TMI-2 meltdown in 1979 and the Chernobyl excursion in 1986.
On this basis one might estimate an average core damage frequency of about 210 ^/reactor-year. This is
close to the upper bound of typical mean core damage frequencies calculated at various PSA Level 1
studies around the world; variation from 10* to 10" per reactor-year appears typical. (Some maintain the
Chernobyl accident should be dismissed from the data base, but whether such a dismissal on the basis of
design specialities is really warranted, remains controversial.) It is also interesting that the level 1 results
generally fall into this relatively narrow range despite substantial variations in plant design details.

Experience seems to indicate that the concept of risk does not communicate very well with the public -
perhaps the public measures the unwanted outcome in terms different from those the experts prefer to
employ.
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Probabilistic figures of merit can be used to argue against implementation of a
safety feature much more easily than deterministic figures of merit. This contrast
between the deterministic and probabilistic assessment methods is one-way and
rather stark. If a valid deterministic assessment of an issue finds it is not a problem,
no probabilistic argument can revert this judgement. If an issue is deterministically
found to be problematic, valid probabilistic arguments can still be (and, in practice,
often are) raised to claim it is insignificant in terms of probabilistic figures of merit.
This property of probabilistic safety assessment is somewhat incompatible with the
arbitrary nature of the defense in depth concept itself in general and its barrier and
functional interpretations in particular.

Perhaps the greatest merit of probabilistic safety assessment is that it constitutes a
systematic process of going through all the known technical features of a complex
engineered system. Although much of this is just bookkeeping, it has a lot of value
since it complements the determinists' originally heuristic insights on significant
initial events. An additional very substantial merit is the capability to identify logical
and/or functional interdepencies of engineered systems, and provide probabilistic
measures of relative importance of components making up a system or systems
accomplishing a safety function. Finally, probabilistic arguments can be used to
gauge the credibility of an event. It is thus possible to introduce some consistency
(in probabilistic terms) in selection of initiating events worthy of more detailed
study. However, strictly speaking, such ranking of issues is valid only if all the
underlying information concerning physical behaviour, equipment data, and
modelling is correct and consistent. Satisfying this requirement is a substantial
challenge.

3.2.1 The Three Levels of PSA

PSA level 1 produces a catalogue of (in theory, all) event sequences leading to the
core damage, and sequence frequencies. To this end normal operation, transients
and accidents are considered. In deterministic terms, the scope of PSA level 1 is
essentially limited to design basis events. Plant system physical behaviour is assumed
known from deterministic evaluations and/or judgement and unique, and the
probabilistic assessment's emphasis is on the reliability of engineered systems,
particularly those performing safety functions, which in turn is calculated from
component reliability data and external dependencies. Because the coverage sought
for is so broad, it has been customary to simplify the effort by developing separately
Level 1 studies pertaining to internal and external events. Internal events are the
disturbances and equipment malfunctions that directly relate to plant systems,
whereas external events include weather effects, fires, internal floods and so on.
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PSA level 1 is at its best in identifying interdependies of safety and auxiliary systems
and design balance (or lack of it) in terms of component/system reliability. In this
respect it may be seen as complementary to deterministic design practice, particularly
if the latter has been implemented in a narrowminded fashion. In addition, since
PSA efforts motivate physical analysis of a broad spectrum of events, including
initiating events involving also the auxiliary systems and balance of plant systems,
there is a chance that such physical analysis may identify and/or draw attention to
problems that the determinists have overlooked or judged uninteresting in the past.
PSA level 1 practices can currently be considered as well established. Sophisticated
analysis tools exist to facilitate probabilistic model construction and carry out the
extremely demanding probabilistic model calculations to find and quantify the event
sequences of interest. An inherent weakness of the PSA level 1 end result, the mean
core damage frequency, is that a very large variety of different accident sequences,
and hence consequences, are absorbed into a single number. Strictly speaking, this
alone renders level 1 results incomparable between different plants.

PSA level 2 focuses on containment performance, given physical understanding of
the core damage progression beyond the design basis limits, the probabilistic
background furnished by level 1 studies, and available containment and its safety
system configuration. In a severe accident, the containment is the only remaining
barrier against fission product release, except in so-called bypass sequences, in which
a release route through the containment opens as a more direct consequence of the
initiating event. Severe accident phenomenology is extremely complex, and many
of the energetic phenomena involved pose a direct physical threat to containment
integrity. Hence severe accident research is currently strongly phenomena-oriented.
Engineered systems to mitigate severe accidents are typically far fewer and simpler
than systems designed to prevent core damage in the first place. Thus it is not
surprising that current level 2 efforts also tend to be dominated by physical
phenomena-related issues. The outcome of level 2 study is the frequency and
magnitude of eventual radioactivity release into the environment, and a probabilistic
evaluation of the adequacy of the existing severe accident mitigation/management
systems and procedures. Level 2 studies are currently a very active (and contested)
research field in nuclear safety.

PSA level 3 is to treat probabilistically the radiological consequences of the
radioactivity release, and it should yield probabilistic results (especially, risk) for
public, environment and property radiological damages. Very few comprehensive
Level 3 studies have been carried out so far, and the views on the need to carry out
more seem to vary widely.
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3.3 Approaches to system behaviour analysis

Both deterministic and probabilistic analyses depend in a fundamental way on
information regarding the physical behaviour of the reactor and plant systems in
various conditions. Hence it is useful to briefly consider the established means of
obtaining such information.

The most direct way of finding out how a given technical system performs is to
construct it and conduct testing. Testing is routinely done at nuclear power plant
startup phase. Normal operation with operational transients and occasional little
equipment mishaps furnishes more direct experience. From overall system
performance point of view, intentional full scale testing is naturally limited to very
moderate transients. Operational incidents, on the other hand, can sometimes provide
quite significant insights on some aspects of system performance. However, incidents
being unwanted, this happens by chance alone, and it takes some skill of recognition
to really extract the insight from the usually limited available record of events.

More serious transient and accident conditions can be studied experimentally in
test facilities. In system behaviour field, two general test facility categories exist,
the so-called separate effects test facilities and integral test facilities. Ideally, separate
effects testing is designed to yield information on the physics of a few phenomena
at a time under carefully controlled boundary conditions and with detailed
instrumentation. Integral testing attempts to reproduce the key global phenomena
at downscaled models of more complex systems.

Successful design and interpretation of downscaled experiments, be they separate
effects or integral system tests, necessitates a scaling rationale. Integral experiments
in particular may end up being too complex to be interpretable with the aid of scaling
laws and similarity criteria alone. In such cases computational tools to be described
below are essential in the upscaling.

Analysis of physical models constructed to represent the essential physics of system
behaviour is another key means of system study. As the mathematical models of the
physics governing reactor system behaviour generally are in non-trivial cases
analytically intractable, numerical solution methods have been devised and computer
codes constructed to solve such models. However, at times hand calculation of
simplified idealised problems can all the same yield valuable understanding.
Numerical modelling of reactor system-related problems is a major field of research,
and the construction, maintenance and application of large computer codes is an art
in itself. Historically, computational analysis has evolved from simple, separated
problems towards more integrated, cross-disciplinary, and sophisticated analysis
tools. These tools are being used to simulate transient and accident conditions in
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nuclear systems, and their credibility is evaluated by comparing predictions to plant
data, measurements from separate and integral tests, and where possible, analytical
solutions of idealised test problems. Numerical simulation of physical processes is,
of course, a very active research field also outside the nuclear community, and
nuclear safety analysis also makes use of available general purpose methods and
tools.

An important aspect of both analytical and experimental work is the process through
which the raw data generated by measurement or calculation is transformed first
into meaningful information and then into deeper understanding of what is essential
and what is not. The current computer simulation capabilities allow a reasonable
treatment of quite complex physics in substantial detail, whence the quantity of
data generated is also very large. As the ultimate goal of all safety analysis is to
obtain understanding of the system behaviour, not just find the extreme values of
some parameters to be compared with acceptance criteria, this aspect needs more
attention than it customarily has received. Very rudimentary simulation visualisation
capabilities, such as described by (Hyvarinen, 1991b) suffice to significantly improve
the usefulness of computer simulations. Visualisation is, of course, the only way to
transform large amounts of data into meaningful information; and human
understanding can evolve out of meaningful information vastly more readily than
out of raw data alone.

In practical safety related work, experimental and analytical means often need to be
combined to adequately justify a decision. Likewise, several different figures of
merit may have to be considered when threats to safety are judged.

Both experimentation and analysis is also affected by uncertainties. Quantification
of experimental uncertainty is a routine part of any good scientific venture. The
analysis uncertainties in turn are a major subject of current interest, because of the
trend towards best estimate physical behaviour analysis also in licensing applications.
Several methods for dealing with analysis uncertainty have been developed and
applied in demonstration cases (OECD, 1994), and this field is still evolving. It
may be noted that all uncertainty evaluation methods have one common feature: the
only treatable uncertainties are those that are known and can be estimated in advance.
This fact should be kept in mind in what follows.
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4 INHERENT THREATS OF RECENT INTEREST

This chapter reviews the safety issues addressed in the technical papers presented
as Appendices 1 through 4. The safety issues are (1) the inherent boron dilution
mechanism in PWRs, (2) metallic insulation and the potential loss of emergency
core cooling systems during a loss-of-coolant accident, due to sump/strainer clogging,
and (3) horizontal steam generator heat transfer characteristics at natural circulation.
At first sight, the three issues appear quite dissimilar; however, it will be seen that
they possess several common features which, in this authors view, lead to important
insights on how nuclear safety can be best ascertained and how safety assessment
should be conducted. The wide variety of technical issues concerned furnishes a
reason to generalise the insights. These common features and lessons to be learned
from them will be discussed in section 4.4, once each issue has been briefly reviewed
in sections 4.1 through 4.3.

4.1 The inherent boron dilution mechanism in PWRs

Current PWRs utilise boric acid dissolved in the primary coolant as the long-term
reactivity control means. It is well known that boron dilution in current PWRs can
lead to a reactivity excursion and thus challenge the integrity of fuel cladding, the
first main barrier in the barrier interpretation of the defense in depth principle.
Traditionally, dilution events have been analysed assuming that the dilute coolant
must enter the primary system from outside, typically as a result of incorrect auxiliary
system alignment or equipment failure. Such external dilution scenaria have been
analysed by numerous authors; for good overviews, see e.g. Jacobson (1992) and
Diamond et al (1992). A more complete history and categorisation of boron dilution
studies has been presented by Hyvarinen (1994).

In Appendix 1 it is shown that boron dilution occurs inherently in all transient and/
or accident situations that involve core cooling by phase separating natural circulation
mode. Such a situation follows from primary inventory depletion which could be
due to any leak of "suitable" size. The leak size range dangerous in this respect
varies between reactor designs, but generally leaks ranging from 0.5 to 2% of cold
leg cross section area, that is, small breaks, have been found most relevant. Given a
leak, the decay heat must be removed and the system cooled down. At the relevant
(small) break size range, break flow is large enough to bring the primary system to
phase separating natural circulation mode (boiler-condenser or reflux), but does not
suffice for adequate core cooling. Hence the decay heat removal to the secondary
side has to occur via phase-separating natural circulation. Boric acid does not readily
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transport with steam, whence such natural circulation results in the enrichment of
the dissolved boric acid concentration in the core, and accumulation of dilute plugs
in the cold leg loop seals, or top of the downcomer, if the reactor design features no
loop seals. Subsequent primary inventory recovery - another necessity to guarantee
long-term core cooling - can result in natural circulation resumption and transport
of such dilute plugs into the reactor core. Primary coolant pump restart is another
possible plug transport initiator. Although transport velocity through the core is
slow at natural circulation, the theoretical maximum static reactivity insertion
potential is large enough to yield a super-prompt critical reactivity excursion, with
average fuel energy deposition in the order of tens to hundreds J/g, in most if not all
currently operating reactors. Typical accident situations that may involve inherent
boron dilution potential are the small break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), steam
generator (multiple) tube rupture, and possibly some anticipated transients without
scram (ATWS) and severe accident situations. Observe how the safety functions of
subcriticality maintenance and decay heat removal pose contradictory requirements
on system behaviour.

The generic existence of an inherent boron dilution mechanism was, to the best of
this author's knowledge, a new discovery when it was first mentioned in passing by
Hyvarinen (1991a), who considered the thermal-hydraulic safety impact of steam
generators in general terms. The first more quantitative paper on the inherent boron
dilution mechanism was presented by Hyvarinen (1992a), followed by a revised
version (Hyvarinen, 1992b), which featured a more detailed though still quite
rudimentary study on plug mixing during transport, and finally the paper presented
in Appendix 1. It is interesting to observe that boron separation in PWRs due to
boiling and condensation appears to have been noted several times already in the
1980's: Gouffon (1987) mentions boiling and condensation as a means of generating
a dilute plug in the context of a short-term station blackout, Bregeon et al (1988)
and Chesnel (1989) reiterate Gouffons results, and Smith et al (1986), in their
consideration of TMI-2 degraded core criticality safety, discuss an inherent dilution
scenario where steam generated by boiling during reflood of the degraded core
condenses on upper plenum structures and drains down to core as diluted water.

The immediate safety issue is now the extent of fuel damage resulting from the
reactivity excursion caused by a naturally circulating plug perhaps mixed to some
extent. Although generic statements about this can hardly be accurate due to the
high variability from plant to plant in key physical parameters, simplistic bounding
analyses can be made. The quite simple calculations presented inAppendix 1 suggest
that the excursion, if it occurs, is likely to be somewhat more moderate than the
severest reactivity excursions estimated for external boron dilution events. On the
other hand, this excursion will occur within a reactor system that has already suffered
from the thermal hydraulic transients associated with the earlier part of the accident
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that led to plug formation. At this stage, the primary system integrity has been lost
due to the initiating event. Hence it is clear that traditional reactivity insertion accident
acceptance criteria (which themselves are currently a subject of much controversy
over burnup effects) cannot be applied directly. Furthermore, because inherent
dilution always occurs as a side-effect of another type of transient and accident, its
effects need to be assessed in a consistent fashion in the full context of each
underlying case - a major requirement not quite compatible with traditional safety
assessment practices.

With these complications in mind it is easy to see why the issue of inherent dilution
has generally been difficult to come to terms with, for both the industry and regulators.
This is best evidenced by the lack of convincing resolution arguments up to this
day. Recently, a OECD/NEA/CSNI Specialist Meeting on Boron Dilution was held,
and judging from the papers presented there, the only PWR design to appear more
throughly studied is the VVER 440 (OECD, to appear). Some rudimentary
consideration seems to have been given to an advanced design, the ABB Combustion
Engineering System 80+, see (NRC, 1994); the design is described tolerant of
naturally circulating plugs, in terms of the RIA criterion applied by the NRC at
least. Tolerance has been achieved mainly by reducing in this design the reliance on
boric acid as a reactivity control means by about a factor of two, compared to most
PWRs currently operating in one and a half to two year cycles. A major boron
dilution study by IVO on the Loviisa VVERs is undergoing regulatory review as of
this writing. IVO argues that in the current Loviisa system configuration plug
generation and movement cannot be prevented completely, but that mixing in transit
from the cold legs to core in the VVER 440's favourable geometry is a sufficient
inherent defense, and this argument is supported mainly by comprehensive
computational analyses. Earlier experiments on buoyant mixing conducted in the
pressurised thermal shock evalution context may also provide useful insights. The
study also implies that means may be available in Loviisa to substantially limit plug
generation.

The significance of plug mixing during transport as the main inherent defense against
the reactivity excursion has, of course, been widely recognised. Buoyant mixing
experiments have been carried out in the German full-scale PWR test facility UPTF
(Zipper, 1993), but those results are not openly available. The decision to conduct
the mixing test series was done after the initiation of the UPTF-TRAM programme.
Three other mixing test facilities currently exist. The BORA-BORA facility in France
(Alvarez et al, 1992, 1995), and the Vattenfall facility in Sweden (Alavyoon et al,
1995) are linearly 1:5 downscaled models, and hitherto have been used to study
mixing under forced flow caused by a restarting primary coolant pump. OKB
Gidropress, the VVER thermal hydraulic design bureau, also operates a linearly
downscaled reactor vessel facility.
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Inherent dilution is of interest in severe accident research, too. Theofanous and
Corradini (1995) discuss this issue among other severe accident reactivity control
considerations concerning the Westinghouse AP600 PWR, a small, advanced passive
reactor design. They note that the inherent dilution mechanism "...may require further
attention" and recommend careful analysis of all the inherent mixing mechanisms
preceding plug entry into the core.

Finally, it may be noted that all the boron dilution safety concerns, inherent or
external, can be eliminated by reducing the need for boron reactivity control. This
can be accomplished e.g. with the aid of fixed burnable poisons. The technical
feasibility of eliminating boron altogether has been proven some years ago in an
EPRI study (EPRI, 1989). The EPRI study cited plant system simplification,
corrosion risk elimination, and low level radioactive waste volume reduction as the
motivations for dissolved boron elimination. The tradeoff is the need to introduce
fixed burnable poison and extend control rodding substantially to provide the control
capability lost with eliminating boron. Extended control rodding may also generate
more severe rod ejection challenges.

The EPRI study evidently paved the way to the ABB CE 80+, a large advanced
PWR design already mentioned above, which has been designed to operate with
substantially (up to a factor of 2) smaller boron concentration than is typical at
current PWRs. Evidently, a desire to delimit the rather extensive control rodding
required by a large boron-free core design, as well as a desire for more core loading
flexibility (and perhaps longer core lifetime), led to this compromise design.

JAERI has developed a small (600 MWe) completely boron free advanced PWR
design, JPSR (Araya et al, 1995; Iwamura et al, 1996). The boron was eliminated
completely from this design in order to provide inherent load following capability.
Other novel design features to that end were introduced as well: the primary coolant
pumps were placed in the hot legs, unlike in any other PWR design this author is
aware of.

The European Utility Requirements for future nuclear reactors (EUR, 1995)
recommend that for the PWR, a low boron concentration core option should be
studied. This is justified by the reduction or elimination of dilution risks and reduction
of low level radioactive waste from boron handling.

4.2 Metallic insulation and strainer/sump clogging

Appendix 2 presents an experimental report on metallic insulation transport and
strainer clogging properties. Before entering a discussion on it, it is useful to briefly
discuss the clogging problem from somewhat broader perspective. Hot pipework in
nuclear containments has to be insulated, and in the event of a loss-of-coolant accident
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(LOCA), break jets demolish insulation in the vicinity of the break. Insulation debris
thus generated is transported by break and possibly spray induced flows in the
containment, and ends up on the containment sumps/strainers through which the
coolant is recirculated back to the emergency core cooling and containment spray
systems (ECCS, CSS). Debris accumulated on the sumps/strainers generates pressure
drop (hydraulic head loss) on the suction side of the emergency core cooling and
containment decay heat removal system pumps, which may eventually lead to
cavitation, consequent loss of flow, and possibly also pump damage. In other words,
sump/strainer clogging (1) arises as a side effect of the LOCA and (2) cripples the
very systems designed to mitigate the consequences of the LOCA.

The most recent interest in this issue was provoked by an operational incident in
Barseback unit 2, Sweden, in 1992; see the International Task Group (ITG) report
(OECD, 1996), or (SKI, 1994) for a thorough description of the event. The problem
has been known since the very first emergency cooling systems were designed in
the early seventies, but has never really attracted the attention of either primary
system thermal hydraulicists, who have been more concerned with what goes on in
the reactor system itself once ECCS coolant gets there, or containment system
engineers, who have been preoccupied by issues such as containment pressure
response, leaktightness, and more lately, severe accident phenomena. This lack of
due attention manifests itself even today, in the primitive working standards that
have prevailed in the field. Furthermore, successful resolution of the issue requires
attention to side effects that the various resolution options involve. Such side effects
are discussed briefly by Hyvarinen (1996) and more extensively in Chapter 5 of the
ITG report (OECD, 1996).

The details of the problem and the currently available database up to June 1995 has
been reviewed in the (OECD, 1996). A good discussion of the problem from the
U.S. BWRs' point of view is also available in (Zigler et al, 1994, 1995). They found
that their reference BWR could not survive practically any LOCA considered, which
included some 400 different break locations and all sizes; in the case of a large
break, the ECCS would be lost within V/i to 2 minutes into the accident, that is,
immediately when it begins to perform its task. The smallest break considered was
a one inch impulse line break, which resulted in loss of ECCS in a bit less than 10
minutes.

The report presented in Appendix 2 was the first study to provide quantitative data
on the pressure drop characteristics of damaged metallic insulation. The noteworthy
feature of Appendix 2 is that, at the time it was published, metallic insulation was
promoted and widely held as the "known and accepted solution" to the clogging
problem, without actually having been tested for its performance, particularly under
BWR conditions.
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LOCA performance data pertaining to metallic insulation (also known as reflective
metallic insulation (RMI)) predating Appendix 2 are so few that they can be reviewed
briefly here. For a more thorough review, see Appendix 2. A PWR-oriented transport
study was conducted by the U.S. NRC in early eighties (Brocard, 1984). That study
found that generally, the internal foils of metallic insulation panels, be they as
fabricated or crumpled, can be transported in horizontal flow along a floor at flow
velocities in the order of 0.1 to 0.5 m/s, and upon reaching a PWR sump screen,
they easily flip up against it, partially blocking flow. Blockages covering the whole
simulated sump surface were not tested at all at that time. This seems to have raised
a concern regarding the shape of foil debris that results from panels exposed to a
LOCA jet. Subsequently, a singular metallic insulation debris generation experiment,
briefly described in Appendix E of (Serkiz, 1985) was conducted at the HDR facility.
The debris produced was not analysed in any quantitative fashion, but instead reported
in terms of a few photographs and a verbal description, the essence of which was
that "no smooth large pieces of foil were released". This verbal description is a
direct quotation from the original test report of Gilbert (1984), which contains
additional photographs but lacks size or shape quantification.

The study presented in Appendix 2 sought conservative bounds on the performance
of the metallic insulation backfitted in the Finnish B WRs. As realistic debris size or
shape distributions were unavailable at that time and could not be studied within the
prevailing constraints, the study was conducted in parametric fashion, keeping the
foil as smooth as it was (the particular design features dimpled, i.e. inherently
nonsmooth, foil), and varying the piece size of the foil "debris". Such bounding
data sufficed well for plant assessment using the "robust approach" developed by
STUK for evaluation of the clogging problem. The robust approach was originally
developed by Haule & Hyvarinen (1992) and is described in OECD (1996) together
with the U.S. "calculational approach" developed by Zigler et al (1994) for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Here it suffices to describe the robust approach
as an implementation of traditional conservative determinism, whereas the NRC
calculational approach attempts to implement best-estimate analysis practices in a
probabilistic framework.

The transport part of the Appendix 2 study showed, above all, that all foil pieces
could remain waterborne in vertically slowly circulating flows (upwards velocity
exceeding 0.1 to 0.2 m/s). This showed that debris sedimentation in the suppression
pool was not, during LOCA-induced pool churning, a credible defense against debris
reaching the strainers located on the pool walls.

The strainer pressure drop testing was performed using a strainer model which
reproduces 1:1 the corrugated plate geometry of the Finnish B WR strainers but has
about 1:6 of the total flow area. The area was partially blocked off to allow operation
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at a broad range of approach velocities. It was found that the debris coverage on the
strainers results in pressure drop which varies approximately quadratically with the
strainer approach velocity, indicating turbulent pressure drop generation, and that
the debris size has a very substantial influence on the magnitude of the pressure
drop. It may be noted that a very wide size range, from about 0.02 m by 0.02 m
square pieces through about 0.2 m by 0.2 m to finally about 0.9 m by 1.3 m (full size
foil) pieces were tested*. The larger the pieces the higher the pressure drop. It was
also found that there is a limiting approach velocity below which debris no longer is
able to collect on the vertical strainer surface, because the pressure drop over the
debris no longer generates sufficient contact friction to overcome gravity; this limit
was in the order of 0.013 to 0.02 m/s. The Finnish plants employing metallic
insulation feature vertical strainers that operate well below this limit, so metallic
insulation is of no clogging concern for them. In addition, two experiments with
mixed metallic and fibrous (rockwool) debris showed debris interactions that result
in higher pressure drop than would have been obtained from a combination of
independent "pure" contributions. All the pressure drop data was generated for robust
approach assessment, whence its coverage regarding interactions of various size
ranges and, even more pronouncedly, shape characteristics, does not suffice for
best-estimate type of analysis.

The publication of the report presented as Appendix 2 spurred further experimentation
elsewhere. A U.S. insulation vendor released data generated earlier on metallic
insulation damage caused by an air blast (Kegel, 1993). A consortium formed by
the Swedish utilities conducted a long series of large-scale tests on metallic insulation
debris generation using both saturated water and steam jets (NEI, 1995). Finally,
the U.S. NRC funded an one-shot large scale experiment on metallic insulation
damage due to steam blowdown from a simulated circumferential weld break
(Appendix A of Zigler et al, 1996). Of the more prototypic water/steam tests only
the NRC test data is openly available. The Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group is
conducting a long series of air blast testing in the U.S.. All the available metallic
insulation debris generation data suggests that under steam blowdown metallic
insulation breaks up to fairly small (from 0.005 to 0.15 m, majority at 0.01 to 0.02
m) irregular but relatively uncrumpled fragments. Saturated water jets result in far
less loose debris. The majority debris size range from steam testing is very close to
the smallest category tested for pressure drop in Appendix 2.

The restrictions in the vent path from the drywell to the suppression pool are usually smaller in lateral
dimension than the largest foils tested. Large foil testing was done to probe the case in which a single sheet
covers the whole strainer, since this was anticipated to give the highest possible pressure drop for a pure
material (which, indeed, was the case).
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Regarding the debris transport, findings of Appendix 2 have later been corroborated
by an NRC-funded experiment where the debris generated in the aforementioned
experiment was introduced into a downscaled (1:2.4) Mark I suppression pool model
and subjected to large-scale turbulence caused by simulated low frequency
condensation oscillations known as "chugging". Depending on the intensity of
chugging, some 50 to 66% of the debris remained in suspension as long as the
chugging lasted (Appendix B of Zigler et al, 1996).

The NRC has also funded pressure drop experiments on a flat plate screen inside a
tubular test section. Metallic insulation debris, pure and mixed with glass fibre
debris and iron oxides (common in the U.S. suppression pools) were tested (Appendix
C of Zigler et al, 1996). This testing did not discern any debris size effects, in direct
contrast with Appendix 2 data. As of this writing, a generally accepted explanation
of the difference remains to be developed, although the small size and nonprototypic
geometry of the NRC's test facility appear promising candidates. The NRC or its
contractors have not presented a scaling rationale for the interpretation of their
pressure drop testing.

Insulation LOCA performance with respect to strainers/sumps is an excellent example
of a technically surprisingly challenging issue. Though hardly novel in years, its
recent and substantial development has necessitated the rejection of nearly all data
predating 1992 as incorrect! Hence its novelty, which is manifest in the present lack
of both comprehensive experimental data on key phenomena and an accepted
theoretical understanding. Under the circumstances the attempted best estimate
analyses, such as those presented in Zigler et al (1995), would be dubious, if their
results were not so very clear all the same*. It is noteworthy that the technical
solutions developed in Finland and Sweden on the basis of the robust approach, that
is, were implemented in a conservative fashion on the basis of the limited data then
available, have (hitherto) stood the test time, especially the numerous unpleasant
surprises related to insulation and other debris interactions, very well.

4.3 Horizontal steam generator heat transfer performance

Horizontal steam generators, especially those of the Russian VVER 440 reactors,
are well known for their large secondary water inventory, which is expected to slow
down plant response, particularly during events which involve loss of feedwater.
Appendices 3 and 4 address horizontal steam generator heat transfer performance
at natural circulation conditions in the primary circuit. The significance of this is
that the decay heat removal from the primary during most transient and accident
situations is accomplished by natural circulation.

Real trouble will ensue if Zigler et al's results are misapplied by changing some initial data and running
through the calculations without checking the validity of all the judgemental assumptions made en route.
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A mathematical model for steady single-phase flow in horizontal steam generator
primary side is developed in Appendix 3. Numerical solutions of the model are
obtained with the HSG code described there. The results show that at natural
circulation the VVER type steam generator primary to secondary heat transfer
capability suffers an inherent limitation as the secondary gradually depletes. It is
also shown there that it is necessary and sufficient to treat in detail the primary side
alone. This limitation is a direct consequence of tube bundle primary side flow
pattern, which ultimately follows from the geometry of the bundle. The theory is
further elaborated in Appendix 4, which presents a scaling analysis of the flow
pattern and heat transfer characteristics and compares the behaviour of the currently
available downscaled steam generator models of the PACTEL and PMK integral
facilities to the prototype VVER 440 steam generator.

Qualitatively put, the primary to secondary heat transfer limitation arises as follows.
At natural circulation in the primary, the tube bundle fluid velocities are small enough
to result in frictional pressure drop less than the gravitational pressure difference
between the collectors themselves. The cold collector, being colder, contains denser
fluid than the hot collector, whence the driving pressure drop the tube rows experience
increases upwards, or, in the extreme case of equal collector densities, remains
constant. Consequently, the tube flow rate also always increases upwards, if the hot
leg is hotter than the secondary, which is the usual case. At sufficiently small total
throughflow, the bundle flow at the bottom part has to reverse, to allow in the upper
(forward) part of the bundle such a velocity that both momentum (tube friction
versus collector density difference) and total mass flow through the bundle are
conserved. This inherent limitation was, to the best of the authors knowledge, first
identified by Hyvarinen (1993), from which Appendix 3 later evolved.

Now if the secondary side has been boiled off to some extent, such that some (upper)
tube rows are dry on the outside, the flow through these tubes still continues, driven
by the same pressure drop that the topmost still wetted tubes experience. Dry tubes
transfer negligible heat to the secondary, typical steam convection coefficients being
20 to 40W/m2K, in contrast to typical wetted tube outer heat transfer coefficients in
the order of 5000 W/m2K. As a result, uncooled fluid enters the cold collector,
mixes there with cooled fluid issuing from the wetted part of the bundle, and raises
the steam generator outlet temperature. The primary system itself experiences this
as a primary to secondary heat transfer degradation.

The safety issue associated with the inherent heat transfer limitation is this: if decay
heat is removed by boiling off the secondary, and the heat transfer degradation
proceeds faster than the decay heat decreases, the primary circuit heats up and its
pressure increases. The most typical safety analysis case in which secondary boil-
off is crucial is the total station blackout. The timing of its early phase is directly
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determined by the steam generators' capability to absorb the decay heat. Calculations
presented in Appendix 3 show that the full initial secondary inventory of a VVER
440 would last for about 5Vi hours, if one were to assume that there are no limitations
in the steam generator heat transfer capability. Overall primary side heatup would
begin only after the secondaries have dried out completely. This would delay the
ultimately inevitable primary pressurisation up to safety valve setpoint even further.
In contrast, when the inherent limitation is accounted for, heat transfer degradation
begins immediately when the top of the tube bundle dries out. A power imbalance
ensues, resulting in gradual primary heatup, and the safety valve setpoint is first
reached at about l>h hours after the initiating event. Substantial primary mass loss
begins no later than about 4 hours as the primary coolant has heated up and expanded
enough to fill the whole pressuriser with liquid. At the time of first pressuriser
safety valve actuation, the steam generator secondaries are still roughly half full. In
addition to accelerated timing, the primary pressure response of the Appendix 3
analysis is all the time much higher than predicted by simple system code or
parametric code models.

The idealised blackout calculations are, however, somewhat sensitive to the timing
of the initiating events, especially reactor scram and feedwater pump trip. This
sensitivity manifested in the Greifswald unit 1 VVER 440 blackout event that
occurred in 1975; it, too, is discussed in detail in Appendix 3. A comprehensive
account of this event was recently published by Albrecht and Gelfort (1996). Here it
is noted that in the Greifswald case, the reactor tripped first, followed by the main
feedwater pumps about five minutes later, and that emergency feedwater was at
least partially available for some forty minutes into the accident. Hence the boil-off
begun later and from much (20%) higher initial secondary inventory. It is not
surprising that it took longer to heat up the primary: the first pressuriser safety
valve actuation occurred there at 5 hours. It is unfortunate that this timing happens
to coincide fairly well with idealised thermal hydraulic system code analyses which
assume immediate tripping of all systems. For VVER 440 station blackout, such
analyses invariably result in secondaries boiled almost dry. A complete record of
the secondary side inventories' evolution with time over the event is not available,
but Albrecht and Gelhorst (1996) report that at about SVi hours into the accident the
secondary levels ranged between 0.7 and 1.2 metres. The inherent heat transfer
limitation is the only known explanation to this high secondary elevations at that
time.

In Greifswald, the main and emergency feedwater pump cables burned at about 40
minutes into the accident, and the accident was terminated at about SVi hours by the
installation of a provisional electric connection to one emergency feedwater pump,
so their unavailability at the intermediate period is well ascertained. Albrecht and
Gelhorst (1996) also report that the operators used the pressuriser safety valves to
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perform blowdown and a primary make-up pump to maintain the primary pressure
between 11.2 and 13.8 MPa up to 4'/2 hours into the accident. After that control
system (and control room) power was lost for half an hour, during which the primary
pressurised up to 14.9 MPa, 0.4 MPa above the pressuriser safety valve setpoint.
Lacking power to function, the valves could not open before control power was
recovered at 5 hours 7 minutes into the accident; it is this power recovery that
actually determined the timing of valve actuation.

In addition to the station blackout, the inherent limitation plays a role in numerous
other events which involve substantial loss of secondary inventory: for example,
total loss of feedwater, feedwater or steam line breaks, and many ATWS sequences.
Steam line break stands out because in such a case the inherent limitation may
actually prove useful from the safety point of view, because the ensuing primary
cooldown and return to criticality possibilities may be mitigated to some extent by
the phenomenon. In all other cases the limitation appears to have a deleterious
though often moderate influence.

Appendix 4 elaborates further on the horizontal steam generator theory. Horizontal
steam generator performance scaling is addressed there in order to support the design
and interpretation of steam generator experiments performed for STUK in the
PACTEL facility (Hyvarinen and Kouhia, to appear). Those experiments sought to
further substantiate the theoretical findings of Appendix 3 and to verify some
elementary simplifications of the theory as implemented in the HSG code. In addition,
the considerations presented in Appendix 4 quantify the influence of the reversed
and dried-out flow on primary to secondary heat transfer capability of a steam
generator. It turns out that the flow reversal has mixed effects, reducing power
throughput at higher secondary level, but increasing it at lower secondary level.
Finally, Appendix 4 presents a comparison of the currently available VVER 440
integral test facility steam generator models (PACTEL and PMK) to the prototype.
The comparison shows that steam generator performance data from either facility
are not directly similar with plant behaviour, but can be adequately interpreted in
terms of the theory developed, with the aid of HSG code calculations.

In future work, the physical picture of horizontal steam generator natural circulation
performance can be substantially improved only by going into multidimensional
effects in the collectors. Two-phase situations are somewhat on the borderline of
"substantial" improvement. Although the details of even steady state one-dimensional
two-phase flow are much more complex than the details of single-phase flow, there
do not seem to be reasons to expect that for steady operation any new physical
phenomena of global essence would emerge from two-phase analysis. The heat
transfer limitation is expected to appear in an even stronger form under two-phase
conditions, at which the primary energy transfer means is steam condensation;
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gravitational phase separation in the collectors forces the steam predominantly in
the upper part of the bundle, which dries out first during secondary boil-off and
hence soon loses its condensing capacility.

Viewed from broader perspective, the heat transfer limitation phenomenon also
stands out as an inherent mode of behaviour. In theory, it could have been analysed
with currently available thermal hydraulic system codes. This has not been done in
the past due to the fairly fine spatial resolution required, which in turn implies
excessive effort on the code user's part in constructing a system nodalisation and
performing the actual calculation. Evidently, it takes a lot of physical insight to
fulfil the usual system code user guideline of performing adequate nodalisation
sensitivity studies. As discussed in more depth in Appendix 3, overly simple system
code nodalisations yield incorrect picture of the true horizontal steam generator
behaviour with secondary level depletion. It is important to note that this type of
code prediction error arises because of practical limitations in how the codes are
used, not from shortcomings in the physical models built in the system codes
themselves. This is another form of code uncertainty, fundamentally different from
the more familiar uncertainties associated with physical model fidelity or
representativity, numerical accuracy or correlation statistics.

4.4 The safety lessons

All the three foregoing safety issues, inherent boron dilution, strainer/sump clogging,
and horizontal steam generator heat transfer at natural circulation, have several
common traits worthy of further consideration. All the issues discussed here lie
within the nuclear reactor "design basis" realm. Since the design basis related safety
assessment is often considered as a fairly mature field - its age is measured in decades,
after all - it is useful to ponder a little on reasons that led to the persistence of such
open problems. Knowledge of weaknesses in past practice is a prerequisite for
improvement in the future.

All the three issues arise inherently, that is, as spontaneous and inevitable side-
effects of an initiating event that poses other, more direct and obvious, safety threats.
Of special interest are cases such as inherent boron dilution and strainer/sump
clogging, where the initiating event breaches one of the three main confinement
barriers, and the side-effect another.

No equipment failure is directly involved, but under the given conditions, the system
behaviour in question makes unanticipated turns through sometimes complex
sequence of physical events (especially boron dilution, strainer/sump clogging) that
result in an additional indirect threat to safety barriers, unaticipated from the initiating
event's point of view.
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Interdisciplinarity: (some of) the issues involve multiple separate established
branches of engineering. Inherent dilution arises due to thermal hydraulic phenomena
but causes a problem in the reactor dynamics area. Strainer/sump clogging involves
materials behaviour: material ageing, mechanic response to LOCA jets, several
different types of fluid flow in the containment, and complex hydraulics of porous
media in the accumulated debris bed.

Formal intractability: none of these issues would be discovered in a rational, purely
formal safety assessment method. They have slipped past traditional deterministic
safety evaluation, which assumes more or less direct relation between the initiating
event and a safety threat, and probabilistic safety analysis, which, at level 1 in
particular, emphasises equipment and system-level reliability matters rather than
physical system behaviour. A formal quantification of physical uncertainties in best
estimate system behaviour analysis would not identify any of these issues.

The issues challenge common notions or beliefs on safety-related knowledge: a
small LOCA in PWR might, in the worst case, end in a reactivity transient instead
of slow overheating; metallic insulation is not the foolproof solution to the strainer
clogging problem; the large secondary water inventory of a horizontal steam
generator, as a heat sink just to be boiled off, is partially illusory. More generally,
presence of credible but formerly unanalysed safety threats is evident.

That safety issues with such characteristics exist is nothing new. A good example of
an analogous issue addressed in the past is the pressurised thermal shock (PTS) to
reactor vessel. Actuation of the emergency core cooling system at high system
pressure could result in the vessel wall being cooled to such an extent that it loses
its ductility and could fail catastrophically. For a thorough discussion of the issue as
to Loviisa VVERs, see Tuomisto (1988). PTS is also an inherent, interdisciplinary,
side-effect type problem. It couples closely system thermal hydraulics, pressure
vessel materials science, including fast neutron transport from the core, and structural
mechanics. The PTS issue highlights the arbitrarity of deterministic safety system
design: catastrophic vessel failure was categorically excluded from the range of
hypothetical LOCAs that formed the emergency core cooling design basis; yet it
soon appeared physically quite plausible. It is a bit ironic that the cold coolant
injection from the very ECCS is one of the main physical causes for the existence of
the PTS issue.

The most obvious primary lesson to be learned from the mere fact that persistent
and/or previously unheard of safety issues exist is this: in nuclear safety work, it is
imperative to be prepared also for unknown threats. That, of course, is what the
defense in depth concept and its barrier and safety function interpretations were
initially designed to accomplish, and these key safety elements seem to need
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continuous attention. Such attention is manifest in the STUK's recently updated
Guides YVL 1.0 andYVL 2.2, which specify general safety requirements for nuclear
power plants and safety analysis requirements in deterministic terms. In contrast,
probabilistic assessment methods invariably require that all the physical threats are
known; this is the price paid for the coverage sought over the whole of a complex
system.

The traditional systematic safety assessment methods have failed to identify, or
attract sufficient attention to, any of these novel issues. This might be due to the
emphasis traditional methods put on the direct link between an initiating event and
a barrier threat. In contrast, the novel issues are best understood as natural processes
which are associated with several different initiating events. Another lesson, then,
is that safety assessment needs to focus also on physical processes, especially those
that arise inherently. This can be done in the context of customary, initiating event
oriented, safety analysis, provided the analysts' awareness (a questioning attitude!)
and tools are sufficient for the purpose.

Evidently, all systematic procedures yield essentially only mutual interrelations of
their input data (input data understood in broad sense, including assumptions and
judgements) that the procedure deals with. Such mutual interrelations, of course,
yield important insights, but there is no guarantee of complete coverage of all relevant
issues*. Birkhofer (1996) makes, from different premises, a similar observation:
too strictly formal and specialised licensing and acceptance procedures miss the
essence of reactor safety. Novel issues need to be discovered, and that takes something
more: a capability to recognise a pattern - and this is what especially humans are
very capable of doing, after proper training, of course. It can be concluded that
human intelligence is an essential element of successful nuclear safety assessment.
Rules of procedure are also needed, particularly in routine work, but they alone,
even in the hypothetical case of being "perfect", do not guarantee that every relevant
threat would become adequately addressed.

Despite their limitations, traditional assessment methods can be employed to evaluate
each novel issue once it has been identified. Evaluation produces figures of merit
relevant for each method (e.g. safety margin against pump cavitation, or frequency
of pump failure), that can be used as a measure of the severity of an issue. However,
sometimes no appropriate figures of merit exist, and novel acceptance criteria need
to be developed. For example, inherent dilution evaluation requires its own criteria,
as the traditional reactivity initiated accident fuel enthalpy limits were envisioned

This is the reason to resist the temptation of using the insights from preceding paragraphs to formalise a
Process Oriented Evaluation Technique with Realistic Yardsticks (POETRY) or a PROcess Safety
Estimator (PROSE). Were such approaches developed, they would be fallible and prone to misuse just like
the earlier systematic methods have been.
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to prevent fuel dispersal into coolant in situations where the primary system is still
intact. Likewise, strainer/sump clogging problem necessitated the development of
novel criteria and evaluation requirements for strainer pressure drop.

All safety assessment methods ultimately depend on and make use of information
regarding physical processes that occur in the systems in question. Strainer/sump
clogging and steam generator performance issues arose because some essential
physics, such as material aging and its consequences in the clogging case, gravity
effect in the tube bundle in the steam generator case, went unidentified in past
analysis. Essential physics gets easily missed, since finding it out often means a lot
of hard work for which little guarantee of (immediate) success exists.

The potential for missing essential physics gives rise to a new kind of uncertainty
regarding safety assessment results. Dealing with uncertainty is of major interest,
of course; the conservatisms of traditional deterministic assessment were devised
to combat, among other things, unknown uncertainties. In deterministic assessment,
methods have been devised to tackle uncertainties related to boundary conditions
and physical correlation statistics. Numerical analysis provides means to address
numerical solution process accuracy. Field equation adequacy assessment is more
judgemental than formal, and application model uncertainties, such as exemplified
by the horizontal steam generator, are almost impossible to estimate a priori. The
steam generator modelling experience suggests that the application model uncertainty
can be very substantial, but it is hard to tell how common such uncertainties are.
Probabilistic assessment provides means to gauge uncertainties especially in the
reliability data and initiating event frequencies, but has substantial difficulty in
dealing with phenomenological uncertainty. The lesson to be learned is that the
existence of several classes of quite different uncertainties must be fully recognised.
Naturally, it follows that any uncertainty assessment has to carefully specify the
type of uncertainty addressed, and not claim validity outside its proper scope. Some
caution with respect to global significance of any uncertainty analysis results appears
well warranted.

Split expertise and split responsibilities of safety analysis workers can be identified
as one of the root causes for the existence of inherent dilution and strainer/sump
clogging problem. Simply put, a system thermal-hydraulicist does not usually worry
about core criticality, and a reactor physicists does not usually consider the details
of natural circulation steam condensation in steam generators. Likewise, a thermal-
hydraulicist easily overlooks strainer/sump design, and the containment engineer
just insulates pipework and puts in something to keep debris from entering the
pipes designed to drain the containment. Not worrying about other people's business
is very humane behaviour, especially in hierarchically and systematically constructed
organisations.
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Decomposition of any issue into small, but more tractable, subproblems and division
of work to resolve each subproblem separately easily ends up in the full picture and
proper context of the problem being forgotten, at least by the workers at subproblem
level. Their superiors at the whole problem level, who necessarily lack the first-
hand knowledge of the subproblem details, are hence inherently less capable of
identifying and attacking the unanticipated boundary-crossing interactions which
first become identifiable only at the subproblem detail level. In safety related work
it is essential, but admittedly difficult, for everybody involved to be cognizant of
the full context of a problem and keep it in mind.

The human and organisatorial aspects that the safety issues point to might warrant a
far deeper analysis. Such analysis transcends the scope of this thesis, but the following
observations may be due. Presently, human and organisatorial research in nuclear
safety seems to emphasise plant personnel performance at the lower hierarchical
levels. For example, the maintenance staff and control room operator behaviour
studies by Reiman (1995) also discuss some organisatorial matters of broader scope,
such as work culture, but from the point of view of improving performance primarily
at the bottom of the hierarchy. The present results suggest that human imperfectness
manifests in all organisations involved with nuclear safety, and that organisatorial
structures may very easily end up being obstacles on the path to safety. The manner
of dealing with safety is also a matter of organisatorial culture. A good indicator of
the safety culture in an organisation might be the spontaneous reactions of personnel
at various hierarchical levels to novel safety issues.

New problems, or old ones in new guises, may well continue to be discovered in the
future. Thus the present safety evaluations which attempt to present an overall result
are likely to overlook such hidden uncertainties. It appears that deterministically
well designed systems that feature independent physical barriers designed to envelope
all the known physically reasonable threats are likely to be less vulnerable to
unidentified threats than are purely probabilistically designed systems. Furthermore,
determinism has the important advantage of automatically promoting a prudent
attitude towards eliminating threats upon discovery.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear safety is provided by the defense-in-depth principle and augmented by
safety culture. Defense in depth can be interpreted in a number of ways, of which
the most useful are the concepts of multiple independent barriers against radioactivity
release and safety functions to ensure barrier integrity. Safety assessment is the
process of finding out whether a given nuclear system design possesses sufficient
defense-in-depth, and there are diverse complementary technical means, the
deterministic and probabilistic approach, that aim to accomplish this task. Safety
culture, in turn, promotes prudent and responsible approach to all human activities
involved with nuclear operations.

The novel technical results presented and discussed in this thesis suggest that there
is a class of threats which were not captured by the traditional approaches. Thus
there is no guarantee that any safety assessment is complete in the sense that it
would cover all the threats that can exist, nor is there any guarantee that such unkown
threats could be claimed insignificant in terms of the established figures of merit
such as safety margins, frequency of occurrence, or risk. This experience also suggests
that some known problems judged benign in past analysis, deterministic or
probabilistic, may well be far more serious than previously thought. In the cases
studied, such a situation is a consequence of physical phenomena that have not been
recognised and/or duly accounted for in the earlier work.

The novel threats discussed in this thesis are (1) the inherent boron dilution in PWRs,
(2) the rapid degradation of primary to secondary heat transfer capability in horizontal
(VVER type) steam generators, and an old but far more complex problem than
previously thought, (3) the total emergency core cooling system failure due to
sump/strainer clogging during a LOCA and metallic insulation performance with
respect to this problem.

Understanding of the important common features of these threats may help to identify
similar previouly unidentified or insufficiently addressed potential threats in the
future. The common features are

1. interdisciplinarity: several different established branches of engineering science
are involved. In case of boron dilution, system thermal hydraulics and reactor
dynamics; in the case of sump/strainer clogging, mechanics of insulation
materials, break flow jet dynamics, containment thermal hydraulic response,
and hydraulics of possibly very complex debris beds on sump/strainer surfaces;
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2. inherence: none of these threats is a direct consequence of an initiating event.
Instead, they emerge as a result of system geometry in question and a few physical
processes that naturally and inevitably create the threat. It is important to note
that once the relevant processes have started, no equipment failure per se are
involved as a cause of the threat. No direct link to an initiating event exists, that
is, the potential emergence of a threat is not necessarily obvious from the nature
of the initiating event.

3. formal intractability: there is no guarantee that any rational safety assessment
method, deterministic, probabilistic, or best-estimate uncertainty analysis, would
automatically properly identify and/or attract due attention to problems such as
these. Problem recognition requires the capability of pattern recognition, an
inherently humane character that cannot be proceduralised or programmed at
the depth required in nuclear safety.

Similar problems have been discovered and resolved in the past, pressurised thermal
shock being perhaps the best example. Likewise, it is possible that some known old
problems currently considered resolved feature hitherto unknown or inadequately
addressed complications. There is no reason to expect that further similar problems
could not be found in the future. This highlights the nature of uncertainty associated
with nuclear safety assessment approaches: in addition to the uncertainties intrinsic
to each assessment approach and quantifiable in its terms, there are unquantifiable
uncertainties which arise from incomplete representation of reality in the assessment.
In principle, such incompleteness can be detected if the assessment end results are
testable.

Problems like these can be identified by devoting due attention to fundamental
physical processes associated with any event of interest in routine nuclear safety
analysis, be it deterministic or probabilistic. This will occur if the analysts are
sufficiently aware of the need to look for them, that is, behave in safety culturally
prudent fashion, and proper tools are at their disposal. However, the successful
accomplishment of this task takes human intelligence and imagination. Good analysis
methods, tools and assessment procedures are essential in routine safety assessment,
but they alone cannot accomplish the task of novel issue identification. The recent
revision of Guide YVL 2.2 (STUK, 1996) promotes such a proactive analysis attitude.

Once a problem has been identified, it is essential to figure out its proper context
and keep an eye on connections to potential threats beyond the immediately obvious
ones. This is the only way to avoid resolutions that miss the interdisciplinary aspects.
Experience has shown that the safety assessor also needs to be prepared to meet
unfounded beliefs, particularly when working on problems that have been known in
the past, but have been dormant, as supposedly resolved or judged as insignificant.
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These findings also highlight the need to strive for robustness in safety design and
implementation. Furthermore, the findings suggest means to improve the present
safety assessment practices. The traditional conservative deterministic approach
and the probabilistic approach both have intrinsic strengths and weaknesses.
Combining their best features with the above insights, and paying attention to the
other problems these approaches have experienced in the past, one can delineate
ideal characteristics desirable of a safety assessment approach: it shall provide at
least

• credibility derived from physical robustness in design,

• unambiguous guidance regarding design options,

• coverage over all relevant plant systems,

• testable end results,

• promotion of proactive attitude towards finding and eliminating pertinent
safety issues.

This author emphasises that these qualities shall eventually manifest in technical
solutions implemented in nuclear power plants.

Of the various assessment approaches discussed in this thesis, the modern
conservative determinism comes closest to meeting these qualities. However, it
needs to make use of the benefits offered by both the tradional conservatism and the
probabilistic approach to fulfil all the requirements.

Finally, it must be observed that no safety assessment approach can guarantee
absolute safety. This author concludes that the best protection against unknown or
poorly known threats is to strive for a strict adherence to continuous maintenance of
multiple, independent, as strong as possible barriers against radioactivity release,
and robust implementations of the essential safety fiunctions. That is defence in
depth - the essence of nuclear safety.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe a mechanism that inherently causes boron dilution in pressurized water reactors
(PWRs). The phenomenon is due to the fact that boric acid does not markedly dissolve into steam. This is relevant for
transient and accident situations in PWRs where decay heat removal is accomplished by coolant vapourization and
condensation, which inherently leads to formation of dilute plugs in the primary. In particular, it is found that inherent
dilution will be inevitable for a range of small break loss of coolant accidents (SB LOCAs). with maximum amount of total
diluted coolant mass exceeding 20 tonnes for a modern 1300 MWe PWR equipped with L"-tube steam generators. A simple
analysis of dilute plug motion during (he late phases of a SB LOCA and core response to boron dilution shows that the
damaging potential might extend to widespread fuel failures. Other transients and accidents are also discussed from the
point of view of inherent dilution. Some possible remedies to the problem, as well as suggestions for further research, are
presented.

1. Introduction

Ever since the adoption of dissolved neutron ab-
sorbers (of which boric acid is the most common) for
long-term reactivity control, it has been well known,
that there may arise reactivity problems due to inad-
vertent removal of poison from (or dilution of the
coolant in) the pressurized water reactor (PWR) core.
Early studies in the sixties and seventies showed, that
excessive injection of pure water during startup opera-
tion (which leads to homogenous dilution of all of the
primary) leaves plenty of time for the identification of
the problem and operator intervention. After Cher-
nobyl, there was a revival of interest in reactivity acci-
dents also in PWRs, which resulted in postulation of
numerous new dilution scenaria. In essence, these sce-
naria presume inhomogenous (local) dilution, that is,
generation of limited-size dilute "pockets". Most of
these scenaria assume that the local dilution is due to
injection of boron-free coolant from an external source,
such as the chemical/volume control system, accumu-
lator erroneously filled with pure coolant, reactor
coolant pump (RCP) sealing injections or a reversed
steam generator leak.

Recently, a generic mechanism that leads to local
dilution has been identified (Hyvarinen and Haule [1]).

The most important feature of this finding is that
inhomogenuities in boron concentration can arise due
to completely internal reasons during natural circula-
tion (hence the term inherent). In this paper the pro-
cess is described, repeating and refining earlier discus-
sions (Hyvarinen [2]) on natural circulation and small
break loss of coolant accidents (SB LOCA) (Sections 2
and 3). A bounding case analysis of the consequences
are made in Section 4, and situations other than SB
LOCA are discussed in Section 5. A summary' with
remedy suggestions for present and future reactors and
identification of key areas for further research con-
cludes the paper.

2. Fundamentals of inherent boron dilution

Inherent boron dilution can occur whenever the
decay heat is removed from the core by phase-separat-
ing natural circulation, that is, by reflux condensation
in case of vertical U-tube steam generators (UTSG)
and by boiler condensation in case of horizontal or
vertical once-through steam generators (OTSG). These
conditions lead to boron dilution because (1) boric acid
does not markedly dissolve into steam (see below) and
(2) boron-free condensate can accumulate in a sub-

0O29-5493/93/S06.0O © 1993 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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Fie. 1. Primary geometry and condensate flows during steady-
state phase-separating natural circulation.

space of the primary circuit, the loop seals (Fig. 1).
Some earlier surveys on reactivity accidents (Gouffon
[31] and Bregeon et al. [32]) have mentioned boiling
and condensation as the cause of dilution in the loop
seal, without discussing the wide range of implications

that the phenomenon possesses in PWR safety analy-
sis.

2.1. Some properties of boric acid

The solubility of boric acid in steam is usually-
represented in terms of a distribution coefficient K,
defined as the ratio of solubility in vapour to solubility
in liquid. According to Mellor's handbook [3], the
distribution coefficient can be calculated from

(1)

where pg and pf are the densities of vapour and liquid,
respectively, and n = 0.88—1.2. The most appropriate
value over the range of interest in LWR safety analysis
seems to lie on around the lower bound. See Table 1.

There exist processes that could enhance boron
transport, such as extensive liquid entrainment, but
their efficacy in plant scale is negligible because the
droplets would have to traverse undisturbed over great
differences of elevation (for example, over the top of

Table 1
Boric acid distribution coefficient K

Temperature (K)
<°C)

Pressure (MPa)
K [4], as given in [5]
A', eq. (1).

with n = 0.9

394
121

0.2
0.025

0.002

450
177

0.93
0.033

0.009

477
204

1.7
0.040

0.016

533
260

4.7
0.056

0.043

589
316

10.7
0.095

0.11

616
343

15.1
0.150

0.20

647
374
22.0

1.00

0.82
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Fig. 2. Natural circulation mass flow rates, normalized to the single-phase saturated flow, as a function of the primary inventory.
Core powers are indicated in percentages of nominal.
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the U-tubes of a U-tube steam generator). Hence a
scoping study can well be performed assuming no boron
transport with steam.

2.2. Steady-slate natural circulation phenomena

PWR decay heat removal by natural circulation has
been a subject of intensive study over the last fifteen
years, and a large data base has been collected. Experi-
mental data on the behaviour of vertical UTSGs (see,
for example. Loomis and Soda [6], Mandl and Weiss
[7], Brand et al. [8], Hein et al. [9], Bazin et al. [10.11],
De Santi et al. [12], Tasaka et al. [13]) is in general
unequivocal, giving similar sequence of various natural
circulation modes, single-phase, two-phase mixture flow
and phase-separating (reflux or boiler condenser), and
heat transport mechanisms at variable primary invento-
ries (see Fig. 2). Note that the pressurizer is not
included in these inventories; see [6-13] for details.
However, the transitions between different circulation
modes, especially from two-phase to reflux, have been
quantified to limited accuracy only and vary consider-
ably from facility to facility. For example, the onset of
fully developed reflux circulation occurred at 80% pri-
mary inventory in early PKJL experiments [7], whereas
most other reports [6,9,12-13] indicate inventories
around 60-70%, and BETHSY [10,11] even below 50%.

The discrepancies arise from geometry differences
between reference plants, scaling distortions of various
components in the facilities and also from different
interpretations of the results. The transition from two-
phase circulation to reflux condensation can be defined
as either the interruption of continuous liquid flow
over the top of the U-tube or the onset of "complete"
tube voiding (which naturally excludes the falling con-
densate film on the tube surface). Between these, large
oscillations caused by U-tube plugging (flooding) and
plug carryover may occur [12].

During reflux/boiler condensation mode, heat re-
moval is accomplished by boiling in the core, pure
steam flow to the steam generators and condensation
in them. The distribution of steam condensation in
vertical U-tubes has been measured in Semiscale [6],
BETHSY [10,11] and KWU/Single tube experiments
[9]. The result is that under saturated conditions the
condensation in steam generators (SGs) is split 1:1
between U-tube upflow and downflow sides. The
downflow side contribution increases with steam veloc-
ities exceeding the flooding limit at tube inlet [9] and
with steam superheating [10.11].

Reflux condensation is characterized by a small
steam mass flow leaving the core. The cold legs are

often voided during reflux condensation so that the net
flow from the loops to the reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) is zero, that is. stagnation prevails. Conse-
quently, very little mixing between the accumulated
boron-free condensate in the loop seal and higher-con-
centration liquid in the pressure vessel is to be ex-
pected. Because of the limited volume of the loop
seals, local dilution of the boron concentration can
proceed rapidly even at small mass flows. The boric
acid, on the other hand, remains confined to the core
region.

Experimental data for horizontal steam generators
(Kervinen and Hongisto [14]. Bandurski et al. [16]) is
somewhat ambiguous at the moment. However, data
from REWET-III [14] and computer simulations (Son-
nenburg [15]) suggest that most of the condensate flows
towards the cold leg.

The effects of inclusion of the pressurizer in the
plant analysis will be discussed in the context of pres-
surizer relief/safety valve leaks in Section 5.1.

2.3. Steady-state dilution rate

The dilution rate for fully developed steady-state
phase-separating natural circulation can easily be cal-
culated from the decay heat removal requirement. The
power and latent heat at the primary pressure give the
required natural circulation mass flow. The measured
flow split (1:1 in UTSG. no split in OTSG, in between
in horizontal) and total loop seal volume (liquid mass)
are used to obtain pure liquid accumulation and boron
dilution rate in the loop seal. Two bounding cases
exist: no mixing in the loop seal (pure liquid displaces
the original liquid), and full mixing (pure liquid re-
places the diluting mixture).

In case of "fully developed" reflux/boiler con-
denser circulation the steam mass flow qmi required to
remove the decay power Pacc is

where hfg is the latent heat and Ah core inlet subcool-
ing (now zero but kept along for later convenience).
Condensate mass flow into RCP loop seal (accumula-
tion rate qmj depends on the flow split, or accumulat-
ing fraction, /a

<?m,a=/a<?m.s- (3)

Accumulating fractions for generic steam generator
geometries are given in Table 2. The /a for OTSGs is
exactly 1.0 by the very nature of the device. For UTSGs.
the /a increases over 0.5. if the steam velocity at
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Table 2
Fraction of condensate. /a, that accumulates in the RCP loop
seals (crossover legs) during reflux condenser mode (without
non-condensibles)

SGtype Reference

UTSG 0.5 [6,9,10,11] (experiment)
OTSG 1.0 [17] (experiment)
Horizontal 0.7 [15] (calculated)

U-tube inlet exceeds flooding limit or if the steam is
superheated, as mentioned above. Below the flooding
limit /a = 0.5 with high confidence. The flooding limit
could be approached after shutdown (with 2% decay
power, say) only if several steam generators have be-
come inactive. Complete flooding, corresponding to
/a = 1.0, would in no way impede the total heat transfer
to the secondary side [9].

The accumulating mass flows at steady-state phase-
separating natural circulation are given in Fig. 3 for a
3500 MWth reactor at 2% decay power.

Quantitative data on the effect of steam superheat-
ing on the accumulating fraction /a has not been
reported. There is considerable uncertainty about the
/a of horizontal steam generators, and only one com-
puter simulation data point is available.

Non-condensible gases, if present, tend to accumu-
late on the downflow side of an UTSG and would
reduce /a eventually to zero [6] in case their volume
extends to the upflow side. Steam condensation would

1 5
3 6

Primary pressure (MPa)

Fig. 3. The condensate mass flow into the loop seal (eq. (3))
under steady phase-separating natural circulation as function

of the system pressure. Core power 70 MW.

then take place on the upflow side only, as long as heat
transfer surface area is available there (the effective
area could be limited by continuing accumulation of
non-condensibles or dropping secondary levels). In an
OTSG non-condensibles accumulate in the candy cane
(hot leg inverted U-tube bend) and can reduce or even
block the flow. In horizontal steam generators, large
quantities of non-condensibles would also reduce the
heat transfer area (active height), starting from the
topmost tube rows. The bulk heat transfer would then
shift to lower tubes without a net efficiency reduction
(but other interesting effects, such as system pressure
and flow oscillations, emerge) [14]. It is possible, al-
though not yet experimentally proven, that the accumu-
lating fraction of a horizontal SG could actually in-
crease when the active height of the available condens-
ing surface is reduced (by the presence of non-con-
densibles or by secondary inventory depletion), and the
gravitational head difference driving the backflow to-
wards the hot collector is decreased.

If no mixing occurs in the loop seals, pure conden-
sate displaces the initial liquid in each loop seal at a
rate equal to the accumulation mass flow divided by
the number of loops. If the loop seals are optimistically
assumed completely mixed at all times, the boron con-
centration decays from the initial value c0 as

The decay coefficient A and the corresponding concen-
tration half-life 7", ,, are1/2

ln2/A.

(5a)

(5b)

Thermal powers of the present large PWRs are typi-
cally around 3000-4000 MW, loop seal volumes 6-10
m3 in each loop and core coolant volumes within
15-20 m3, implying that even if only two or three loops
(out of four) participated in the dilution process, the
diluted slugs could still fill the whole core.

For example, for a 3500 MW UTSG plant at 2%
decay power (roughly corresponding to operation be-
tween 15 and 35 minutes from scram) with 20 m3 total
loop seal volume and 5 MPa reactor pressure the total
condensate accumulation rate is about 21.3 kg/s. Con-
sequently, if no mixing takes place in the loop seals, 20
m3 of boron-free liquid will be generated in 12 minutes
once the reflux condenser circulation has commenced.
On the other hand, if the loop seals were completely
mixed at all times, the concentration would decay with
half-life T, •• 8.5 minutes .
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The reality probably lies somewhere between these
extreme cases. As the initial, heavier (due to mainly
higher boron content) fluid is displaced by accumulat-
ing condensate, stratification on the bottom of the loop
seal is possible, and the eventual minimum concentra-
tion would depend on the mixing phenomena at the
bottom of the loop seal. Note, however, that the verti-
cal downflow leg would remain full of pure condensate,
and the stratification of fluids at the bottom of the
loop seals would degrade in time due to turbulent
mixing. See also the discussion on loop seals in the

. small break LOCA context (Section 3).
The above analysis is valid for closed systems only,

as it neglects the energy removal due to primary breaks
and leaks and heating from structure cooldown. These
are discussed in more detail below.

3. Small break LOCA analysis

Small break LOCAs have been a subject of inten-
sive study since the TMI-2 accident. This chapter uti-
lizes the results of SB LOCA experiments in down-
scaled experimental facilities PKL [7-9], Semiscale
(Larson and Loomis [18]), LOBI-MOD2 (Worth et al.
[19]), ROSA-IV LSTF (Kukita et al. [20,22], Asaka et
al. [21]) and BETHSY (Noel and Deruaz [23]). These
experiments form a background against which the rele-
vance of the dilution phenomenon detailed in Section
2 can be assessed. In particular, this chapter identifies
the approximate break size spectrum in which inherent
dilution always occurs. However, since SB LOCAs re-
sult in much more complex behaviour of the plant than
the steady-state natural circulation experiments dis-
cussed in Section 2, only generic trends are discussed
here. The details of the system behaviour depend on
plant geometry, break and injection locations, emer-
gency core cooling (ECO capacities and equipment
failure criteria, all of which differ considerably in vari-
ous designs. Comments on the TMI-2 accident are also
given from boron dilution point of view.

3.1. Generic phenomenology

The experimental data indicates that there is a
range of break sizes where the energy removal via the
leak flow is not sufficient to remove all of the decay
heat. This range lies within 0.5 to 2% leak region
where percentages refer to the cold leg flow area and
translate to about 20 to 80 cm2 in a typical large PWR
with 0.75 m (inner diameter) cold legs. Consequently, it
is crucial that the secondary side is available, in order

to guarantee a heat sink for primary cooldown and
depressurization, so that long-term cooling can be ef-
fected. Note also that unless the secondary is depres-
surized, it will have to be cooled via the primary into
the containment.

Experimental data from UTSG facilities and 0.5%
cold leg breaks gives the general behaviour in roughly
four phases:
Phase 1: Depressurization to saturation. This takes

usually about 5 minutes, during which single-
phase discharge prevails.

Phase 2: Two-phase natural circulation and transition
to reflux/boiler condenser mode. This takes
roughly another 5-10 minutes, depending on
the actions on secondary side.

Phase 3: Reflux/ boiler condensation. This phase is
characterized by depressurization and extends
up to the accumulator injection, which usually
occurs at around 40 to 60 minutes after the
break opening. Because reflux/boiler con-
densation is a very effective heat transport
mechanism, the primary pressure tends to
follow the secondary pressure closely. Boron
dilution takes place during this period (typical
duration 20-40 minutes).

Phase 4: Accumulator injection, subsequent condensa-
tion-induced depressurization, primary inven-
tory recovery and possibility to initialize
long-term decay heat removal via low-pres-
sure safety injection or residual heat removal
systems. Natural circulation may restart dur-
ing this period.

For the purposes of this paper the above description is
accurate enough. For more details, see the references
cited. The timings above seem to diminish almost lin-
early as the break size increases. For a 2% break boron
dilution could still continue for at least 5-10 minutes.
The dilution rate decreases also due to the faster
depressurization, because of the pressure dependence
of heat of vapourization.

The break mass flows, especially in case of cold leg
breaks, exceed the high pressure safety injections
(HPSI) during the early phases of SB LOCAs. As a
consequence, the primary inventory can be depleted to
the point of reflux/boiler condenser initiation before
the leak and injection mass flows stabilize. As soon as
reflux/boiler condenser circulation sets in. boron dilu-
tion begins.

Fortunately, the mass flow rate from core to the
SG's can be lower than in case of "fully developed"
circulation discussed in Section 2. This is due to (1) the
colder HPSI liquid which also participates in the core
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cooling and depressurization process and (2) the break
which removes a fraction of the energy in the primary.
However, the magnitudes of these reductions are
strongly both plant- and situation-specific. They are
partially offset by the need to cool down the primary
(including structures) in addition to removing the de-
cay heat. A crude estimate, that accounts for these
factors, of the diluted mass for a 3500 MWlh L'TSG
PWR is presented in Table 3. The assumption of a
liquid-covered break is somewhat conservative (but by-
no means extreme) in the sense that it minimizes the
break energy removal. Within half an hour about 21
tonnes of boron-free coolant are accumulated, less
than in the steady-state approximation, but still a quite
considerable mass. However, as the break flow quality'
increases sufficiently, the secondary cooling demand
becomes negligible. Obviously, breaks in the vicinity of
the safety injection connections are the most danger-
ous from the viewpoint of inherent dilution.

Note that the accumulation of dilute coolant can be
estimated with state-of-the art system codes (RELAP5.
TRAC CATHARE and the like), but the assessment
of behaviour of the dilute slugs during phase 4 is

beyond their capabilities. These codes exhibit far too
much numerical diffusion to be useful for tracking of a
relatively sharp concentration gradient around the sys-
tem. The physical models (continuity of boron mass
with no dissolution into steam) arc quite satisfactory:
the deficiency lies solely within the numerical solution
method. Anyway, one can infer the timing of plug entry
to the core as well as the other thermodynamic condi-
tions needed for the reactor physics calculations from
system code analysis of phase 4. The relevant mixing
processes during plug transfer from the loop seal to the
core would have to be quantified separately in any
case, because they involve multidimensional one-phase
flow effects not modeled in the system codes.

3.2. Loop seal clearing

An aspect not captured by the steady-state analysis
of Section 2 is created by loop seal clearing effects.
Experimental evidence shows that during continuous,
uncompensated inventory loss (HPSI failure or larger
break, for example), steam passing through the SG's
can blow away the liquid from the RCP loop seals.

Table 3
SB LOCA energy balance, a simplified example

Assumptions:
Nominal power
Number of loops
Number of redundant ECC trains
HP ECC mass flow
Average ECC enthalpy rise in the system
Period of interest
Depressurization
Average heat of vapourization
Mass of coolant left in the primary
Coolant cooldown internal energy change
Mass of primary steel structures
Steel specific heat
Steel temperature drop during cooldown

3500 MWth, UTSG
4
4. of which 2 functionala

60 kg/s/train
645 kJ/kg
15 to 45 min from scram
90 to 25 bar
1700 kJ/kg
150 X103 kg
400kJ/kg
I000xl03kg
460 J/kgK
100 K

For simplicity, a balance between ECC and break flow is assumed, as well as saturated liquid coverage of the break.
The break area is about 24 crrr.

Energy balance, based on the above data
Integral of decay heat over the period
Structural thermal energy release
Coolant cooldown
Energy removed by the ECC to break
Excess energy (transported to the secondary by reflux condensation)
Total mass of condensate from reflux of which 1/2 into loop seals

+102 GJ

-139 GJ
+ 69GJ

41X103 kg
21X103 kg

Single failure criterion: unavailability of two trains, one due to failure when needed and one due to concurrent maintenance.
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Even if this did not occur, the available liquid volume
in the loop seals would decrease due to break-induced
manometric effects (higher liquid levels at vertical sec-
tions near the break) and possibly steam pull-through.
Voiding in the loop seals woi'ld decrease, by a factor of
at most about 2, both the size of and the time required
to accumulate a "largest possible" plug.

Early loop seal clearings would practically ensure
that the condensate accumulates unmixed (accumula-
tion, or loop seal refill, has been observed in ROSA-IV
LSTF [21,22]) and is consequently of lowest possible
concentration. Late loop seal clearings on the other
hand could blow the accumulated mass of boron-free
water into the downcomer. Whether the latter is ad-
vantageous or not is unclear at the moment.

3.3. The refill phase

The problem is that eventually the primary circuit
will be gradually refilled, and during this process other
natural circulation modes could take over again. If any
dilute slugs remain present in the primary when the
two-phase natural circulation begins, the dilute plug
could get into core relatively unmixed and perhaps
with considerable velocity. As of yet, there is little
experimental data to definitively support or refute these
considerations.

In a stagnant system, cold leg ECC will mix with the
loop seal contents at the vertical leg below pump and,
to some extent in the bottom horizontal leg. Unfortu-
nately, as the plug is less dense than ECC, large
fraction of the plug escapes back towards the SG
unmixed, forming a stably stratified ''pocket" in the
SG outlet chamber and the descending part of the loop
seal. The size of the "pure" plug would be reduced; on
the other hand, if the mixture boron concentration in
the mixed part of the plug does not reach high enough
level (the meaning of "high enough" will be discussed
in Section 4), the effective size of the plug would
actually increase.

At low pressures the primary refill proceeds quite
rapidly (particularly due to accumulators), and two-
phase natural circulation would tend to start according
to Fig. 2 as long as the secondary heat sink is available.
BETHSY data [10.11] (with lower plenum refill which
should give comparable results with cold leg refill)
indicates no hysteresis effects for the natural circula-
tion flow rates at decreasing versus increasing inven-
tory, but shows that the mode transitions occur at
slightly different times in different loops. (For hot leg
injections, considerable hysteresis can be expected.)

After two- or one-phase natural circulation com-
mences, the plugs which still remain unmixed pass by
the safety injection nozzles on their way to the vessel
and core. In the loops where safety injections are
functional, the inflow velocities at this point are likely
large enough to cause complete mixing, after which the
plug boron concentrations increase (and fluid tempera-
tures decrease) in those loops. The concentration of
such a plug after the nozzle, ce. is easily quantified by
the mixing point boron mass balance:

' [1-1/0 (6)

After a dilute plug enters the vessel, buoyant mixing
can become important if large density differences exist
between the downcomer ambient and the plug. How-
ever, there does not seem to exist a credible enough
method to calculate such situations at the moment.
More importantly, the SB LOCA can generate so large
dilute masses that their inflow into the vessel can be
studied as a global phenomenon: for the example pre-
sented in Table 3, after all the refill mixing mecha-
nisms have been accounted for. there still remains in
the order of 10 tons of boron-free coolant (some 3
m3/loop), some of which will experience mixing with
safety injection while passing by towards the vessel.
Such quantities can fill the typical downcomer com-
pletely, unless large asymmetries between flow startup
in different loops exist. Aside the lateral mixing be-
tween pure and mildly borated (after ECC) loop con-
tributions, the only relevant mixing phenomenon within
the reactor pressure vessel is due to turbulence at the
concentration front; such mixing will predominantly
round off the frontal gradient, but cannot produce
concentration equilibration deep into the large dilute
volumes. Natural circulation then brings the dilute
region to the core.

If there is a desire for more detailed data on the
mixing phenomena during refill and natural circulation
restart, then it must be obtained by experimentation in
conditions typical to PWRs.

3.4. TMI-2 accident

TMI-2 is the only case so far where inherent boron
dilution could occur in real plant. It is known that
boiler-condenser natural circulation took place during
the mid-phase of the transient. This should have had
dilution as one consequence. The operation of one
RCP at later phases could then have driven a dilute
plug into the core, causing consequences different from
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what was actually experienced. However, the potential
for a reactivity accident did not actualize. In the follow-
ing it is shown that this outcome is not in contradiction
with the dilution mechanism described in this paper.

According to Bessette [25], the primary system tran-
sitioned to boiler-condenser natural circulation at about
101 minutes into the transient when the A loop RCPs
were tripped. However, the B loop steam generator did
not participate in the process and the natural circula-
tion in the A loop ended at 128 minutes, roughly when
the hydrogen generation in the core begun [26]. The
energy removal by the leaking PORV and the
makeup/letdown unbalance during that time can be
estimated by data in ref. [26] and is at most 30% of the
decay power. The rest (including the depressurization
that occurred) had to be removed by natural circula-
tion in loop A. Consequently, dilution could take place
for 27 minutes, producing at least about 24 tonnes of
boron-free coolant into the loop A loop seals. The
operation of one RCP between 174 to 200 minutes
took place in the B loop. Hence, the dilute plug (if
present) was not driven to the core by the pump restart
in TMI. Further analysis on the issue would appear
justified.

4. Analysis of consequences

In the present-day PWR's boron is the largest reac-
tivity contributor of all the reactivity control means.
Boron worth exceeds clearly the control rods at the
beginning of a reload cycle. During the cycle, boron
concentration is gradually decreased towards zero at
the end of the cycle. Consequently, flushing the core
with pure liquid represents a quite considerable reac-
tivity insertion potential during roughly the first half of
the reload cycle.

From the reactivity studies' point of view introduc-
tion of boron-free (or slightly borated) coolant into the
core under low primary pressure and temperature, as
are typical for late phases of an SB LOCA, is some-
what complicated. Low pressure (saturation tempera-
ture) implies easier boiling and larger steam voids but
also much higher liquid densities. These counteract
each other in terms of reactivity influence. (As an
aside, note that high coolant density and, in particular,
enrichment of boron in the core region, can lead to
positive reactivity coefficient of moderator density.)
Furthermore, as the fuel cools down, the shutdown
margin tends to decrease due to the Doppler effect.
Indeed, most present-day PWRs require excess bora-
tion to maintain sufficient shutdown margin, when

REACTIVITY.
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Fig. 4. The reactivity insertion as function of diluted front
axial position [30]. Node 0 is core bottom, node 13 core top.

Core length 3.5 m.

cooled down to below 150 to 200°C under liquid-solid
conditions with all rods in.

To estimate the effects of dilution on fuel integrity,
the procedure and data given by Diamond et al. in [30]
is used (with the exception of using analytic approxima-
tions to the point kinetics equations instead of numeri-
cal solution to find the power burst energy release).
From Fig. 4 one can read the reactivity effect of a
dilution front propagating through the core. Although
the data in Fig. 4 have been calculated for liquid-solid
core under nominal temperature, it applies well to
single-phase natural circulation under low system pres-
sure, too. This is due to the mutual cancellation of
counteracting effects of boration, voiding (if any), and
cooldown. As typical shutdown margins would not be
expected to exceed 6% [30], one sees from Fig. 4 that
the boron concentration should not drop below about
500 ppm (in this rather prototypic core) if recriticality
is to be avoided. A most important point is the narrow
gap between criticality and prompt criticality: prompt
criticaliry is exceeded when inserted positive reactivity
exceeds the sum of shutdown margin and delayed
neutron fraction p (typically /3 = 0.65% for PWRs).

If prompt criticality is exceeded, the subsequent
power burst is very fast, because the dominating time
constant is the prompt neutron lifetime which is typi-
cally 10~4 to 10 5 s in light water reactors. Hence the
only feedback mechanism of importance is the Doppler
feedback (fuel temperature), and the burst must be
studied adiabatically as there is no time for the heat to
conduct out of the pellets. (Naturally, there is no time
for feedback from the moderator either.) After the first
power peak has decayed and heat is transferred to the
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coolant, boiling will occur and there is a possibility of
avoiding further prompt excursions.

According to Lewis [27], a conservative estimate for
the adiabatic energy deposition (axial average enthalpy
rise) is obtained as a function of the reactivity insertion
rate (as obvious from Fig. 4, propagation of a dilute
front leads to ramp insertion) and neutronic parame-
ters (see Nomenclature) as follows.

Table 4
Fresh fuel rod response to prompt burst energy deposition
(Fujishiro and Fuketa [28])

£ = ( 2 / | M | ) • [2p'A • []n(p'/(\n\-P0)) - l]} ' / 2

(7)
The reactivity insertion rate is obtained by multiplying
the front differential reactivities (tangents of the reac-
tivity curves) of Fig. 4 by the front propagation velocity,
which is equal to fluid velocity in the core. The maxi-
mum differential reactivity so found is about 22%/m,
which yields 4.4%/s insertion rate for 0.2 m/s natural
circulation velocity in the core. The time from critical-
ity to prompt criticality would then amount to /3/p' =
0.65%/4.4%/s = 0.15 seconds.

The axial average enthalpy rise obtained from eq.
(7) is illustrated in Fig. 5 as a function of the reactivity
insertion rate. The neutronic variables (prompt neu-
tron generation time A and prompt reactivity coeffi-
cient /j.) have been combined to a parameter C =
-Al/2/ix to reduce the number of free variables. With
typical parameter ranges, A = 10 "d to 10 ~5 and fi =
aT • DWF/cp F = - 110 to -15 kg/GJ, C = 12 to 250
kJ s1/2/kg (trie Doppler weighting factor DWF obtains
values from 1.2 to 2). The initial fission power level has
been assumed to correspond to 10"15 relative power,

4 0 0

Reactivity insertion rate (%/s)

Fig. 5. Average fuel enthalpy rise for a range of reactivity
insertion rates and neutronic parameters (values of C in kJ

s I / 2 /kg) .

ConsequenceEnergy-
deposition a

J/g

460 DNB, peak cladding temperature over 1100 K.
920 Brittle cladding failure.

Peak cladding temperature 2110 K.
1360 Complete fuel fragmentation.

a Radial average over fuel rod cross section.

which would prevail around 40 minutes from scram.
Typically, the time intervals from criticality to peak
power are in the order of 0.5 seconds, fast enough to
justify the use of a constant rate ramp insertion.

To obtain the maximum axial enthalpy rise (which is
the radial average at the elevation), axial average value
must be multiplied by the burst power peaking factor.
This factor is here about 6 because the burst power
distribution becomes strongly bottom-peaked [30].

The maximum axial enthalpy (sum of initial en-
thalpy, 10 to 30 J/g, and the deposition) determines
the consequences from the point of view of fuel in-
tegrity. The fuel rods may experience departure of
nucleate boiling (DNB), cladding failures, or fuel and
cladding fragmentation, depending on the burst the
energy deposition, as summarized in Table 4. Note that
the data in Table 4 is for fresh fuel. There are indica-
tions (Ishijima et al. [29]) that the brittle failure thresh-
old would decrease by as much as one third when the
burnup increases from zero to 30 MWd/kg.

As can be seen from Figure 5, to avoid fuel frag-
mentation (with axial average enthalpy rise about 230
J/g), within the reactivity insertion range obtained
with pure or mildly mixed plug and natural circulation,
a favourable combination of short prompt neutron
generation time and large Doppler coefficient must
prevail. Furthermore, even under such conditions more
moderate damages, that is, cladding failures and exces-
sive oxidation during DNB, may occur. The fulfilment
of the classical LOCA criteria (peak cladding tempera-
ture, local and global oxidation limits) for the conceiv-
able spectrum of reactivity insertion rates could be
guaranteed only by a very favourable combination of
parameters (C < 20 kJ s I /2/kg).

Note that the power excursion is initiated from a
deeply subcritical core. Consequently, the power gradi-
ent (in time) becomes very steep as it takes time to
build up a sufficient power level to induce feedback
from fuel temperature. Furthermore, the radial extent
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of damage can cover almost all of the core if the plug is
assumed to proceed uniformly. As has been seen, to
avoid trouble sufficient mixing with borated coolant
would be required. An estimate of the core inlet condi-
tions can be obtained, assuming homogenous mixing
with all the loop contributions and all available safety
injections (eq. (6)). The sufficiency of readily available
safety injection flows is. of course, plant- and
situation-specific. An important further point to note is
that in the mixed picture, loop to loop concentration
differences remain unresolved, and localized damage
more severe than in the mixed analysis is to be ex-
pected.

The results obtained above are consistent with those
obtained within the context of externally caused boron
dilution with small pure plugs and larger insurge veloc-
ities (which aggravate the situation by increasing the
insertion rate). For example, [31,32], and Chesnel [33]
discuss RCP restart scenaria with pure plug sizes from
500 kg to 2 m3 and find potential for severe core
damage. Similar analyses have been performed assum-
ing various plug sizes but higher concentrations [30]. A
semi-infinite slug with a drop of 750 ppm from initially
1500 ppm concentration could result in an excursion
that breached the RIA criteria. The result was found
relatively insensitive to the form of the leading edge of
the plug.

The minimum diluted concentration and the avail-
able shutdown margin are, of course, the dominant
parameters determining the eventual outcome. The
neutronic parameters, particularly the Doppler coeffi-
cient and axial (and radial) peaking factors of the
burst, also play an important role in determining the
severity of the damage.

In case more accurate results for any particular
plant are desired, it is advisable to employ 3-D time-
dependent neutronics. These should possess flow re-
versal capability for satisfactory treatment of the whole
spectrum of possibilities, which might also include the
chimney effect discussed by Vanttola and Valtonen
[34].

5. Other transients and accidents

In addition to the classical small break LOCAs
dealt with in chapter 3 there exist other transient
scenaria where inherent boron dilution is possible.
This chapter considers four such scenaria: a pressur-
izer relief/safety valve leak, a steam generator tube
rupture, a loss of feedwater ATWS. and a general
severe accident scenario. These are discussed only
qualitatively here. This list of transients should not be

regarded as exhaustive. In general, all transients and
accidents involving a period of operation under reflux /
boiler condenser operation have the potential for inher-
ent boron dilution (some of them being less harmful
than others, of course).

5./. Pressurizer relief / safety valve leaks

One of the most likely candidates for inherent dilu-
tion transient is a pressurizer relief/safety valve leak,
which could lead to reflux/boiler condenser circulation
at considerably higher total primary inventory than the
other LOCAs. This is due to the relatively large vol-
ume of the pressurizer, which would get filled with
liquid sucked from the circuit during the early phases
of valve leakage. Of particular importance is the risk of
flooding the primary circuit from the pressurizer as a
consequence of leak isolation. Such an event could
easily bring the primary from reflux/boiler circulation
back to two- or one-phase natural circulation and pro-
vide a mechanism that could drive the dilute plugs into
the core.

When analysing actual plants, the inventory criteria
that distinguish between various natural circulation
modes must be modified according to the expected
behaviour of the pressurizer. This, in turn, may be
difficult to assess. Consider, for example, the TMI-2
analysis experience [26].

5.2. Steam generator tube ruptures

Semiscale evidence [18] indicates that concurrent
rupture of multiple SG tubes (break areas correspond-
ing to 1, 5 and 10 tubes were used) can also lead to
primary inventory depletion exceeding the reflux initia-
tion threshold. Similar results have been obtained also
at LOBI-MOD2, with break area corresponding to
about 3 U-tubes (De Santi [24]). The eventual outcome
of such a transient is, however, strongly dependent on
plant characteristics and operator actions. In the ab-
sence of effective HPSI and perhaps combined with
secondary cooldown the SGTR could also lead to accu-
mulation of significant quantities of diluted coolant.
Should this occur, the mitigation of the accident would
become complicated. In this context the risk of pure
water ingress from the secondary side should also be
taken into account, if the primary pressure is reduced
below the secondary pressure.

5.3. Loss of feedwater ATWS

The loss of feedwater anticipated transient without
scram (ATWS) transients are characterised by very
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high pressures in the primary. The problem is that
during the initial phases of these transients a large
quantity of primary inventory is lost through the pres-
surizer safety valves. The secondary inventory is also
lost, perhaps completely. As the reactivity feedbacks
shut the reactor down, intense boiling takes place in
the core. If the primary inventory loss (to the contain-
ment and from the loops to the pressurizer) has been
sufficient, reflux/boiler condenser circulation will re-
move the decay heat to steam generators fed with
auxiliary/emergency feedwater only. The problem is
that the heat transfer from the primary' to the sec-
ondary may not be sufficient to cool down the primary
soon enough; reflux/boiler condenser circulation could
take place at primary pressure near the nominal condi-
tions. This implies quite considerable speedup in the
dilution rates, because the latent heat decreases rapidly
at pressures over 10 MPa. Furthermore, injective coun-
teractions may be difficult or even impossible because
of the high pressure. Should the primary' eventually
cool down sufficiently to allow inventory' recovery, the
reactivity effect of the diluted plugs would be magni-
fied due to the absence of control rods in the core. (A
noteworthy fact for all the other scenarios involving
control rod malfunctions, too.)

5.4. Severe accidents

So far, all the discussions have concerned primarily
events within the design basis accident realm. How-
ever, inherent dilution can also occur during severe
accidents, in which context it is relevant as a potential
aggravator of the situation.

Coolant loss far below the reflux/boiler initiation
limit is a prerequisite of the core heatup stage. This
allows reflux/boiler circulation to take over as soon as
heat sink is restored even temporarily (by accident
management measures such as secondary feed-and-
bleed, for example). This would again cause rapid
dilution in the loop seals. On the other hand, large
quantities of non-condensible gases, notably hydrogen,
are generated during the core heatup and melt slump-
ing. As discussed in Section 2, these may slow down
the dilution rate when secondary cooling is made avail-
able.

The dilution scenario mentioned in earlier reactivity
accident surveys [31,32] was a variant total blackout
case with gradual voltage recovery (before core heatup),
which first effected secondary cooling that created a
dilute plug and then caused a RCP restart that drove
the plug to the core.

Although there does not seem to be an imminent
risk of diluted slugs entering the core as long as pri-
mary inventory remains low, a sudden flooding cannot
be ruled out when inventory is regained, for example
by accumulator injection as a consequence of primary'
depressurization. If the core geometry has not changed
extensively before the recovery, flooding-induced criti-
cality seems to be possible although less likely, due to
elevated fuel temperatures: once the zirconium-steam
reaction has exceeded the temperature where it be-
comes self-sustaining, it may be impossible to cool the
fuel without causing widespread damage anyway.

6. Conclusions

It has been shown that a mechanism exists in PWRs
which inherently leads to boron dilution during core
heat removal. The mechanism is due to the poor solu-
bility of boric acid in steam and the fact that there are
many situations within the design basis realm where
core heat is removed by steam generation alone, by
phase-separating (reflux or boiler-condenser) natural
circulation. As the steam condensates in the steam
generators, dilute coolant accumulates into the loop
seals.

The mechanism has been discussed quantitatively
and the rates of pure coolant accumulation for various
steam generator designs (UTSG, OTSG, horizontal)
have been obtained. Inherent dilution has been found
significant for SB LOCA; some other transient and
accident scenaria have been discussed qualitatively. A
scoping study of the potential reactivity consequences
shows that super-prompt criticality is possible (within
roughly the first half of the reload cycle) as the dilute
plugs are transported to the core, even if some mixing
with ECC takes place en route. During the late phases
of a SB LOCA, the natural circulation restart may lead
to a power burst with an extent of damage that exceeds
the LOCA criteria. Because clad failures and fuel
fragmentation cannot be excluded by the present anal-
ysis, more detailed analysis is required, before definite
conclusions about the consequences of inherent dilu-
tion in any particular plant can be made.

One of the most important findings is the fact that
there is a system-wide link between purely thermal-hy-
draulic behaviour and reactor core dynamic response,
which can affect the success in preventing core damage
in design basis accidents. From the safety standpoint
every threat to the maintenance of subcriticality is of
concern, and the more so, when the threat is due to a
mechanism, which the plant operator can in no way
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prevent, observe or control, but may even be required
to enhance.

The most straightforward remedy to the inherent
dilution problem would be to decrease the maximum
required boron concentration to such an extent that
boron dilution (inherent or otherwise) would no longer
be able to cause excessive transients. This could be
accomplished by using either fixed burnable absorbers,
moving shim rods or other improvements of the shut-
down margin throughout all the states that the core
may experience. For present commercial reactors the
appropriate actions might consist of, for example, revi-
sion of the design basis analyses in order to map out
the situations where inherent dilution may occur, anal-
ysis of the core dilution potential aroused by dilute
coolant in loop seals (including a study on the plug
transportation phenomena), and analysis of the core
response to various dilution disturbances. The results
of such efforts would probably finally materialize in
emergency operating procedure revisions and imple-
mentation of the most feasible of the backfits that such
a course of work will suggest.

It is still possible to improve the understanding of
the thermal hydraulics of the late phases of particularly
SB LOCA. Experiments on the dilution rate, SB LOCA
refill phase and natural circulation restart can be car-
ried out using existing integral facilities. If a desire
arises to study buoyant and/or turbulent mixing of
dilute plugs as they move in the cold legs and down-
comer, appropriate separate effects facilities are
needed.
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Nomenclature

Latin letters

C auxiliary parameter,

c concentration (ppm),
cp specific heat (J/kg K),
E (fuel) specific enthalpy rise (J/kg),
h (coolant) specific enthalpy (J/kg),
K ratio of phasic solubilities,
qm mass flow (kg/s).

t time (s),

V volume (m3).

Greek letters

aT Doppler reactivity coefficient (1/K),

A prompt neutron generation time (s),
A (concentration) decay coefficient (1/s),
fi prompt reactivity coefficient (kg/J),
p density (kg/m3): reactivity (%),
p' reactivity insertion rate (%/s).
Subscripts

0
a

F
f
g
fg
in

Pi
L
LS
SI

initial.
accumulating,
fuel,
liquid,
gas,
phase change.
inlet,
plug,
loop(s),
loop seal(s),
safety injection(s)
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ABSTRACT

Experiments to probe the transport and clogging properties of metallic (metal reflective) insulation
have been carried out in order to provide data for evaluation of their influence on the emergency
core cooling and containment spray systems of the Finnish boiling water reactors in the event of
a design basis accident. The specific metallic insulation tested was DARMET, provided by
Darchem Engineering Ltd. The inner foils of DARMET are dimpled.

Available literature on the metallic insulation performance under design basis accident conditions
has been reviewed. On the basis of the review a parametric approach has been chosen for the
transport and clogging experiments. This approach involves testing a wide size range of various
shapes of foil pieces.

Five sets of experiments have been carried out. The first three sets investigate transport properties
of the foil pieces, starting from sedimentation in stagnant water pool and proceeding to transport
in horizontall and vertically circulating flows. The sedimentation velocities are found to be rather
moderate, 0.04 to 0.08 m/s for the stablest descent mode of flat pieces. In the vertical circulation
experiments all tested pieces were found to become water-borne as the vertical velocity exceeds
the sedimentation velocity of a piece.

The clogging experiments have addressed the differential pressures obtained due to accumulation
of both pure metallic and a mixture of metallic and fibrous (mineral wool) debris. For purely
metallic insulation, it has been found that the strainer pressure drop varies roughly proportionally
to the square of the strainer mass flux (approach velocity), and that with large (~ 1 m) and
intermediate ( - 0.2 m) pieces the strainer pressure drop exceeds 20 kPa at about 40 and 120 kg/m2s
mass fluxes (4 to 12 cm/s), respectively, if the strainer coverage exceeds 100%. For small pieces
(0.02 m) much higher coverages could be tolerated, that is, more moderate pressure drops are
observed with purely metallic bed. However, there are indications of strong interactions between
various sizes of pieces. The results are also sensitive to the type of the foil used; dimpled foils
seem able to produce smaller pressure drops.

A mixture of fibrous debris and metallic foil pieces reacts more aggressively than either of the
constituents would alone. Combining large and intermediate metallic pieces with a thick fibrous
bed results in pressure drop increasing in roughly relation to the area covered by the foil. Adding
a small amount (1 kg/m2) of fibres on top of a thick (11 n^/m2) but benign bed of small foils
causes the pressure drop to increase drastically, from about 1 to about 12 kPa at 57 kg/m2s mass
flux.
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Suomalaisilla kiehutusvesilaitoksilla käytettävän metallieristeen kulkeutumisominaisuuksia
vedessä ja vaikutusta hätäjäähdytysjärjestelmien imusiivilöiden tukkeutumiseen on tässä työssä
tutkittu kokeellisesti. Näitä tutkimustuloksia tarvitaan hätäjäähdytysjärjestelmien toiminnan
luotettavuuden arvioinnissa. Tutkitun eristemateriaalin tuotenimi on DARMET ja sitä toimittaa
Darchem Engineering Ltd. Kyseisen metallieristeen sisältämät eristekalvot ovat säännöllisesti
rypytettyjä.

Metallieristeen käyttäytymistä jäähdytteenmenetysonnettomuudessa koskevasta kirjallisuudesta on
tehty katsaus, ja sen perusteella kokeiden lähestymistavaksi on valittu parametritarkastelu, jossa
varioidaan pääasiassa tutkittavien eristekalvon palojen kokoja laajalla alueella ja jossain määrin
myös muotoa.

Tutkimus käsittää viisi koesarjaa, joista kolme ensimmäistä keskittyvät eristekalvon palojen
kulkeutumiseen veden mukana. Ensimmäinen koesarja käsittää palasten sedimentaation
(vajoamisen) seisovassa vedessä, toinen liikkumisen vaakatasossa kiertävässä vedessä ja kolmas
liikkumisen pystytasossa kiertävässä vedessä. Vajoamisnopeuksien on havaittu olevan varsin
vaatimattomia, välillä 0.04-0.08 m/s vakaimmalla tavalla laskeutuville palasille. Pystysuorassa
kiertävässä virtauksessa kaikki tutkitut palaset liikkuivat veden kantamina, jos virtausnopeus
ylöspäin ylitti palasten vajoamisnopeuden.

Tukkeutumiskokeissa tarkasteltiin imusiivilän paine-eron kehittymistä sille kertyvien eristepalojen
koon, peiton ja imuvirtauksen funktiona sekä pelkkien metallieristepalojen että metallieristeen ja
murskatun vanhennetun mineraalivillan seoksen tapauksissa. Pelkän metallieristeen aiheuttama
paine-ero on karkeasti verrannollinen virtauksen neliöön, ollen 20 kPa:n runsaan 100% peitolla ja
40 kg/m2s tai 120 kg/irfs massavirran tiheyksillä isoille palasille ( - 1 m) ja keskikokoisille ( -0 .2 m),
vastaavasti. Pienillä palasilla (0.02 m) paine-erot jäävät suuremmillakin peitoilla
vaatimattomammiksi. On huomattava, että kokeissa havaittiin kuitenkin varsin voimakkaasti
paine-eroa kasvattavia vuorovaikutuksia erikokoisten palasten välillä.

Metallieristeen ja villamurskan seokselle mitatut paine-erot ovat suurempia kuin kummankaan
yksinään aiheuttama. Paksuun villamurskakerrokseen yhdistyvät isot ja keskikokoiset
metallieristepalaset nostavat paine-eroa suunnilleen samaa tahtia kuin niiden peittämä ala
kasvaa. Toisaalta pienistä palasista muodostuneen metallimurskakerroksen (11 m2/m2) yli
mitattu paine-ero kasvoi suunnilleen 1 kParsta 12 kPa:han (57 kg/m2s massavirran tiheydellä)
kun kerrokseen lisättiin vähäinen määrä (1 kg/m2) eristemurskaa.
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NOMENCLATURE

A
D
f
G
k
m
n
Ap
w

V
P

area (nr)
hydraulic diameter (m)
friction coefficient
mass flux =pw (kg/m2s)
constant
mass (kg)
constant
differential pressure (Pa)
velocity (m/s)

viscosity (kg/ms)
density (kg/m3)

Re Reynolds Number = GD/7j

Subscripts
str strainer

Appreviations
BWR Boiling Water Reactor
LOCA Loss-Of-Coolant Accident
PWR Pressurized Water Reactor

NOTE

The debris loading is expressed in terms of mass of debris over the active area of the strainer
(m/A, kg/m2^.) for fibrous debris and as area of the foils over active area of the strainer (n^/m2,,,)
for metallic insulation debris.

Mass over area could be converted to bed thickness by dividing the mass by the density of the
material. The dry density of crushed heat treated mineral wool, as collected on a strainer, is by
factor of roughly 2 bigger than the "as fabricated" density. The density and therefore the thickness
depends on the differential pressure (i.e. compression). On a complex surface geometry, such as
that used in these experiments, the thickness becomes nonuniform as the debris bed grows. Due
to these facts thickness is not a well-defined quantity and hence not used in this report.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This report describes a set of experiments to
probe the transport and strainer clogging
properties of metallic (reflective) insulation.
The experiments have been carried out in the
Imatran Voima Oy (IVO) Power Plant
Laboratory on contract of the Finnish Centre
for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK).
These experiments have two main goals: to
determine the transport properties of metallic
insulation fragments (in terms of mobility in
water) and their potential effect on the
differential pressure of a typical Finnish BWR
strainer. The former information forms the
basis of evaluation of the potential to transport
metallic insulation debris to the strainer; the
latter addresses the differential pressure buildup
and differential pressure dependence on various
parameters, such as debris size distribution and
strainer flow rate.

This study is motivated by the need to assess in
more detail the strainer clogging potential of
the metallic insulation that has recently been
backfitted in Finnish BWRs. A review of
previous experiments related to insulation
behaviour in a LOCA reveals important
shortcomings: 1) the data on LOCA-induced
damage and resulting metal reflective insulation
debris size distribution and resultant shapes is
very scarce and 2) the applicability of the
available clogging data to Finnish BWR
strainer configuration is not satisfactory.
Consequently, it has been deemed appropriate
to carry out an experimental program to
resolve the clogging issue; lack of debris
size/shape data is accomodated by carrying out
a parametric study. In particular, debris size
has been varied over a wide, yet reasonable
range.

The parametric approach is consistent with
previous insulation and sump/strainer
evaluations carried out in Finland, as it allows
both "best-estimate" and conservative overall
interpretation and application of the results.
The conservative side received sometimes more
attention in the experiments as there was the
desire to find out the most unfavourable modes
of behaviour as regards to both transport and
clogging behaviour. No particular attempt has
made to model specifically the flow patterns
within a condensation pool during a LOCA; the
data gathered is of more generic nature.

Five sets of experiments have been carried out.
The first three are oriented towards finding out
the basics of foil/flow interaction. The
experiments concern foil fragment
sedimentation and both horizontal and vertical
transportation in circulating flow. The latter is
of particular importance in the BWR
condensation pool, where the water is
relatively deep and predominant flow patterns
vertical, in contrast to a PWR lower
compartment, where the flow towards the sump
is (in most cases) essentially horizontal. The
fourth set of experiments investigates the
clogging properties of "pure" metallic
insulation and the fifth the clogging properties
of a mixture of metallic and fibrous debris.
Some tests in the last series have also involved
backflushing with compressed air.

The report is structured as follows. A review
of previous experimental data is presented in
chapter 2. The metallic insulation material used
in the tests is described in chapter 3, followed
by a description of the test facilities in chapter
4. The experimental procedures and results are
presented in chapter 5, and chapter 6 contains
a short summary of the data now obtained.
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2 BACKGROUND
This chapter gives an overview on the strainer clogging issue in
general (chapter 2.1) and a review of previous experiments on
the behaviour of metallic insulation under design basis accident
conditions (chapter 2.2).

2.1 Technical Background

Metallic insulation, also known as "metal
reflective" insulation or "mirror" insulation, is
one of the thermal insulation materials
currently employed on piping inside the
containment of the Finnish boiling water
reactors (BWRs). The predominant insulation
material in Finnish nuclear power plants has
been mineral wool, and metallic replacements
have been introduced relatively recently.

The replacement of insulation materials is a
part of the effort to improve reactor safety by
enhancing the reliability of emergency cooling
systems. These systems have been designed to
cope with all sizes of leaks, such as postulated
pipe breaks, in the reactor system (that is, loss
of coolant accidents, or LOCAs).

In the event of a pipe break within the
containment, reactor coolant flows from the
reactor system to the containment and, in a
BWR, ends up into the condensation pool
which is located at the bottom part of the
containment. The condensation pool functions,
among other things, as an interim storage,
from which emergency core cooling systems
(ECCS) and containment spray systems (CSS)
are fed with water (coolant). The ECC system
recirculates the coolant back to the reactor,
guaranteeing decay heat removal and cooldown
of the reactor system. The coolant intakes in
the condensation pool are equipped with
strainers, which keep foreign materials from
entering the ECC and CS systems. The pumps
of the ECC and CS systems require sufficient
suction head in order to function properly and
avoid damage. In other words, the maximum
allowable differential pressure (head loss) over

the strainer is limited by the pump and suction
system characteristics.

As a consequence of a pipe break, insulation
and other materials in the vicinity of the break
suffer damage and may become dislodged due
to the jet forces caused by the violent expulsion
of water/steam mixture from the break.
Dislodged and perhaps considerably damaged
insulation material (insulation debris) is
transported to the condensation pool by the
steam/water flow issuing from the break and,
later, from the containment spray system. Once
in the pool, some of the material accumulates
on the ECCS/CSS strainers, increasing the
differential pressure over them. Excessive
differential pressure over the strainer may
cause the ECCS or CSS pumps to fail to
operate as required or even be damaged, which
could lead to large-scale core damage and
containment overpressurization; a release of
radioactive fission products into the
environment would then result.

The reliability of ECC and CS systems, and
particularly strainer performance, has attracted
much attention as a consequence of a recent
event in a Swedish BWR (Barseback) [1J. An
apparently minor incident, initiated by an
inadvertent relief valve blowdown directly to
the upper drywell of the containment, damaged
insulation to an unexpected extent.
Furthermore, the fraction of the debris that
reached the condensation pool and the rate of
differential pressure buildup far exceeded all
anticipations. Investigations revealed that the
clogging properties of the mineral wool were
far worse than the original design experiments
had suggested. This change of properties has
been attributed to ageing phenomena. The best
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understood of these mechanisms is thermal
ageing. The binding resins contained in the
mineral wool gradually decay when the wool is
exposed to typical BWR operating
temperatures. Embrittlement of individual
fibres also appears to play a role. As a result,
the extent of damage and behaviour of debris
in water change strongly into unfavourable
direction from the strainer performance point
of view.

As numerous experiments with aged mineral
wool have indicated that in many cases
unacceptable strainer differential pressures
could be obtained during a LOCA,
countermeasures have been devised to remedy
the situation. Considerable strainer area
enlargements, backflushing systems and
substitutes for mineral wool have been installed
where necessary and appropriate in Finnish
reactors (and elsewhere, see [1] for more
details). Metallic insulation has been used as
one of the main fibre substitutes and glass fibre
as another, as they have generally been held
less dangerous from the strainer clogging point
of view.

However, metallic insulation may introduce
new problems while (hopefully) remedying old
ones. Metallic insulation panels contain thin
gauge stainless steel foils (also known as liner
or sheet metal), and the foil area of a panel for
large diameter pipes can be several tens of
square meters per meter of pipe. On the one
hand, these foils are very ductile and capable
of carrying quite considerable perpendicular
pressures if suitably supported from behind (by
accident or on purpose). On the other hand the
foil is easily torn, especially from pre-existing
cuts at foil edges and upon impact to sharp
corners. Furthermore, the foil is impervious,
and once a piece has laid itself on a flow path
(e.g. strainer surface or vent path), it
effectively blocks the flow area affected.
Obviously, due to even relatively limited
damage (in terms of linear dimensions) large
areas of foils could be released, which could
potentially cause complete blockage of
ECCS/CSS strainers.

2.2 A Review of Previous
Experiments with Metallic
Insulation

The data base on LOCA-induced damage,
transport and clogging properties of metallic
insulation is quite limited. An experiment on
the damage suffered by one particular metallic
insulation type (MIRROR insulation) has been
carried out in the HDR facility in the context
of the previous ECCS sump/strainer
performance resolution effort in early eighties
(numerous blowdown experiments were run in
HDR at that time, and insulation materials
other than metal reflective have also been
tested under LOCA loads in these
experiments). Metallic insulation transportation
and pressurised water reactor (PWR) oriented
sump screen blockage tests [3] have been
carried out at the same time. The results of
these experiments are reviewed below.

It may be noted that the data base for fibrous
insulation damage, transportation and blockage
characteristics is much larger as evidenced by
numerous presentations given in [1], An
extensive review on the behaviour of LOCA
damage, insulation materials, and sump
hydraulic performance is presented in [2] and
its references, of which [3] is one. As far as
fibrous insulation is concerned, the clogging
data and damage extent model used in [2] are
by now for the most part severely outdated.

Some of the LOCA damage data obtained in
the HDR experiments has been published as an
appendix in [2]. Four specimens of standard
MIRROR insulation (manufactured by
Diamond Power Specialty Co.) were placed at
variable distances from the 0450 mm break
discharge nozzle. However, none of the
samples were located within a 90° cone from
the nozzle. The nearest one, approximately 1.6
diameters (1.6D) perpendicularly away from
the nozzle, was placed at the nozzle plane [2,
Figure 1 in Appendix E, p. E-5]. The next
nearest one (in the nozzle plane) was located at
approzimately 7.3D. The third sample was
placed at about 6.6D but clearly behind the
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nozzle plane (that is, further away from the
direct jet impact). Similarly, the fourth sample
was located at about 15D well behind the
nozzle. It may be noted, however, that there
was a large jet deflector plate mounted in front
of the nozzle at a distance of about 3D and 45°
angle with the nozzle axis. This plate guided
the nozzle discharge sideways (not towards nor
away from the nearest sample).

The experiment was started from 110 bar
pressure, saturated conditions, and the
blowdown apparently was steam. From
"Before" and "After" photographs the
following observations were made [2, p. E-6]:

1. "No large, flat pieces of foil metal were
released from insulation units." In fact,
the photographic evidence [2, pp.8-12]
shows that only the first specimen
(within 1.6D) was substantially
damaged, and from one half of it, "No
components ... were set loose, even
though it is severely crushed and
deformed."

2. "Forces required to 'tear apart'
insulation units tear and deform thin
gage liner material into many irregular
shaped and/or small pieces." This must
have been the other half of the first
specimen. There are no other details of
the debris size distribution or shapes.
Figures 5 and 6 [2, p.E-9], apparently
taken at the HDR break compartment,
show some variably sized crumples,
some of which appear in cuplike form.
However, what these figures show is
only a minuscule fraction of the total
amount of released liner debris. The
pieces appear to cover 0.1 to 0.5 m size
range.

3. "Insulation installed farther than
approximately 10 feet from the break
location [about 7D] remained in its
installed location and essentially
undamaged." This and the above
statements do not conclusively
demonstrate that large pieces could not
be released. None of the samples were
directly exposed to a jet. Furthermore,

on the basis of statements 1 to 3 one
can only conclude that the outer limit of
damage does not exceed 7D; very little
can be said of the region between 1.6D
and 7D. Photographic data shows that
the other sample at or farther than 7D
from the break have suffered some
slight damage due to impact of foreign
objects, but there is no indication of
what these objects might have been.

4. "Metallic components/debris did not
affect test (measurement)
instrumentation or plant
instrumentation." Anyway, there were
foreign objects flying around (statement
4). There is no data on damage to
structures other than that of statements
3 and 4.

5. "No insulation debris was transported
outside the test compartment by either
the blowdown jet forces or subsequent
flow velocities." As reassuring as this
may sound, the transport out of the
HDR blowdown compartment does not
necessarily correspond to that in the
upper drywell of a BWR due to
differences in geometry and blowdown
pressure suppression principles.

As one can see, the available data on LOCA-
induced damage is not very extensive. The lack
of debris size and shape information (aside the
statement concerning the absence of large flat
pieces) is particularly unpleasing although it
might be partially explained by difficulty in
checking the post-test mass balance for the
destroyed panel (reportedly not all the foil
material that was in the panel could be
recovered). Further complications arise due to
the possibility of further debris deformations en
route to or within the condensation pool. Such
possibilities arise e.g. from impacting other
objects and some violent thermal hydraulic
phenomena such as chugging in the pool.
However, an important point is the observation
that metallic insulation panels near the break
location do break apart and many sizes and
irregular shapes of foil fragments are
generated. On the basis of available data it is

10
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necessary to investigate a wide range of sizes
and shapes and map out an envelope (or a
bounding estimate) on the behaviour of foil
fragments.

There is a report [3] concerning the
transportation of foil fragments in PWR-type
conditions. This report actually precedes the
HDR experiments shortly described above, and
its findings partially explain the emphasis on
"large, flat sheets" that is apparent in the
aforementioned conclusions. The experiments
described therein were carried out in a flume (a
straight channel) with a vertical PWR sump
screen structure at one end. The foils were
taken from a carefully dismantled MIRROR
insulation panel, the same material was
exposed to blowdown loads in the one of the
HDR experiments. Linear velocities required to
transport for various sizes of flat and crumpled
foils were determined. The main observations
were that uncrumpled foils do transport within
a velocity range 0.06 to 0.15 m/s (0.2 to 0.5
ft/s) and, upon reaching the screen, flip onto it,
to their full dimension. Crumpled foils and
larger pieces required higher velocities, 0.15 to
0.3 m/s, to move. Complete blockage was
never observed because the water depth was
held higher than was the largest linear
dimension of the foils; had the water level been
below the largest dimension, severe blockage

would have appeared likely. However, none of
the foils was observed to become water-borne.

The experimental setup presented in [3] bears
little relation to Finnish BWRs, which are
equipped with deep annular condensation
pools, and planar-like strainers located
relatively high on the pool wall. In general, the
flow conditions within a BWR condensation
pool differ essential from those near a PWR
sump. In a BWR condensation pool the flows
are predominantly vertical whereas on the
PWR lower compartment floor they are
horizontal. Further differences arise due to the
different construction on the DARMET
metallic insulation installed in Finland.
DARMET is manufactured by Darchem
Engineering Ltd and described in more detail
in chapter 3. As to the best of the authors'
knowledge, insulation debris transport in
predominantly vertical flows has not been
reported in the past, nor have blocking
characteristics in terms of differential pressure.

In conclusion, one observes that 1) metallic
insulation may possess considerable clogging
potential, but 2) the available data base shows
important shortcomings, particularly with
respect to the Finnish applications. This
justifies the present study on the transport and
clogging properties of metallic insulation.

11
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3 METALLIC INSULATION

The metallic insulation panel, DARMET, used
in the tests was provided by Darchem
Engineering Limited, England. DARMET has
been specifically designed to minimise the heat
losses through conduction, convection and
radiation. DARMET works by: creating
pockets of air between the alternate layers of
dimple foil, the design of foils reduces
conduction by creating the longest possible heat
paths and the layers of highly polished stainless
steel foils reflect back radiated heat.

The insulation around the pipe consists of two
semicircular panels (see Figure 1). DARMET
panel comprises inner and outer skins, 0.7 mm
thick, encapsulating inner reflective metallic
foils, 0.06 mm thick. All inner foils are
formed into regular geometric pattern of peaks

and troughs with two different kinds of patterns
(finely and coarsely dimpled, see Figure 2).

The dimensions of the test panel were: inner
diameter 0 500 mm, outer diameter 0 890
mm, the length of the test panel was 890 mm.
The inner foils were packed in 11 pairs of the
two different kind of foils, see Figure 3. In
each pair the foils were connected to each
other by some 20 spot welds. The separate
pairs were spotwelded to outer casing ( = 10
spotwelds on each side).

The weight/area of the foil with higher peaks
and troughs (coarse) was = 0.53 kg/m2 and
with the smaller peaks and troughs (fine) =
0.47 kg/m2. Total area of the foils in one of
the semicircular test panels was = 22 m2.

Figure 1. The metallic insulation test panel, DARMET
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2. 77ie inner foili of the test panel (fine and coars*)

Figure 3. The 11 pairs of inner foils of the test panel.
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TEST FACILITIES, INSTRUMENTATION
AND DATA ACQUISITION

4.1 Test Facilities

The basic test facility consists of a water tank
(V = 25 m3), recirculation system of the water
and a pressure vessel (V = 1.9 m3) for the air
supply with piping (see Figure 4).

In the sedimentation experiments the water
level in the tank was 1.8 m. There was no
recirculation of water (see Figure 5).

In the transport experiments thin walls were
built into the tank in order to force the water in
the tank to circulate either horizontally or
vertically. The suction to the pump was also
arranged in a manner consistent with the
desired circulation pattern. In the horizontal
circulation (see Figure 6) the velocities in the
tank were controlled by the pump flow rate

together with the depth of the pool. In the
vertical circulation (see Figure 7) the pump
flow rate and the division of the tank into two
vertical sections resulted in the desired
velocities in the tank.

In the clogging experiments a strainer model
was installed into the water tank. The strainer
included piping for both the water suction and
backflushing of the strainer with compressed
air. The inner walls (baffles) built into the tank
were consistent with the objectives of the
experiments (see Figure 8). The maximum
allowable differential pressure over the strainer
was limited to 18 kPa.

The perforated plate ( 0 4 mm, triangular pitch
of 8 mm, open area 22.7 %) and the shape of
the strainer model in the facility was similar to

Figure 4. The test facility.
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Figure 5. The test facility in sedimentation experiments. An artist's view of sedimenting pieces is
also shown.

Figure 6. The test facility in transport experiments (horizontal).
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Figure 7. The test facility in transport experiments (vertical). Note the baffle plate at 45° angle
in the front bottom corner.

Figure 8. The test facility in clogging experiments. Note the strainer model.
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that of a typical Finnish BWR. The model
represents 1/3 of the width and 2/5 of the
height of the actual strainer. The total
perforated area of the model was 4.55 m2, but
in the experiments parts of the area were
blinded.

Mineral insulating material used in the
experiments was PAROC 80 VM. The density
of this brand is 80 kg/m3. Material was
prepared, "aged" to simulate the insulating
material in the plant, by keeping it in a kiln at
temperature of 400 °C for 45 minutes. This
time was sufficient for the binding agent (resin)
to evaporate from the insulating material
blocks. The blocks were torn apart (just before
each experiment) with warm water jet (170
bar) from a high pressure cleaner.

The water used in the experiments was taken
from the waterworks.

4.2 Instrumentation

The flowrate of the water recirculation was
measured with Fisher & Porter magnetic
flowmeter, type 10DX3111A + Mag. MX, 0
125, accuracy + 0.6 % of rate. The
differential pressure over the perforated plate
of the strainer model was measured with Fisher
& Porter

transmitter, full scale (FS) 0 ... 50 kPa,
accuracy 0.72 % of FS. The pressure in the air
vessel was measured with Kistler 4601
transmitter, accuracy 0.4 % of measured value
+ 0.1 % of FS (= 5 MPa) + 0.52 % in data
acquisition. The air flow of the backflushing
was measured with two parallel rotameters
(tybe FP-3/4-27-G-10/80, float FP-3/4-GSVT-
53), accuracy 1.6 % of FS (= 63 NnvVh). The
temperature of the water in the tank was
measured with T-rype thermocouple, accuracy
< 0.3 °C.

4.3 Data Acquisition

The data acquisition system was based on a
386-processor micro computer with PC TO S-
NET -adapter and S-NET -network to IMP
(Isolated Measurement Pods) data collector
(IMP 355951A, analog input) in which the
collection was controlled by RTM-3500
computer program. The accuracy on the IMP-
system in + 0.01 % of measured value + 0.01
%ofFS .

The visual data was recorded with two video
cameras, of which the smaller was packed so
that it can be submerged into the water tank.
Photographs were also taken during the
experiments.
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5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This chapter presents the experimental results of the five series of experiments carried out. The
first set of experiments addressed sedimentation of various sizes and shapes of foil pieces. The
second set consisted of transportation experiments, where the mobility of various sizes and
shapes of foils were investigated in both horizontal and vertical circulating flows. The third set
of experiments investigated the clogging properties of various foil piece sizes in the absence of
other materials. The other materials entered in the fourth experiment set, where the clogging
behaviour of mixtures of metallic insulation and mineral wool debris was studied. The fifth and
concluding experiments addressed the efficiency of backflushing a clogged strainer with
compressed gas.

The pieces of foil that were subsequently used
in the experiments were prepared in the course
of the dismantling the insulation panel.
Individual foils were measured and cut to
prescribed dimensions and shapes, for the most
part squares and triangles. Some foils were
also cut to lengthy stripes (see Figure 9).

5.1 Sedimentation Experiments
The sedimentation experiments form the basis
of all further investigations, because the
sedimentation velocity largely determines how
far and how fast a piece of foil can be
transported to any direction, including
upwards.

Figure 9. Pieces of foils used in the experiments.
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The experiments have been carried out in
stagnant water. The smaller pieces were tested
in a rectangular tank some 2.5 m wide, 4 m
long and 2 m deep (the water depth = 1.8 m)
and the bigger pieces, up to the biggest in the
test panel (0.89 m x 1.36 m) were tested in a
municipal indoor swimming pool (the water
depth = 4 m). Square, rectangular and
triangular pieces were tested, most of them in
the "smooth" (as cut) condition, but some also
bent or crumpled (to some degree approximate)
into shapes of a cup or a S. The size of particle
mentioned in the following text refers to the
legth of the side of a square, rectangular or the
triangle. Both finely and coarsely dimpled
pieces have been tested.

The experiments were carried out as follows.
The sinking time was measured for individual
pieces using a stop watch. Each piece in turn
was placed on the water surface and made to
sink by gently tilting a side or an edge
(otherwise, most of the pieces would have
floated indefinitely, because the dimples trap
air under the foil). Some pieces were also

dropped into water edge first to determine the
maximum possible sinking velocity. The vessel
water temperature was also measured although
it does not affect the results to any significant
degree. The effect of temperature is via water
viscosity, but because all the foil pieces were
macroscopic (the smallest ones were 0.01 m by
0.01 m squares), the flow around the pieces
was always turbulent, whence the effect of
viscosity variations becomes negligible (the
Reynolds number, Re, varies as the reciprocal
of the viscosity, but the friction force as Re""*
or Re1'5).

Several different settling modes were observed.
The slowest and most common mode was a
gliding type of motion, where the foil remained
nearly horizontal at all times, and swang
laterally back and forth during the descent.
Sometimes, however, a piece turned over and
fell edge first for some distance before
reaching horizontal position again. Some
pieces, particularly triangles, rotated nearly in
place (laterally). Smaller pieces (below 0.07 m)
occasionally moved like a screw. It was
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possible but not very easy to make a piece of
foil to fall edge first all the way to the bottom
of the facility. In the 4 m deep pool none of
the pieces sank vertically all the way down.

Horizontal descent was found to be the stablest
mode for flat foils. Crumpled pieces fall either
like flat ones but faster (cuplike) or rolling
over (S-shape).

The data obtained during the sedimentation
experiments in the facility and in the swimming
pool is presented in Figure 10 (page 19). As
one can see, the steady sedimentation velocity
for flat foil pieces ranges from about 0.04 to
about 0.08 m/s and is only slightly dependent
of the piece size. No piece was observed to
sink slower than 0.03 m/s. The smaller pieces
tended to sink slightly faster.

The fastest data points (about 0.4 m/s) refer to
the pieces of foils that fell edge first all the
way down, the intermediate points (0.1 to 0.3
m/s) are those that started in either horizontal
or vertical position but changed that (i.e.
switched mode, some several times) before
landing on the bottom.

Crumpled particles were found to sink at
velocities between 0.1 and 0.2 m/s. However,
there is an infinity of possible crumpled
configurations, and wider variation in either
direction can be expected depending on the
piece shape.

A noteworthy feature of the presently tested
pieces of foils was their rigidity, which
apparently was due to the dimpled texture and
this partly explains the fact that there were no
big differences in the sedimentation velocities
based on the pattern of the foil (finely or
coarsely dimpled). Only the largest finely
dimpled foils (over 0.6 m) showed bending or
flipping during descent. Bending (into the
shape of an U) and/or flipping resulted in an
increased sinking velocity.

5.2 Transport Experiments

Two different types of transportation
experiments have been carried out. In the first
set of the experiments, horizontal
transportation in a horizontally circulating flow
was studied. In the second set, the behaviour of
foil pieces in a vertically circulating flow field
was investigated. The latter experiments
revealed the conditions under which foil pieces
do become water-borne and can be transported
upwards.

5.2.1 Horizontal Circulation

The horizontal circulation experiments were
run in the test facility equipped with a suction
from central pole and the corners of the
rectangular tank "rounded" with walls. The
return flow of the recirculation was directed
through a door on one side of the dividing wall
in order to enhance the horizontal circulation
(see Figure 6, page 15).

After a steadily circulating flow pattern had
been established, the flow field was mapped at
various depths using buoys, a measuring rod
and a stopwatch. The magnitude of the bottom
velocities (0.05 to 0.2 m/s) was mainly
controlled by varying the pool depth.

Various pieces of foil from 0.02 to 0.6 m size,
flat and crumpled, were allowed to sink and
their motions were observed. During the
descent their motion seems to be a
superposition of settling and lateral
displacement due to the flow. None of the
pieces remained water borne in the general
flow pattern. Upon landing on the bottom of
the vessel the pieces turn or move until they
find a position of minimum resistance to the
flow. Motions along the bottom initiate starting
from the crumpled particles (which have the
largest frontal area and drag) at about 0.1 to
0.15 m/s flow velocity. None of the pieces
tumbled or folded at the bottom, apparently
because of their rigidity.
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Table I. Motions of the pieces of foils as they lie on the bottom of the facility.

Bottom Velocity Range

0.05 to 0.1 m/s

0.08 to 0.15 m/s

0.1 to 0.2 m/s

Observed Motion

pieces do not move along the bottom

- crumpled pieces start to move, jerking around at or
less than 1 cm/s
flat pieces can stay put at the bottom, but those that
lie close to the central suction pole get lifted against it

- coarsely dimpled flat pieces move along the bottom
intermittently at 0.025 to 0.09 m/s. Some move to the
pole
larger pieces move more easily than small ones,
because their edges lift and grab the flow
pieces occasionally jam together

- all particles do not reach the pole

At higher bottom velocities, the pieces seem to
both help and hinder each other to move. A
crumpled or coarser piece passing near a
settled smoother piece can induce motion in the
latter. Whether, and for how long, this motion
lasts, depends on the overall conditions. On the
other hand, two moving pieces that touch each
other may form a jam which soon collects
more of the mobile pieces.

The bottom motions are summarised in Table
I.

These results are consistent with previous data
[3], particularly as to the velocities required to
initiate motion of pieces, which the flow is
unable to fold.

5.2.2 Vertical Circulation

The vertical circulation experiments were
carried out in the facility, which was divided
vertically into two by a wall. The width of the
test section was 1 m (Figure 7, page 16). In
this configuration, the recirculation flow
emerging from the slit on the bottom turns
upwards as it hits the vertical wall. Near the

surface the flow field turn towards the back of
the rest section from where the suction of the
recirculation was located.

The maximum velocities of the flow field in
the vertical circulation experiments was about
0.2 m/s at the wall, some 0.15 m/s at about
0.1 m from the wall and stagnated at about 0.5
m from the wall. Maximum bottom velocity
near the vertical wall was about 0.3 m/s. The
magnitude of the flow was controlled by the
pump flow rate in four steps during the
experiment.

Foil pieces ranging from 0.02 to 0.45 m (flat),
about 0.15 m (crumpled) and 0.04 by 0.5 m
(stripes) were tested.

Nearly all the pieces tested were found capable
of remaining water-borne for some time. The
pieces followed the water circulation, climbing
up near the wall, and, as the rising flow began
to turn back, moved towards the stagnation
zone where they were able to descend, but
upon reaching the faster flow at the bottom,
got caught and driven up near the wall by the
flow.
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Table II. Motions of the pieces in vertically circulating flow

Maximum Rising
Velocity
(approximate)

0.2 m/s

0.15 m/s

0.1 m/s

0.05 m/s

Increasing from 0.05 to
0.2 m/s

Observed Motions

- all but the smallest (<0.05 m) pieces water-borne for
at least some time
flat 0.1 to 0.2 m pieces make the longest rounds
crumpled pieces remain closer to the high velocity
field
stripes (and large foils) adhere to the vertical wall and
remain hanging there
pieces passing close to each other attract each other
and form relatively stable clusters

- the extent of pieces' motion decreases
crumpled pieces escape into corners more easily

crumpled pieces no longer remain water-borne
- the extent of other pieces' motions decreases further

flat pieces tend to contact the wall but protrude into
the flow

all pieces settle to the bottom

all pieces that were water-borne but settled at low
flow become water-borne again, some form clusters

This type of circulation terminated usually
either because a corner and then a side of a
piece adhered to the wall with the consequence
that the piece flipped against the wall where the
force of the flow immobilized it. It was also
possible for a piece to drift towards the slowest
lifting field (corners) and there tumble into the
wall. Smallest pieces (up to 0.05 m) could not
maintain a stable position easily and tended to
roll and tumble to the bottom and then flip
against a suitable wall. (Finely dimpled flat
pieces seem to be able to "hide" within the
velocity boundary layer.) Flipping (or falling)
against the wall was by far the most important
mechanism that terminated circulation of a foil.

The maximum obtained velocity field was able
to sustain a circulation of all but the smallest
pieces. The effect of flow reduction is given in
Table n.

There was a remarkable interaction of flat
pieces with each other and with cuplike
crumpled pieces: large pieces that approached
smaller ones from below, were capable of
catching up them and the pieces attached to
each other. This is obviously due to a
shadowing effect: the trailing piece took the lift
away from the leading piece, which forced the
leading piece to land upon the trailing one.
Such clusters appeared quite stable.
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It may be noted that in a relatively small
facility no piece remained water-borne for
ever. Sooner or later (the ratio of these
depending on the flow rate and the ratio of
wall surface to water volume, among other
things), every piece would either join with
others or cling to the wall in such a manner
that it was removed from the field.

Note that the velocity upwards at 0.1 m away
from the wall is about 75% of the maximum
velocity cited above. In the present
configuration, pieces smaller than 0.05 m
either flipped against the wall at the point of
contact or slipped under baffle plate edges.

5.3 Clogging Experiments with
Metallic Insulation

The clogging experiments were run in the
vessel equipped with a strainer model (Figure
8, page 16). The total surface area of the
model was about 5 m2, but some of the faces
were blinded in order to simplify the test
procedures (see Figure 11). The actual flow
area employed in the investigations varied

Figure 11. The open area (shadowed) of the
strainer model as used in the clogging
experiments. Setup E, used in some
experiments, had the whole front face open.

between 0.35 and 2.1 m2. The purpose of the
experiments was to determine the differential
pressure characteristics of various foil pieces.
It is noteworthy that data obtained here is not
inherently limited to BWR's (except, of course,

Figure 12. The strainer'plate covered with two big pieces offoih (setup D)
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for the strainer geometry, which is not after all
very different from a vertical PWR sump
screen).

A parametric study on the effects of sizes of
foil pieces was made. Three varieties of pieces,
all flat and except for the smallest, from the
finely dimpled material, were prepared: one or
two large pieces to cover the whole surface
area (see Figure 12, page 23), a small batch of
0.1 to 0.3 m pieces (intermediate size) and a
larger batch of roughly 0.02 by 0.02 m stamp-
size particles (see Figure 13). The "stamps"
were prepared of equal amounts of finely and
coarsely dimpled foil, as the dimpling of the
foil no longer is significant at this length scale.

The initial experiments, using setup A, showed
that a minimum suction mass flux (or, in other
words, approach velocity) has to be exceeded
before a piece of any size can attach to the
surface and remain there. At mass fluxes that
exceed this limit only slightly, the likelihood of
capture for an individual piece sedimenting
near the surface is low. Capture, or attachment
to the surface, increases with suction mass
flux, but it has not been possible to make a
more accurate determination of the rate of
increase. At maximum tested mass fluxes
(about 110 kg/mh), at least 80% of the small
pieces sedimenting near the surface were
captured.

In setup A it was observed that the bottom
shelf of the strainer model affected the bed
formation process when small pieces (stamps)
were tested. The stamps not only adhered to
the strainer surface (later on the bed), but also
piled up on the shelf.

The large size of the strainer model combined
with the relatively small capacity pump and
recirculation setup led to conditions where it
was deemed easiest to guide larger (from 0.1
to 1.3 m) pieces with a stick to the strainer
surface. Smaller particles (0.02 m) were
administered in smaller quantities and allowed
to sediment freely near the surface. The total
foil area was about 1.2 nrVm2^ for large and
intermediate pieces and about 12 m2lm\ for

the small pieces. All sizes were tested in setup
C. Additional data was taken for large pieces
in setup D, and small in B.

The resulting differential pressure characteristic
as a function of the mass flux is depicted in
Figure 14 for the three different foil
configurations. In case of large and
intermediate pieces, a handful of small pieces
(some 30 individuals) were added into the pool
after determining the initial characteristic
(curve upwards). Addition of this small
quantity of foil amidst of larger pieces always
resulted in a sudden Ap increase by 3 to 5 kPa.
This underlines the importance of interactions
between different sizes of pieces: the
differential pressure of a mixture is larger
(sometimes much so) than the sum of the
differential pressure caused by "pure"
individual constituents. (It shall be seen in the
following chapter that this holds for a mixture
of mineral wool fibres and foil fragments, too.)
It is noteworthy that the differential pressure
(Ap) of large and intermediate pieces, is
proportional to G° with n varying from 2.5 to
1.7 as Ap increased from < 1 kPa to > 15
kPa. This implies that the foils reorganize
within the bed at low pressure differentials, but
this motion appears to "saturate" at the upper
Ap range measured.

For a debris bed consisting of equally sized
pieces, the differential pressure increases
linearly with debris load (m 2 /m 2 j after 100%
coverage has been reached. This is due to the
fact that the Ap is produced by friction in the
narrow and tortuous flow paths within the
debris bed. These flow paths grow proportional
to debris quantity. However, at higher
differential pressures one would expect that
deformation of the pieces nearest to the strainer
face cause Ap to increase faster than linearly,
because the flow paths get more narrow. A
mixture of various sizes of pieces behaved
differently, particularly when the size
distribution of adhering pieces changed during
bed buildup.

The impervious character of metal leads to two
forms of clogging autocatalysis. Firstly, a piece
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Figure 13. The stamplike pieus offoiL on jtrj,n*rpTZu (zerup B).

Big pieces
~1 m
Intermediate pieces
~0.3m

Small pieces
-0.02 m

6 [ k g / m s ]

Figure 14. Differential pressure as a function of mass flux in metallic insulation experiments. Two
separate measurement sets are shown, the one with open symbols D, the other with filled
symbols • .Big and intermediate pieces correspond to approximately 1.2 m2lm2

m coverage, small
to 12 rnVm2^ except as indicated. At point 1, ~ 30 individual 0.02 m pieces were added.
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lands on the strainer face, it blocks the covered
area (although not necessarily absolutely
"completely" since the flow may pass around
the sides and under the piece as evidenced by
the initial data for large foils). Partial flow
blockage results in higher velocities on the free
parts of the surface, which facilitates foil
capture and thus speeds up the clogging
process. As the blocked area increases, the
differential pressure increases, which results in
compression of the pieces already captured on
the strainer face. This reduces the room
available for flow under and between
overlapping individual pieces, causing a further
increase of the differential pressure. Secondly,
the differential pressure increases due to static
compression (as the attached foils slowly
approach the form of the strainer face), but this
is much slower and not investigated in detail in
the pure metallic configurations described here
(see the following chapter).

After clogged conditions were reached
(maximum Ap allowed by the setup), the
strainer mass flux was reduced and a
downwards oriented characteristic was
measured. Even in the absence of extra (small)
piece additions, the effect of compression is
noticeable. The differential pressure at given
mass flux is higher when coming down from
higher flow (or Ap) than when going up (i.e.
there is hysteresis).

Reduction of the flow always leads to reduction
of the differential pressure on the covered
strainer. As the pressure approaches zero, so
does the hydraulic force that holds the foil
pieces attached at the wall. Foil pieces from a
thick bed of only small pieces (12 nr/m2,,, )
fall off almost completely at a mass flux of
about 13 kg/m2s. Outer layers begin to degrade
at somewhat higher mass fluxes. (Mixing fibres
with foil causes the falloff limit to decrease
significantly as discussed in the following
chapter.) The intermediate pieces behaved
similarly, but the large piece was jammed
within the foldings on the strainer surface and
remained standing on the strainer bottom plate
even under conditions of no flow.

It should be noted that the debris bed generated
from the smallest pieces (0.02 m) grew
relatively thick and upon doing so, expanded in
all directions, approaching a curved form
(much like a fibrous debris does). This
explains the falloff onset at higher than
13 kg/nv^ mass fluxes: the true mass flux at
the surface of a curved bed is less than that on
the underlying plate.

The fact that there is a larger-than-zero
threshold mass flux for nearly complete fallout
of (at least some of) the foil debris signifies, on
the one hand, possibility of self-cleaning for a
design with nominal flow exceeding the
threshold, and on the other hand, a possibility
of avoiding this type of clogging by fair
certainty if the maximum design flow rate can
be kept clearly below the threshold. (It must be
emphasised that the threshold may be
dependent on a number of factors such as the
strainer geometry, surface orientation, foil
type, debris size range, other debris materials
present, etc., and needs to be determined
separately for each application.)

5.4 Clogging Experiments with
Mixture of Metallic
Insulation and Fibrous
Debris

Two different types of mixture experiments
were carried out to clarify the interactions of
various insulation materials currently installed
in Finnish BWRs. In the first, there was a
relatively large quantity of fibrous mineral
wool debris and smaller amount, less than the
free area of the strainer of foil pieces ranging
from 0.02 to 1.3 m. In the second a small
amount of fibrous debris was added over a
11 mVnrn, bed of 0.02 m by 0.02 m pieces of
foils.

In the first experiment the back and the sides
of the strainer were blocked from the flow with
plastic and thin pieces of plywood. The front
area of the strainer (2.1 m2) was open to the
flow. The nominal mass flux of the strainer in
this experiment was 7.67 kg/m2s and the
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temperature of the water was = 20 °C. The
experiment was performed in two parts, the
one with a mixture of metallic and fibrous
insulation, the other with fibrous debris only to
obtain data for comparison.

In the first part of the first experiment a big
piece of foil (0.89 m x 1.36 m, = 1.2 m2) was
placed loosely on the strainer plate, see Figure
15. The piece covered about 50% of the flow
area but Ap effect was only about 0.2 kPa.
Batches of fibrous slurry containing 2.4
kg/m2,^. (5 kg) fragmented mineral wool were
prepared and administered into the vessel with
circulation on all the time ("mixed" mode
slurry addition). After the water had cleared,
vessel bottom was swept clean of sedimented
fibres. This procedure allows a direct
comparison with the results of previous
experiments [4] with pure mineral wool.

After a 4.8 kg/mJ
re (10 kg) wool load on the

strainer had been reached, the Ap was 8.1 kPa.
In earlier experiments [4] with fibrous debris
only, this loading resulted in 3.1 kPa Ap. At
this stage, there was a well-grown debris bed
on the surface free of foil. Intermediate = 20
cm foil pieces were added to cover a total of
about 75% of the strainer surface with foil.
This resulted in 10.5 kPa of differential
pressure. Adding a quantity of small, =0.02 m
pieces, roughly the equivalent of the remaining
"free" area of the strainer, increased the Ap
only marginally, to 10.9 kPa. These results
suggest that die gaps being left between
individual foil pieces, of a size less than the
bed thickness, do not restrict the flow very
severely, because the velocities behind the foils
are smaller than in the gaps between foils.

Adding another batch of fibres to reach
7.1 kg/m2^ (15 kg) surface loading resulted in
16.5 kPa of differential pressure after the pool
clearing period, having the vessel bottom swept
clean (see Figure 16).

At this point the mass flux was reduced in
steps to determine the differential pressure
characteristic. The differential pressure was
found to be proportional to a power slightly
larger than 1 of the velocity, i.e. nearly linear,

suggesting a combination of fibre-induced
linear behaviour compounded by foil-induced
compression (in this mass flux regime, the
differential pressure characteristic of a pure
fibrous bed is exactly linear with good
accuracy).

The bed was allowed to stand overnight (=15
hours) at 5.7 kglmh mass flux. During the
time the Ap first rose from the intial value of
about 10.4 kPa to a maximum of 10.8 kPa but
the decreased relatively smoothly to about 9.6
kPa. This decrease is presumably due to
structural changes (perhaps foil
deformation/recovery motions) within the bed
together with the temperature increase of water
(decrease in viscosity). Returning to the
nominal flow brought the Ap back to = 13.4
kPa only. The differential pressure-mass flux
characteristic (see Figure 17) remained similar,
very slightly stronger than linear.

After the flow had been gradually decreased to
halt, some parts of the metallic insulation
unfolded from the surface on the plate, but
none actually fell off. Fibrous debris stayed
where it had been accumulated, see Figure 18.
Initiating the flow again at the nominal
flowrate caused a Ap of only = 2.0 kPa.

The flow through the strainer was stopped
again and preparations for the backflushing of
the strainer was performed. After the
backflushing the flow through the strainer was
initiated again at the nominal flow rate and
after 2 hours the Ap had increased to
= 3.5 kPa.

The flowrate, the differential pressure and the
temperature of the water during the first part of
the clogging experiment with mixture of
metallic insulation and fibrous debris are
shown in Figure 19 (page 30). Comparison
with previous clogging data is presented in
Figure 23 (page 34).

Before the second part of the first experiment
all the metallic insulation was removed from
the surface of the strainer plate. All the fibrous
debris was left into the facility.
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Figure IS. The big piece of foil on the strainer plate.

Figure 16. The strainer plate covered with metallic insulation and 7.1 kglnfm (15 kg) of fibrous
debris.
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Figure 17. The differential pressure-mass flux characteristic.

Figure 18. The strainer plate covered with metallic insulation and 7 1 kglnfm (15 kg) of fibrous
debris after the flow had been stopped.
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The second part of the experiment was initiated
by starting the flow through the strainer at
flowrate of 15.3 kg/m2s and adding 15 kg of
fibrous debris into the facility. The debris from
the bottom of the facility was also stirred so
that most of it accumulated back onto the
surface of the strainer plate. The Ap increased
to = 80 mbar (14.3 kg/nr^, of fibrous debris)

Then 10 kg of fibrous debris was added into
the facility. The Ap increased to =130 mbar
(19.0 kg/m2

ltr of fibrous debris).

The flowrate was then decreased to
7.67kg/m2s (Ap =6.0 kPa). This Ap is
approximately half of that measured earlier for
a fibrous bed. The difference can be explained
by the fact that a large part of fibrous debris in
present experiment was recycled from the first
part of the experiment. This is known to
reduce Ap. Pieces of foils were then taken
close to the strainer in an attempt to evaluate
the influence of effective area reduction (filling
the foldings with fibres) on foil adherence. A
big piece (890 mm x 1360 mm) stayed attached
to the surface of the fibrous bed. Mediumsize
pieces did not get attached easily. Of a batch of
the smallest pieces (stamps) only a few got
attached to the surface of the the fibrous bed.

A mixture of 10 kg of fibrous debris + 2 m2

of stamplike pieces of foils were then added
into the facility. The pieces of foils did not get
attached on the strainer in great numbers. After
2 hours the Ap had increased to =8.0 kPa
(23.8 kg/m2,,, of fibrous debris), see Figure 20.

The flow through the strainer was stopped and
backflushing of the strainer was conducted.
After the backflushing the flow was initiated
again at flowrate of 7.67 kg/m2s. In 2 hours
the Ap increased to =3.0 kPa.

The flowrate, the differential pressure and the
temperature of the water during the second part
of the clogging experiment with mixture of
metallic insulation and fibrous debris are
shown in Figure 21.

The second experiment, the one with lots of
foil and small amount of fibrous debris, was

run in setup C and begun with preparation of a
11 nr/m2,,, bed of small =0.02 m pieces at
110 kg/nr^s mass flux (high mass flux was used
to speed up bed formation). This bed had a
moderate Ap of about 3 kPa (low Ap is
partially explained by the effect of the spherical
growth of the bed, which resulted in lower
mass flux in the upper layers of the bed). The
results are depicted in Figure 22.

A small quantity of fibrous debris,
corresponding to roughly 1 kg/m2

ttr, was
prepared and administered. Fibre accumulation
into the bed resulted in an almost instant climb
of the differential pressure to 18 kPa, which
was the limit imposed by the setup. The mass
flux was now reduced to 86 kg/m2s, and the
differential pressure fell momentarily to 13.6
kPa, only slightly nonlinearly, which
demonstrates that the differential pressure was
controlled by the fibres now. However, both
the fibres and the foil pieces were compressed
together and the differential pressure increased
in 10 minutes back to 18 kPa (corresponding to
an average compression rate of 29 kPa/h,
which is two orders of magnitude faster than of
typical pure wool data, 0.1 to 1 kPa/h).
Further reduction of the mass flux to 57 kg/m2s
resulted in a more stable 10.5 kPa differential
pressure, which increased at a rate of about
2.5 kPa/h "only". The compressed bed had a
steeper differential pressure characteristic, Ap
— G", n = 1.4 ... 2, increasing with decreasing
Ap, which indicates considerable cramming of
flow space within the bed due to foil
compression.

The compressed bed remained attached to the
strainer down to 5.7 kg/m^ mass flux, at
which the Ap was merely 0.17 kPa. Complete
cessation of the suction resulted in bed
disintegration: the foils fell down and nearly all
the fibre clumps rose momentarily to the
surface (something that pure fibrous bed pieces
of aged wool never do) before eventually
sinking down. Visual observations during bed
decay revealed that inner layers of foils were
completely devoid of fibres. It appears that a
much smaller quantity of small foil pieces, at
most about 5 m^m2^., would have sufficed to
produce similar effects.
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Figure 19. Theflowrate, the differential pressure and the temperature of the water during the first
part of the clogging experiment.

Mgun 20. The strainer plate covered with 50 kg of fibrous debris.
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Figure 21. The flowrate, the differential pressure and the temperature of the water during the
second part of the clogging experiment.
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5.5 Backflushing with
Compressed Air

Two experiments have been run to quantify the
efficiency of the presently available
backflushing procedure in removing insulation
debris from the strainer surface.

To carry out the backflushing procedure it is
necessary to terminate suction from the strainer
to be cleansed. Previous experiments, such as
those reported in [4] have shown that under
sufficient debris load, approximately over
7.5 kg/m2

m, the present strainer configuration
does not let go of a fibrous bed under no flow
conditions, despite the vertical surface
orientation. This is due to bed expansion within
the inward folds and apparently also due to the
strainer bottom structure, which provides shelf-
like support to the parts of the bed located in
the foldings. (A vertical bed thicker than
1 kg/m2

w has been observed to fall off of a
vertical surface if not supported from below,
and in some cases despite such support.)

The backflushing procedure was performed as
a set of five three-second pulses of compressed
air at area-scaled 0.0167 mVs/m2^ volumetric
flow rate. Pulses were separated by 30 second
pauses. These pulses were introduced into the
strainer suction line, where provisions were
made to ensure prototypic behaviour, that is,
an initial water plug impact from within on the
bed as the suction line is filled with gas, and
subsequent gas bubbling associated with suction
line refilling with water.

The first backflushing experiment concluded
the clogging experiment with a lot of fibres
mixed with less than 100% coverage equivalent
of foil. The initial differential pressure of the
fibre/foil bed was under the nominal conditions
(7.7 kg/nr^s mass flux and 20°C temperature)
13.4 kPa. The flow was then gradually
decreased to halt, parts of the metallic
insulation unfolded, but none actually fell off
because of supporting fibres from the surface
on the plate. Fibrous debris stayed where it
had been accumulated. Initiating the flow again

at the nominal flowrate caused a Ap of only
= 2.0 kPa. After the backflushing procedure
was completed, the nominal flow restored, and
the pool bottom swept clean (to ensure fibre
mass conservation), the differential pressure
recovered to about 3.7 kPa (about 20% of the
initial). This result is shown in Figure 23. In
this case the backflushing method actually
proved somewhat counterproductive as the
post-flushed Ap was higher than the pre-
flushed. The "inherent" fall of Ap to 2 kPa is
due to the large foil relocation a few
centimeters downwards, which exposed some
lightly covered surface at foil top.

In terms of cleared area, gaseous backflushing
of an essentially vertical strainer surface is not
always very effective. This is due to the fact
that the debris will be flushed away only where
the gas exits the strainer, if liquid impact
cleansing fails, as it does with large quantities
of compressed mineral wool fibres. "Gas exit"
cleansing occurs only close to the top of the
strainer (and to some extent, unsupported
sides).

In this experiment, impact flushing failed,
apparently also due to the large foil embedded
within the bed and covering the suction line
region to a large extent. The clearing of
smallish flow areas, however, strongly affected
the flow field within and close to the bed. The
cleared areas had low differential pressures and
therefore high velocities, but at the same time
there was also flow (corresponding to the
differential pressure determined by the cleared
areas) through the whole the strainer surface.
This led to redistribution of released fibres
over the whole surface, which made less debris
available at the cleared areas. The final result,
after all the debris was on the screen again,
was a smaller differential pressure, because the
cleared areas couldn't reach their original
thickness. There may, however, be factors that
complicate this rather simplified explanation.
The most uncertain of such factors has to do
with changes in the fibre size distribution on
the newly accumulated bed.
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In a fibrous bed containing a large impervious
foil piece (about 50% of area), the differential
pressure of the rest of the strainer area is
larger than in a purely fibrous bed (as can be
seen in Figure 23). The clearing of the top
regions was not affected by the foils, making
the cleared area relatively larger, which
explains the effectiveness of the backflushing.
All foil pieces remained within the bed
although some movement (unfolding) took
place when the flow was stopped. Aside what
has been said above on the backflushing
efficiency, they seemed to have little effect on
the bed behaviour.

As the present backflushing procedure is
different from that with which the experiments

of [4] were run, a second backflushing
experiment was run with pure fibrous bed. The
remnants of the fibrous bed created in the first
experiment were used, the foils were removed
and new batches of debris were prepared and
administered. The pure wool backflushing was
found to leave 35% of the initial differential
pressure, which lends support to the above
explanation of the efficiency in backflushing
fibrous beds containing foils. In this
experiment the water impact effect was
observed: the central inwards folds of the
strainer were clean down to the bottom of the
suction line, see Figure 24. The efficiency of
the backflushing procedure could partially be
explained by the usage of recycled crushed
mineral wool in this experiment.
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Figure 24. The strainer plate with fibrous debris after backflushing and recirculation.
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6 SUMMARY

A series of experiments have been conducted to
quantify the transport and strainer clogging
properties of metallic insulation debris. The
experiments have been carried out using
DARMET, the metallic insulation brand that
has been installed in Finnish BWRs. As the
LOCA-generated metallic insulation debris size
or shape distribution have not been reported
from the experiment that has been carried out,
the study has been conducted in a parametric
manner, assuming that the size distribution can
vary over a wide range, from 0.01 to 1 m, and
concentrating on relatively flat pieces. Most of
the pieces used have been square or
rectangular, although triangles and long stripes
have also been tested.

The experiments have addressed foil piece
sedimentation, transport in both horizontal and
vertical circulating flow fields, differential
pressure buildup due to both pure metal foil
pieces and foil pieces mixed with fibrous
mineral wool debris. The effect of foils on the
backflushing of a clogged strainer has also
been investigated.

The main findings can be summarised as
follows.

1) Settling velocities ranging from 0.03 to 0.4
m/s have been measured. The data indicates
that horizontal swinging/gliding motion is
the stablest (and slowest mode), while also
tumbling and screwlike motions were
observed. Only the largest pieces, > 0.6
m, folded significantly due to the rigidity of
the dimpled foil. Pieces that descend in
horizontal orientation do so at velocities
ranging typically from 0.04 to 0.08 m/s.
The size has relatively little effect on the

velocity except near the lower end (< 0.03
m), where the lowest observed
sedimentation velocity increases to about
0.06 m/s.

2) In horizontally circulating flow, crumpled
pieces move readily when the flow field
velocity ranges from 0.1 to 0.2 m/s.
Smoother and/ or smaller pieces require
higher velocities than coarse or crumpled or
large pieces.

3) In vertically rising flow, a piece becomes
water-borne if the upwards velocity
component exceeds the settling velocity of
the piece. In vertically circulating flow, the
pieces also execute circulatory motion
within the flow field and can remain water-
borne if not removed from the flow by
adherence with wall. Foil pieces settle on
the bottom after the flow is reduced below
the threshold above which foil circulation is
sustained. Settled pieces become blown
apart and water-borne again as the flow rate
is increased.

4) Metallic insulation forms "debris beds" in
which the flow is turbulent. The differential
pressure (Ap) ~ G°, n ranging from 2.5 ...
1.7 as the Ap increases. For large ( = 1 m)
and intermediate ( = 0.2 m) pieces typical
maximum allowed strainer differential
pressure ( = 20 kPa) has been reached with
a load of about 1.2 m2 foil/m2 strainer
surface and mass fluxes of about 40 and
120 kg/m2s respectively. Small pieces
( = 0.02 m) produce much smaller
differential pressures (in the absence of
other materials, see below). The maximum
differential pressure observed for a bed of
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pure small pieces was 3 kPa at 11 m2/m2

and 110 kg/m2s. Note carefully that the
present beds were made of foils that are
dimpled, i.e. have an uneven surface
texture, which allows some flow to pass
under a piece laying on the strainer surface.

Mixing various sizes of pieces produces
strong synergistic effects: very small
quantities (tens of pieces) added on top of a
bed made of large or intermediate pieces
has resulted in immediate differential
pressure increase by 3 to 5 kPa. Such
effects could clearly be more pronounced.

Two autocatalytic effects have been
observed. The first relates to bed buildup:
as the foils are impervious, a piece on the
strainer surface redirects the flow to
remaining open regions, which speeds up
bed buildup, because the higher the local
approach velocity, the more easily a piece
is grabbed and sucked unto the surface. The
second is the fact that beds made of foil
compress under differential pressure, which
results in reduction of the flow space within
the bed and subsequent differential pressure
increase.

Metallic foil bed on a strainer plate will
usually disintegrate at some point when the
approach velocity is decreased. The limiting
mass flux has been found to be around 10
kg/m2s. This point can also be used as the
threshold below which a bed cannot form.
Note, however, that to prevent the onset of
bed buildup the approach velocity must be
kept sufficiently far below the threshold
everywhere on the screen, or else the
buildup autocatalysis leads to at least partial
bed formation.

5) A mixture of large quantities of fibrous
debris (mineral wool) and some metal foils
results in larger differential pressures than
would have been caused by the fibres alone.
The increment is due to the foil blocking
effect, which forces the flow to regions free
of foil, causing larger velocities within the
fibrous bed. Thick fibrous beds seem

otherwise relatively unaffected by the
presence of small quantity of foils.

A small quantity (1 kg/m2^) of fibrous
debris added on top of a benign bed (11
m2lm7j) of small foil pieces caused the
differential pressure to increase drastically,
from 3 kPa at 114 kg/m2s to 12 kPa at 57
kg/mft, that is, by a factor of 6 to 8,
depending on the assumption of the way the
differential pressure depends on velocity.
Very rapid compression was associated with
high differential pressure. In such a bed the
differential pressure is evidently controlled
by the fibres, although compression of the
structure of foils also plays a role. The bed
remained on the strainer at 5.7 kg/m2s mass
flux and did not disintegrate before the flow
was completely terminated. Visual
observation of the disintegration showed
that smaller quantity of foils, not more than
5 m2/ m2

m, would have produced the
essential effects, as fibres had not
penetrated even near the bottom of the foil
bed.

Note that the interaction of small foil pieces
and small amount of fibres closely
resembles that of particulates and fibrous
debris.

Note also that the usage of recycled (i.e.
once used) crushed mineral wool resulted in
differential pressures that were about half of
what had been previously measured under
otherwise similar conditions, using newly
prepared (aged and crushed) wool.

6) Backflushing using the present procedure of
Finnish BWRs was not hindered by the
foils, but apparently made slightly more
effective in comparison with backflushing a
pure fibrous bed. Despite the fact that
essentially none of the foils on the surface
were flushed off, the differential pressure
was reduced to 20% of the starting value.

The presently obtained data and
phenomenological understanding lend sufficient
support for answering the main questions posed
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when the study was initiated. Furthermore it
should be noted that the data, particularly as
that of clogging, is also applicable to PWR
sump design evaluation, as the experimental
procedures were by no means inherently
limited to BWR applications (even the strainer
model actually resembles vertical sump screen
to a large degree). However, this report should
not be viewed as the final word on the effects
of metallic insulation on ECCS reliability. It is
essential to remember that the data (particularly
clogging) applies only to the insulation (foil)
material tested. Other types of foil, without the
dimpled surface texture, would probably
behave differently, presumably being even
more efficient strainer doggers.

The fact that for pure metallic beds, the Ap
varies as G° with n ranging from 1.7 to 2.5,
can also be interpreted as Ap varying with
strainer area, A, as Ap ~ A \ k ranging from
-2.7 ... -3.5 at a given constant mass flux. This
is because Ap has been found to be = linear
function of the debris quantity in beds made of
pieces that are all the same size. The relation

may be much stronger for unequally sized
pieces. Furthermore, it is also clear that a
small area strainer would experience much
faster bed buildup.

Further experimental research is needed on the
LOCA-generated foil debris size and shape
distribution. A much more comprehensive
understanding on the effects that mixing
various foil sizes would have on the foil bed
buildup and differential pressure is also highly
desirable. In addition, the interaction of various
insulation materials, metallic, various fibres,
and others, not forgetting impurities such as
rust or concrete dust (which may be present
even before the initiating event and certainly is
created during the early phases of a LOCA due
to ablation and erosion of the confining walls
and other structures) should also be
determined, preferably in relevant experiments,
because metallic insulation has often been
installed as a backfit into a containment where
a variety of other insulation materials may
reside even after the backfitting is complete.
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Abstract

This paper deals with the heat transfer characteristics of horizontal steam generators, particularly under natural
circulation (decay heat removal) conditions on the primary side. Special emphasis is on the inherent features of
horizontal steam generator behaviour. A mathematical model of the horizontal steam generator primary side is
developed and qualitative results are obtained analytically. A computer code, called HSG, is developed to solve the
model numerically, and its predictions are compared with experimental data. The code is employed to obtain for
WER 440 steam generators quantitative results concerning the dependence of primary-to-secondary heat transfer
efficiency on the primary side flow rate, temperature and secondary level. It turns out that the depletion of the
secondary inventory leads to an inherent limitation of the decay energy removal in WER steam generators. The
limitation arises as a consequence of the steam generator tube bundle geometry. As an example, it is shown that the
grace period associated with pressurizer safety valve opening during a station black-out is 24—3 hours instead of the
5-6 hours reported in several earlier studies. (However, the change in core heat-up timing is much less—about 1 h
at most.) The heat transfer limitation explains the fact that, in the Greifswald WER 440 station black-out accident
in 1975, the steam generators never boiled dry. In addition, the stability of single-phase natural circulation is discussed
and insights on the modelling of horizontal steam generators with general-purpose thermal-hydraulic system codes are
also presented.

1. Introduction

From the nuclear safety point of view, the
steam generators of a pressurized water reactor
(PWR) play several important roles. Their princi-
pal task is to transfer the heat generated in the
reactor core from the primary to the secondary
side, during normal operation and during antici-
pated transients and postulated accidents. At the
same time, they are components of a nuclear

system, and are able to provide temperature and/
or boron concentration feedbacks to the reactor
core. Finally, the steam generators are part of the
primary pressure boundary and, in a sense, are
also part of the containment boundary.

A schematic diagram of the VVER 440 steam
generator is presented in Fig. 1. The primary-to-
secondary heat transfer occurs in two bundles of
horizontal U-tubes which extend from the large
vertical pipes (called collectors) towards both ends
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of the horizontal cylindrical vessel. Hot primary
coolant enters from below into the hot collector
and spreads from there to the U-tubes it then
cools down and is collected in the cold collector,
from the bottom of which the cold fluid exits the
steam generator. The tube bundles are approxi-
mately 1.8 m high in the VVER 440 steam gener-
ator. In nominal operation, the secondary swell
level extends somewhat above the top of the
bundle. Feedwater is injected through a sparger
into the middle of the bundle, where it mixes with
the two-phase mixture that is churning about and
within the bundle. Steam separation occurs pri-
marily by gravity; louver-type moisture separa-
tors are installed at the top of secondary vessel. It
is to be noted that the U shape of the heat
exchange tubes is horizontal (or very nearly so).
A consequence of this U-tube configuration is
that, if the secondary inventory is depleted for
some reason, then the U-tube bundle uncovers
gradually, but in such a manner that complete
rows of tubes lose contact with the liquid coolant
in the secondary.

This paper concentrates on the behaviour of
the steam generator under natural circulation
conditions in the primary side. The interest in
natural circulation stems from its importance in
nuclear safety over the whole range of events, i.e.
from anticipated transients to severe accidents. In
the VVER 440 reactors, the residual heat removal
system is a part of the secondary side, which
leads to some extra interest in natural circulation
in the primary side: it is the main mechanism for
core cooling during outages.

Previous research and its applications have
largely concentrated on the behaviour of the
steam generator at or near the nominal operation
conditions (or at relatively high power), and on
aspects of modelling the horizontal steam genera-
tor with the aid of thermal-hydraulic system
codes. An excellent record of such efforts is avail-
able in the proceedings of three international
seminars on horizontal steam generator mod-
elling (Tuomisto et al., 1991, 1993, 1995). Some
of the work presented in these seminars will be
reviewed in due course.

In this paper, an analytical approach is taken
to obtain a deeper understanding of the inherent

behaviour of a horizontal steam generator pri-
mary. A mathematical model is developed to de-
scribe steady, one-dimensional, single-phase flow
in the primary side of the horizontal steam gener-
ators. (It will be seen that only the primary side
needs detailed treatment for quantification of the
overall heat transfer.) The model is described in
Section 2. It serves as the basis for both qualita-
tive analytical considerations, developed in Sec-
tion 3, and quantitative numerical calculations. A
computer code that numerically solves the model,
called HSG, has been developed. HSG is de-
scribed in Section 4, and its validation and appli-
cations are discussed in Section 5. The
dependence of the primary-to-secondary heat
transfer on the primary flow rate, temperature
and secondary side inventory (level) are
quantified for the VVER 440 steam generator.
An inherent heat transfer limitation with reduced
secondary inventory will be observed and ex-
plained. As an example, the effect of this limita-
tion on the timing of events during a station
black-out event is quantified. Two potential insta-
bility mechanisms under single-phase natural cir-
culation are also discussed. Two-phase situations
are discussed qualitatively in Section 6 and,
finally, conclusions are drawn.

STEAMLINE
FEEDWATER LINE

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the VVER 440 steam generator.
Moisture separator panels and collector top details have been
omitted for clarity. The feedwater sparger is in the middle of
the tube bundles, hidden from view. The VVER 1000 steam
generator looks basically similar but has larger dimensions and
more complicated sleam space internals.
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2. Fundamentals

In this section, a one-dimensional, steady state,
single-phase model of the horizontal steam gener-
ator primary side is developed. (In subsequent
sections, it will be seen that, under low flow or
power operation, the primary side phenomena
require the most attention.)

Specific component models for horizontal
steam generators have been discussed in the past
by several authors. For several years, the VVER
steam generator designers have used a mode]
called PGW-2. and this is discussed in general
terms by Trunov et al. (1991). The main applica-
tion of that model have been in resolving design-
related questions, although judging by its
description, it also appears to be applicable to
off-normal conditions, such as those to be dis-
cussed here. Recently, more elaborate models with
the main emphasis on the secondary side phe-
nomenology have been presented by Ubra et al.
(1994, 1995) and Melikhov et al. (1995). Both
models appear to be fairly coarse on the primary
side; both feature up to four tube bundle sections
in the vertical direction. This appears to be a
drawback from the low power or low flow analy-
sis point of view.

An earlier version of the present horizontal
steam generator model, the key qualitative find-
ings and some preliminary numerical results were
first presented in Hyvarinen (1993); the develop-
ments are repeated here for completeness. The
present model is based on a one-dimensional
treatment of the primary collectors and the tube
bundle, as shown in Fig. 2. The system of collec-
tors and tube bundles are divided into horizontal
slices Az thick.

A strictly one-dimensional model of the collec-
tors cannot capture multi-dimensional effects;
such phenomena (particularly both vertical and
horizontal stratification in collectors and tubes)
are certainly important under two-phase condi-
tions, but are less decisive in single-phase situa-
tions. The HSG code based on the model is
presently restricted to single-phase situations, but
the formulation has been designed to be fairly
straightforwardly extensible to two-phase flows.
An important justification for studying single-

I HOT
! COLLECTOR

COLD
COLLECTOR

• TUBE
'BUNDLE

INFLOW OUTFLOW 1

Fig. 2. The model layout. The collectors and the bundle of
horizontal U-tubes are divided into a stack of horizontal
'slices' lo yield a one-dimensional representation of the system
In the present model, the secondary side enters as a heal sink
boundray condition only.

phase phenomena in some detail is that there are
far fewer details that would clutter the underlying
fundamental physics. Understanding single-phase
flow also serves as a foundation for a more in-
volved two-phase analysis. The model is a steady
state model for two reasons. First, not having to
deal with time dependence allows for good spatial
resolution; determination of the effects of geome-
try was one of the main goals of the present
analysis. Secondly, many transient situations (par-
ticularly in WER 440 generators) proceed slowly
enough to be well suited to quasi-static analysis.

The secondary side is not modelled explicitly
and will be described only as boundary condi-
tions. This treatment can be extended later,
should the need arise. For the purposes of the
present study, the cases where the solution of the
primary side significantly affects the secondary
side boundary condition could be dealt with itera-
tively.

The starting point of the development lies in the
continuity equations for mass, momentum and
energy. They are derived most readily by writing
conservation relations for an element Az which
contains one tube row of the horizontal tube
bank, and they are formulated in terms oi the
coolant density p, mass flux G and enthalpy h (see
Appendix A). The positive direction of the tube
flows is taken to be from the hot to the cold
collector; in the collectors, the positive direction is
upwards. The following basic assumptions enter
at this stage: (1) the collectors are considered to
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be one dimensional in the : direction (vertical)
only; (2) ejet = 0 for the steady state; (3) complete
mixing of collector and tube flows is assumed for
the mass and energy balance; (4) there is no
friction in or heat transfer from the fluid in the
collectors.

With these assumptions, the fundamental con-
servation equations for the hot and cold collectors
read as follows. For mass, we have

A H
 x

with

cz
(la)

(lb)

(lc)

For momentum (neglecting friction), we have

(2b)

(3a)

(3b)

The factor at is the total tube flow area of a row
divided by the row spacing, or the tube flow
'linear area density'. It is usually a function of the
elevation, because the number of tubes in the
rows varies with the space available within the
steam generator shell. In Eq. (3), the right-hand
side enthalpy terms depend on the flow direction
in the tube as follows. For G, > 0 (nominal, from
hot to cold collector), we have

cz

d(Gl;
cz

For

ACGC

Pc)

energy,

chH _

chc

cz

dz

17
we

~Pcg

have

\(h,.c-hc)

= hH

(4a)

For Gt < 0 (reversed, flows from cold to hot col-
lector), we have

(4b)

where A/J, is the enthalpy change from the tube
inlet to its outlet.

The U-tubes are treated in an integral form
only. The mass and momentum equations for a
single tube can be integrated immediately to yield

G,(O = constant (5)

However, of course, G, depends on r, and

(6)

In this equation the acceleration pressure loss in
the tube has been neglected—an assumption that
holds well in single-phase flow, unless the temper-
ature (and, hence, density) variations are exces-
sively large. The tube energy equation for one
tube is

(7)

which needs to be considered at each point :. The
heat flux q" in Eq. (7) and wall friction multipler
C (Moody friction factor) in Eq. (6) have to be
evaluated from experimental correlations. Rea-
sonably accurate literature data also exist for the
form loss coefficients t, which appear in the sum
in Eq. (6). The heat flux and wall friction relations
are detailed in Section 4.1.

For further development, it is noted that, be-
cause of symmetry of the collectors (equal flow
areas, as in all horizontal steam generator designs
that this author is aware of), the conservation of
mass requires that, at any level, Gc=—GH,
which allows some simplifications in the numeri-
cal solution.

The collector momentum equations can now be
linked through the tube pressure drop A/>t, by
requiring that A/>, = pH —pc, as it must be in the
steady state. Defining the difference of collector
densities &p = pH — pc. one can write the differ-
ence of collector momenta as

~ Pc)g= ~ (8)

where the difference of dynamic terms c(G2
H;

pH — G2
c:pc);c- has been neglected as insignifi-

cantly small (by a factor of at least about 3,
though usually more, orders of magnitude). The
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mass and energy conservation equations (Eqs. (1)
and (3) for the collectors and Eqs. (6) and (7) for
the tubes) and momentum Eq. (8) to connect the
collectors can now be solved as soon as appropri-
ate boundary conditions and closure relations
have been specified. Given that the net flow
through the steam generator is positive, i.e. from
the hot towards the cold leg, the natural
boundary conditions at the hot collector inlet
(tube bundle level zero) are the inlet mass flow
qm m (inlet mass flux would also be suitable) and
an energy quantity, such as the temperature. The
pressure is specified at the outlet (cold collector
bottom). If the overall loop flow were reversed,
then similar conditions would be specified, with
the collectors interchanged. In principle, it would
be possible to specify the steam generator pressure
drop instead of the inlet (or through-) flow, but
the mass flow is a more practical variable.

The solution of momentum difference Eq. (8)
would require the specification of the steam gener-
ator pressure drop at level zero. This can be
determined from the inlet mass flow <7min as fol-
lows. The tube mass fluxes are calculated from
A/?,, through Eq. (6); to conserve mass, they must
satisfy

(9)

taken over the tube bundle. The zero level pres-
sure drop occurs through Ap, within each (/, and
can be determined from Eq. (9) as soon as the
collector density distributions have been esti-
mated. In addition, in the cases of interest in this
study, the pressure variations within the steam
generator are so small that their effect on the
thermodynamic variables can be neglected.

The secondary side will act as the boundary
condition of tube energy Eq. (7), where it affects
the heat flux through the tube walls. The most
straightforward way to specify this condition is to
model it as a convective heat sink with specified
secondary temperature distribution and associated
heat transfer coefficients on the tube outer sur-
face. Details of this approach are given in Section
4.

3. Analytical considerations

This section presents qualitative results that
follow immediately from an analysis of the basic
model presented in Section 2. In particular, the
general features of the tube bundle flow pattern
will be established for idealized basic cases.

Consider for the moment a horizontal steam
generator with flow only from the hot to the cold
collector. Assume (for simplicity) constant tube
friction c, form losses s" and uniform heat transfer
(primary-to-secondary AT constant over the tube
bank height, but varying with the axial location,
of course). Then, the density difference between
collectors Ap will be constant, uniform over r and
negative.

Under the assumption of constant Ap, one can
integrate the collector pressure drop Eq. (8) im-
mediately and obtain

A/?,., = Ap0 - Az' = Ap0 - Apg: (10)

Because Ap is negative, the collector pressure
difference will increase upwards, as will the tube
mass flux with Ap1'2 (see Fig. 3). If Ap0 is nega-
tive, then the tube flows at the bottom of the bank
will be reversed, and there will be an internal
circulatory flow in the tube bundle.

HOT
COLLECTOR

COLD
COLLECTOR

-Ap / A p

2=0

Fig. 3. Schematic density, pressure drop and flow distribu-
tions: (a) &p0 > 0: (b) Apv < 0.
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280

Height, m
Bundle length, m 90

Fig 4. Schematic temperature distribution with internal circulation, from one of the points shown in Fig. 10. Arrows indicate the
tube flow direction. The hot collector is at length coordinate 0 and the cold collector at 9.

The onset of internal circulation results because
at low flows, the total frictional pressure drop
through the tubes falls below the counteracting
gravitational pressure difference of the collectors.
As long as the primary is hotter than the sec-
ondary, the circulation will always tend to trans-
port coolant from the hot to the cold collector
through the topmost tubes, and bring cold
coolant back from the cold to the hot collector
through the bottom tubes (see Fig. 4; clockwise
circulation with the hot collector on the left and
cold collector on the right-hand side). As an aside,
it is noted that an analytical criterion for the
onset of this type of internal circulation can be
derived as discussed by Hyvarinen (1993). How-
ever, one of the simplifying assumptions em-
ployed there to arrive at concrete results was a
constant flow area over the tube bundle (ax = con-
stant): this applies to some experimental steam
generator designs but not to full-scale steam gen-
erators, which limits the practical usefulness of
the criterion.

Note that, even if Ap varies over the height of
the bundle, the tube mass flux cannot decrease
upwards unless Ap becomes positive at some level
and remains so for some length. If Ap->0, then
A/>(., -> -f constant and the mass flux remains con-
stant. The interrelations of A^. Ap and G, are
illustrated in Fig. 5 for two basic cases, i.e. a
completely covered and 75% (by height) uncov-
ered tube bundle. (The data in Fig. 5 come from
calculations presented in Section 5.2.) A positive
Ap value at some level would mean that the
density in the hot collector exceeds the cold col-
lector density, or that the hot collector has be-
come colder than the cold collector at that level,
although the tube flow there would still have to be
towards the cold collector. Clearly, it is physically-
impossible to maintain such a steady state as long
as the hot leg flow is hotter than the steam
generator secondary side; there is no way to cool
the hot collector itself vigorously enough. The
bottom flow reversal ensures that cold heavy
masses lie at the lowest available elevation. This
suggests that such a configuration is stable.
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Once the circulating flow pattern has emerged,
most of the primary-to-secondary heat transfer
takes place at the top of the tube bank (and near
the hot collector). However, the backflow at lower
tubes will also contribute near the cold collector,
if some hot fluid has been able to penetrate into
the cold collector, as is the case in Fig. 4. A
further consequence of the circulation is the ten-
dency to smooth out concentration gradients (if
any) in the incoming fluid.

"The case of positive flow but the secondary
hotter than the primary side is different. In such a
case, heat transfer back from the secondary side
would take place, and the cold collector would
become hotter (less dense) than the hot collector.
Such a situation will be discussed below, assuming

0.45 0.9 1.35

Elevation, m

( b l

0 45 0.9 135

Elevation, m

Fig. 5. Rowwise density difference (DRO). pressure drop (DP)
and tube mass flux (GT) distributions over the lube bank
height with vm.,n=50 kg s"'. 7"in = 280 °C, P^ = 4.7 MPa:
(a) full secondary, the whole bundle covered; (b) secondary
level 1.3 m. Dry tube outer heat transfer coefficient is set to 0
for the purposes of illustration.

that the secondary temperature does not vary
with height. (If it does, then things become more
complicated, but the behaviour for any more in-
volved case can be worked out from a combina-
tion of the discussions above and below).

The density difference caused by heating from
the secondary would give rise to the following
behaviour. At the very bottom of the bundle,
there would be a positive pressure difference and
positive flow; the pressure difference would de-
crease upwards, because of the counteracting
buoyancy effect and, eventually, either the tube
bundle top is reached or the pressure difference
and tube flow both go to zero at some point.
Above that point, there cannot be flow in either
direction in the steady state, because there is no
way to maintain density differences between the
collectors above the zero pressure drop elevation
This is obvious, if the secondary-to-primary heat
transfer has been complete so that the fluid issu-
ing from the tubes has reached the secondary
temperature. The other possibility is that the tube
outlet flow is cooler than the secondary. In such a
case, the flow would initially (before having
reached a steady state) reverse above the zero
pressure difference elevation, and turn 'forwards'
again at some even higher point. However, the
subsequent circulation would not mix with the
flow below the zero pressure difference elevation,
because the density difference that would then
exist would drive that flow away from the cold-
hot interface in the hot collector. Thus, all the
fluid above the zero pressure difference elevation
would eventually reach the secondary tempera-
ture, and any circulations would die out. In either
case, the body of fluid in the collectors and tube
bundle above the zero pressure difference eleva-
tion is (eventually) decoupled from the lower part
of the collectors and tube bundle. Such thermal
stratification with a stagnant hot layer on top is
stable even in multi-dimensional situations partic-
ulary because the colder fluid velocities below that
layer would go to zero as the layer is approached
from below. Of course, some turbulence might be
present but, even then, the ensuing mixing around
the zero pressure difference point would be of a
local nature.
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The net effect of all this is that the secondary-
to-primary heat transfer takes place only at the
lower part of the bundle, and the steam generator
acts as a true flow resistance in the loop. It is
emphasized once more that this velocity distribu-
tion would be observed only when the primary
side is maintained cooler than the secondary side.
Such situations are rare and imply asymmetric-
land usually quite significantly unsteady) be-
haviour of the primary loops. In what follows,
this study shall concentrate on more normal cases,
where the primary flow is hotter than the sec-
ondarv side.

4. Numerical solution: the HSG code

This section describes the complete closure rela-
tions and outlines the numerical approach em-
ployed in the HSG code to solve the basic model
described in Section 2.

4.1. Single-phase closure relations

Constitutive relations are required for wall fric-
tion and heat transfer. For wall friction, the fol-
lowing formulae (Streeter and Wylie, 1979, pp.
238-239) are used:

0 < Re < ReL = 2300, laminar

c = C, /Re, (11a)

with CL = 64. ReT = 4000 < Re, turbulent, cover-
ing the transition from hydraulically smooth to
hydraulically rough flow, with

1.325
ln;[£/(3.7Z)) + 5.74/Re09]

(lib)

Eq. (lib) is a fit to the Moody diagram and
provides a computationally convenient way to
account for the tube surface roughness E. In par-
ticular, this relation applies for arbitrarily large
Reynolds numbers, including those encountered
during normal operation—a desirable feature not
possessed by simpler relations, such as the Blasius
equation, which holds for hydraulically smooth
tubes only. The Reynolds number is denned, as
customary, by Re = GD,/j.

In the intermediate llaminar-to-turbulent tran-
sition) region 2300 < Re < 4000. power-law inter-
polation based on actual Re and the endpoint
values of Eqs. (lla) and (lib) is used as follows:

; = C,rRe"

where

ln(ReT/ReL). Re"
(He)

In the log(Re)-log(c) plane, this relation is a
straight line joining the endpoints (subscripts L
and T) for Eqs. (lla) and (lib). Such a form of
the wall friction in the regime between laminar
and transitional turbulent flow is supported by
Nikuradse's smooth tube data (presented by
Schlichting (1987, p. 598)), which apply because,
for the whole range of steam generator tube
roughness, the tube flow in this Reynolds number
regime is hydraulically smooth.

For single-phase flows, the heat flux is conve-
niently expressed with a lumped heat transfer
coefficient a, for which

1 I D,\n(DJD,) Z),
2/,..

(12)

follows immediately from the concept of thermal
resistances in series. Note here that in Eq. (12), it
is assumed that, in the boiling heat transfer on the
secondary side, the heat flux q" is directly propor-
tional to the wall-to-fluid temperature drop AT;
however, in many boiling correlations, q" ~A7~rl,
with n reaching up to 4. Nevertheless, Eq. (12) has
been found to perform quite well—this is because
(1) the usual heat fluxes (at low power levels) lie
around the interface of the free convection boiling
and nucleate boiling regimes with 1 < n <g 2; and
(2) in the tubes that boil secondary liquid, the
heat transfer is usually limited by either the wall
conductivity or internal convection, and not by
the external heat transfer coefficient. The coeffi-
cient •x refers to the tube inner surface and is
assumed to be constant over the length of the
tube.

The inner surface heat transfer coefficient a, can
be obtained from standard correlations for the
Nusselt number Nu = ar.Z),,/',- (see, for example.
Incropera and DeWitt. 1985. pp. 393-394:
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Isachenko et al.. 1975. pp. 222. 225). In the lami-
nar case, we have Re < Re( = 2300. Let X =
(RePrZVL,)1 V X ) " U Then, we have

Ku = 3.66. X<2

Nu=1.86.A'. X>2

(13a)

(13b)

In the turbulent case, we have Re > ReT =
10 000 and with cooling, we have

Nu = O.O23Re° 8Pr°3 (13c)

For the transition region 2300 < Re < 10 000. an
average is taken, in analogy to the friction factor
of Eq. (10c). i.e.

n = ln(NuT/NuL)/ln(ReT/ReL)

Nulr = NuL(Re/ReL)" (13d)

Here, the turbulent and laminar Nusselt numbers
are calculated from Eqs. (13a)-(13c), using the
limiting Reynolds numbers presented for Eqs.
(13a) and (13c).

For ao, at the outer surface, one can use esti-
mates obtained for a tube bank in cross-flow (see,
for example, Incropera and DeWitt, 1985, p. 344;
Isachenko et al., 1975, pp. 240-242) or pool
boiling correlations, e.g. Chen correlation (Incro-
pera and DeWitt, 1985, p. 466; Isachenko et al..
1975, pp. 322-323). This is where some idea
about the secondary side circulatory flows would
be useful. However, in most cases of interest,
particularly under low primary flow (low thermal
power) conditions, the main heat transfer mecha-
nism on the secondary side will be rather moder-
ate pool boiling that concentrates around the
hottest tube sections. The pool boiling heat trans-
fer coefficient is not very sensitive to the associ-
ated mass fluxes. The outer surface heat transfer
coefficient may, of course, vary along the length
of the tube, but such variations can hardly cause
substantial (global) effects (see below).

In many cases of practical interest, such as the
degradation of heat transfer as a result of sec-
ondary inventory depletion, it is sufficient to esti-
mate and apply the extreme values (wetted or dry
tube) that the xo can take. Particularly at low
primary flow (low power) levels, the wetted tube
heat transfer is limited by the internal heat trans-
fer coefficient, which can be computed fairly reli-

ably. Furthermore, at low flows, if a tube is
wetted on the secondary side, then heat transfer is
usually very effective, in the sense that the lube
outlet temperature closely approaches the respec-
tive secondary temperature. Thus, the global heat
transfer rate of the steam generator is usually not
very strongly dependent on the exact values ot the
heat transfer coefficients (particularly, the outer
coefficients).

The secondary temperature outside the wetted
tubes can be determined by assuming saturated
conditions everywhere at the known secondary
pressure, unless there is very large and/or very
cold feedwater flow (subcooling as a result of
gravitational head within the secondary is mini-
mal, because the pool is quite shallow—usually
not much more than 2 m deep in the VVER
440—and the pool mixing caused by heat flux
non-uniformity is fairly efficient). As the sec-
ondary level decreases, dry tubes can experience
some cooling, as a result of convection with steam
(which superheats) and, if there is violent boiling,
as a result of the impaction of entrained droplets.
Thus, under such conditions, it is necessary to
prescribe a profile for the secondary temperature
above the swell level, and check that this profile is
consistent with the predicted tube powers in that
region.

The heat flux can now be written as

q"(x) = (14)

and Eq. (7) is integrated over the tube (in the
direction of flow) and rearranged for the tube
temperature drop to yield

Tin - Toul = (Tin - TScc){\ - (15a)

Multiplication of both sides of Eq. (15a) by cp

gives the enthalpy drop in the tube as required in
the energy Eqs. (3) and (4), which is where one
also takes into account the number of tubes in a
tube row. It will be recalled that the number of
tubes may vary considerably over the height of
the bundle. The factor B is defined as

B = (4a/cp)(A''A) (15b)

Eq. (15a) predicts exponential decay of the
primary-to-secondary temperature difference
along the tube, with decay coefficient B/G,. This
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dimensionless ratio can be used to estimate
quickly the tube heat transfer efficiency. Nole that
one can define a half-length for the tube tempera-
ture decay as L, : = L, • In 2 ( 5 G,). For example,
if B G. becomes large, perhaps exceeding about 4,
then the heat transfer in the tube is (almost)
complete; in other words, the outlet temperature
is (nearly) in equilibrium with the secondary tem-
perature. This is the usual case with wetted tubes
for low primary flow conditions. In contrast, with
low heat transfer coeficients (small 5) , such as
would be observed for dry tubes, the fluid temper-
ature in the tube changes only little. Thus, the
exact value of 5 (or a) is unimportant provided
that it is large (or small) enough in this sense.

The average coolant density pavt in the tube
with Ap (Eq. (6)) is determined from an average
tube temperature 7 a v , that follows from the inte-
gration of Eq. (15a):

( 1 5 c )

. G_ . ,

: G. Ah.

The properties required in the evaluation of
heat transfer correlations are found from an arith-
metic average of the inlet and outlet temperatures.
At present, the HSG code assumes that the tube
length for a tube row can be represented by one
average length. In reality, the lengths actually
span some range—typically less than +25% of
the average length. Over a row, errors in the
energy transfer introduced by one length cancel,
because the heat fluxes are not substantially af-
fected and the area varies linearly with the tube
length. For the same average length, errors in the
tube pressure loss do not cancel exactly, because
they vary as the square root of the length; but the
error magnitude remains small, except at very low-
pressure drops, where the tube flows would also
be low, so that the absolute error remains small.
These considerations are substantiated by experi-
mental data to be discussed in Section 5.

4.2. The numerical solution procedure

A solution procedure for the single-phase flow
equations is outlined below. Because the equa-
tions contain rather complicated interdependences
and inconvenient geometry variations, a general

p. T :

Fig 6. Schematic diagram ol collector ;ir.d lube bundle dis-
cretization for HSG code

analytical solution is not available: one is forced
to resort to numerical methods to obtain approxi-
mate solutions.

Eqs. (1), (3). (6). (8) and (9). complemented
with the closure relations of Eqs. (10)-(15), con-
stitute a non-linear system of simultaneous ordi-
nary, first-order differential equations. Because
one of the boundary conditions (Ap0 in Eq. (9))
can be enforced only after having integrated all
the other variables, iteration is the only possible
solution method, and standard methods of inte-
grating ordinary differential equations (such as
the well-known Runge-Kutta methods) do not
apply. The iterative solution approach of the com-
puter code HSG is outlined below.

The solution method is based on discretization
of the collectors and the tube bank. The energy
equations are recast in terms of temperature, in-
stead of in terms of enthalpy. This is most readily
accomplished by assuming that, for a row. the
specific heats of the fluid in the collectors and
tubes are all the same. In practice, this is usually
not strictly true, because the specific heat is a
function of the fluid temperature and varies sub-
stantially, particularly near the critical tempera-
ture (374.15 °C for water). Thus, an error is
introduced into the energy balance; experience
shows that it becomes detectable when there is
backflow in the bundle, and increases with the
overall fluid temperature difference. The energy
error is typically of the order of 2% or less of the
total energy throughput in the cases discussed
here.

Staggered mesh is used in the collectors, with
the scalar variables (pressure and density) evalu-
ated at mesh points, and the mass fluxes at mesh
boundaries, as shown in Fig. 6. The tube bundle is
again divided horizontally into 'slices' whose ele-
vations match with the scalar mesh point eleva-
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tions. Each tube bundle slice is treated in an
integral form only. Each variable is assumed to be
constant within its mesh cell. This is a natural way
to discretize the collector, and has the advantage
of possessing a clear-cut limit on discretization
fineness: the smallest (one-dimensionally) reason-
able slice contains precisely one tube row.

When discretizing the mass and energy Eqs. (1)
and (3), a purely upwind formulation is used. For
example, for hot collector node /. where both
GHI~\2 and GHiJ_t:2

 a r e positive, the mass con-
servation equation is

GHJ+ 1.2 = C H . I - 12 ~~ (A, /4H)G, (16)

(exactly the same equation holds for the cold
collector, because Gc = — GH for equal flow areas
and the sign of G, also changes.) For energy
conservation for both collectors, two different
pairs of equations are needed, depending on
whether the tube mass flux is positive or negative.

If G, > 0, then let

x {rH ,exp(-5/G,)

+ TSecJ[l-exp(-B/Gx)]}

If G, < 0, then let

x = AHGH,_l/2/(AHGH,_ ,,2 - AX

TH,, = xTHJ_[+(l-x)

x{rc,exp(-fi/|G,|)

+ rSec.,.[l-exp(-B/|C,|)]}

(17b)

(17c)

(17d)

In these equations, Al = alAz is the tube flow
area associated with collector node / and the
terms in braces contain the heat transfer effects
within the tubes. Equations of a similar type, with
some juxtaposition of indexes, can easily be ob-
tained for cases where there are negative GH val-
ues at both / — 1 /2 and i + 1 /2. The two special
cases where GHl_|,2 and GH,+ !/, have differing
signs are not detailed here. Negative GH values

would imply backflow somewhere else other than
the bottom of the steam generator. This capability
has been built into the HSG code, partially be-
cause it may be needed before the iteration con-
verges; cases where there are negative hot
collector flows in the final solution do not occur
under natural circulation conditions.

Assuming for the moment that all the terms
except the collector temperatures are known, one
sees that these pair of equations, when written out
for all the A7 nodes in the z direction for both
collectors, form a linear 2A' x 2A' system of equa-
tions for the unknown nodal temperatures:

Ar = s (17e)

where the vector s contains the constant terms on
the right-hand sides of Eqs. (17a)-(17d) (zeros.
rScc,-dependent factors and, at the bottom tube
row, inlet boundary conditions).

The matrix A is sparse, contains the multipliers
of TH, and Tc, for all i, and can be made strictly
pentadiagonal by arranging the vector r as

Further investigation of Eqs. (17a)-(17d)
shows that all the diagonal terms of matrix A are
1, and all the others have absolute values less than
1, so that the matrix is well conditioned and,
hence, invertible without significant loss of accu-
racy.

The integral mass conservation criterion of Eq.
(9) can be written in discrete form as follows, with
rowwise Ap obtained by discrete integration of
Eq. (8):

2pa,.,,
C,Lt/A + E C

(18)

This is a function of Ap0; with <jmin known as
an inlet boundary condition, and the other vari-
ables computed, this can be solved for Ap0 that
satisfies the overall mass conservation.

The iteration scheme seeks to determine the
collector density and tube bundle flow distribu-
tions that satisfy the tube momentum difference
equation and the continuity equations of collector
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mass and energy. The iteration proceeds as fol-
lows.

(1) Initial guesses for the collector temperature
distribution and tube flows are given.

(2) The tube flow distribution is used to com-
pute the tube heat transfer variables and collector
temperatures from Eqs. (16) and (17d). In this
step, a few inner iterations are performed to en-
sure that the variables related to heat transfer are
evaluated consistently. The final collector temper-
atures are used to obtain the coolant densities in
the tubes and collectors.

(3) The new density difference Ap between col-
lectors determines the shape of the tube pressure
drop, and Eq. (18) is solved (root found) for the
steam generator pressure drop Ap0 which allows
integration of the new Ap distribution.

(4) Then, using the new pressure drop distribu-
tion, one obtains a new flow distribution for the
tubes. This requires inner iterations to find a set
of new friction factors c that are consistent with
the tube flows.

(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) until the tube flows
converge. Experience shows that the collector
temperatures converge much faster than the tube
flows. Once convergence (largest relative change
in tube mass flux of less than 2 x 10~4) has been
detected, conservation of energy and thermody-
namic consistency are monitored by solving the
energy equation in terms of enthalpies, using the
specific-heat-based tube enthalpy drops. Mass
conservation is also checked, because slight errors
may remain from inner iterations of step (4),
although the approach imposes mass conservation
through Eq. (18) at every iteration cycle.

The algorithm outlined above has been coded
in FORTRAN 77 into the HSG code. DEC VAX
minicomputer and IBM PC-compatible versions
have been produced.

Standard numerical techniques available in the
subroutine library SLATEC (OECD/NEA/Data
Bank, 1989) are used for root finding (Eq. (18).
subroutine FZERO) and the solution of the linear
system of equations (Eq. (17e), subroutine SN-
BIR). SNBIR uses Gaussian elimination for a
band matrix to solve the system and one-step
iterative refinement, yielding in all cases of practi-
cal interest an accuracy comparable with the ma-

chine precision for the single precision real
number representation (6-7 significant digits in a
four-byte representation). Material properties for
water and steam are obtained from subroutine
library VESILIB (Talonpoika. 1990). which is
convenient collection of codes that use the indus-
try standard functional forms given by Schmidt
(1969). These codes cover temperatures from 0 01
to 800 °C. and pressures from 0 to 100 MPa. In
general, the convergence of the HSG code is
uniform and rapid.

After a converged solution has been found,
numerous useful auxiliary variables can easily be
calculated. Most important of these are the row-
wise and total heat transfer rate; if there is flow
reversal, then the magnitude of the circulatory
flow and the elevation of the zero pressure drop
are also important.

5. Validation and applications

The following sections describe the validation
and some applications of the HSG code. A com-
parison with experimental data from a down-
scaled horizontal steam generator model is
presented first, followed by three subsections that
discuss the heat transfer characteristics of VVER
440 steam generators, an inherent limitation of
primary-to-secondary heat transfer and its influ-
ence on the primary side, including a discussion of
a real accident where this limitation played a role.
The HSG code's basic assumptions are discussed
briefly and two mechanisms that can cause insta-
bility of single-phase natural circulation are iden-
tified. Some insights concerning steam generator
modelling using system codes are also presented.

5.1. Comparison of HSG with PACT EL
experimental data

The predictions of the HSG code have been
compared with data obtained from the Loviisa
VVER 440 power plant and the PACTEL experi-
mental facility, which feature horizontal steam
generators. The comparison with the Loviisa
nominal conditions is discussed first. The com-
parison with more recent, relatively large-scale
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(about 1:300) data from PACTEL is discussed in
more detail.

Validation against Loviisa data is focused on
nominal conditions. At the nominal through-flow
of about 1500 kg s (per each of the six steam
generators), a hot leg temperature of 294 °C and
uniform saturation at 4.5 MPa at the secondary
side, the HSG code predicts that the primary-to-
secondary heat transfer would be about 235 MW.
This is within the 2% error margin of plant power
measurement. The temperature difference between
the hot and cold legs has been computed to be 30
°C. The predicted pressure drop (at the level of
the lowest U-tubes) is about 50 kPa, which is also
in reasonable agreement with the plant data. It
may be noted that, at this high through-flow, the
flow distribution in the tubes is nearly uniform.
The power throughput is only mildly sensitive to
the secondary side heat transfer coefficient; on the
basis of the estimated tube wall outer surface
temperatures, one finds that, according to Chen's
pool boiling correlation, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient would be of the order of 30-60 kW m"2

K~'. This is clearly larger than the inside wall
heat transfer coefficient, which is about 20 kW
m~2 K"1 under these conditions. The tube wall
thermal resistance corresponds to about 15 kW
m~2 K~'; the tube wall is actually the largest
individual heat transfer impediment at full power.

Experiments in downscaled facilities have natu-
rally provided much more detailed data over con-
ditions representative of natural circulation. The
most detailed data for comparison comes from
recent experiments in the PACTEL facility. The
most interesting case, i.e. the loss of feedwater
experiment LOF-10 (see Kouhia et al. (1995) for a
description of the facility and the experiment),
will be analyzed in detail, because it displays all
the main characteristic features of WER-type
horizontal steam generators with natural circula-
tion, so is one of the best test cases that exists (so
far) for any horizontal steam generator model.

PACTEL experiment LOF-10 was run in sin-
gle-loop mode in the latest PACTEL configura-
tion, which features primary pumps (they were
only switched on during the initialization phase of
the experiment) and a horizontal steam generator
model that has a tube bundle that is one-third of

the height of the prototypic case. The tube length
has also been reduced to maintain correct heat
transfer area scaling. There are nine tubes in each
of the 14 tube rows (except the two lowest, where
there are fewer); the tubes arc arranged in rectan-
gular lattice with a vertical surface-to-surface sep-
aration of two outer diameters. During the
experiment, a constant core power of 75 kW and
constant primary pressure of 7.5 MPa were main-
tained, while single-phase natural circulation
transported the heat to the secondary side, gradu-
ally boiling off the inventory. At the end of the
experiment, four of the 14 L'-tube rows had been
uncovered. The experiment lasted for about 4% h
and is very suitable for quasi-static analysis, be-
cause the primary side reached a steady state
between each row's uncovery. The rate of tube
row uncovery was about one layer every 45 min.
(Note that, in the PACTEL facility, the steam
generator secondary side is oversized, so that the
experiment timing is not representative of proto-
typic behaviour.)

The HSG results are compared with experimen-
tal data that correspond to the steady states that
intervene the tube row uncoveries. Relevant input
data and some results are given in Table 1. Com-
parisons between the computed and measured
primary fluid temperatures within the tube bundle
are presented in Figs. 7(a)-7(e).

As can be seen in Table 1, the computed outlet
temperatures remain consistently about 1-2 °C
below the measured value, but this is within the
reported temperature measurement uncertainty of
± 3 °C. The computed total primary-to-secondary
heat transfer varies between 59 and 51 kW, de-
creasing as the facility heats up, which is in excel-
lent agreement (1) with the core power and the
heat losses from the facility, and (2) with the
secondary depletion rate. The heat losses (exclud-
ing the primary pumps) have been determined by
Lomperski and Kouhia (1992) and they range
from 13-20 kW. increasing with the primary tem-
perature. Losses from the pump account for the
rest.

From the progression of the experiment, one
immediately observes that the measured tube tem-
perature profiles are exponential, which lends
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Table I
PACTEL-LOF-10 boundary condition dala for HSG code and some computed results

PACTEL
Wet tube rows
T, TO

ro u , <°c>

HSG
Total heat transfer (kW)

T^-. (°Cl
Recirculationthroughflow

Stage 1

14
269
252

58.7
249

0.41

Stage 2

13
270
254

56.9

0.38

Stage 5

12

2TI

535
254

0.33

Stage 4

1 i

273
257

51 7
256

0.29

Stage 5

10
276
260

50.6
259

0.27

validity to the overall heat transfer coefficient (Eq.
(12)) and the integral form of the tube energy Eq.
(15). Consistent differences of up to ±2 °C can be
observed between the shortest and longest of the
instrumented tubes in any one layer (instrumenta-
tion includes the shortest and longest tubes that
are employed). Thus, the error introduced by
using only one average tube length is minor.

Initially, while the tube bundle is completely
submerged on the secondary side (Fig. 7(a)), the
temperatures in the upper tube rows (rows 9 and
14, counting from below) decrease smoothly from
the hot to the cold collector. However, in the
lower part of the bundle (rows 1 and 5), the flow
is reversed, which shows in the temperatures de-
creasing in the direction from the cold to the hot
collector. This is a clear sign of the internal
circulation: the point of reversal lies somewhere
above row 5 but below row 9. The uncovery of
the topmost tube row is seen in Fig. 7(b). As a
consequence, hot water enters the cold collector
and mixes there with colder water that issues from
the still-covered tubes. Thus, the cold collector
also heats up. Between the uncovery of rows 13
and 12, the temperature profile of tube row 5
flattens, signifying that the tube flow is slowing
down. After the uncovery of row 12 (with 11 rows
wetted), the temperature profile of row 5 has
turned around: at the hot collector end, the tem-
peratures rise markedly. This is an indication of
the tube flow reversal point descending to below-
row 5. The flow in row 5 has turned towards the
cold collector. Meanwhile. th» cold collector tem-
perature keeps increasing as increasingly more

uncooled liquid enters from the uncovered tubes.
The continuous heat-up is also evident in Fig.
7(e), which presents the temperatures for the final
phase of the experiment, with the four topmost
tubes uncovered.

A comparison of the computed and experimen-
tal fluid temperatures within the tube bundles
reveals agreement ranging from good to excellent,
and well within the reported uncertainty, except
in row 5 for Stages 4 and 5. There, an interesting
discrepancy arises: although the occurrence of
flow direction turnaround at row 5 between
Stages 3 and 4 is correctly computed, the mea-
sured temperatures are 7-9 °C lower than the
computed values. Extensive parameter variation
studies have shown that this discrepancy is quite
insensitive to both internal and external heat
transfer coefficients. Also, it does not follow from
the transient nature of the experiment: the time
constant of the tube wall heat-up is of the order
of 1 min at most, which is very short in compari-
son with the length of the stabilization period
(some 30 min). The most plausible explanation is
incomplete mixing of the cold backflow with the
hot collector contents. Recall that cold backflow
keeps entering the collector immediately below
row 5, and the cold recirculation flow rate is fairly
high, as shown in Table I. (Very recent PACTEL
experiments, with improved collector instrumenta-
tion, have shown that the mixing is indeed incom-
plete. These results will be reported separately.)
At present, such detail has not been incorporated
into the HSG code. However, it is important to
note that, from the overall heat transfer point of
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Fig. 7. Measured (E) and computed (C) primary fluid temperatures at tube rows 1, 5. 9 and 14. counting from the bundle bottom
up, for different secondary water levels: (a) Stage 1, all 14 rows wet: (b) Stage 2. 13 rows; (c) Stage 3, 12 rows; (d) Stage 4, 11 rows;
(e) Stage 5, 10 rows wet. Hot collector is located at coordinate 0, and cold collector at 3.2 m.

view, the temperature discrepancy is less interest-
ing, because, on account of their very low mass
flow rates, the affected tube row(s) contribute
little in terms of power transferred at these
secondary levels (see Fig. 8 and the discussion
below). The agreement of the measured and com-
puted temperatures is consistently very good in
•power-important' tube rows.

This experiment confirms the argument of Hy-
varinen (1993) on the existence of an inherent
limitation of the overall heat transfer mechanism
in horizontal steam generators with horizontally
installed U-tubes: as the U-tubes are uncovered,
hot primary fluid penetrates to the cold collector
and raises the steam generator outlet temperature.
It should be recalled that the mass flux in the
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uncovered tubes must be at least equal to the
larcest (positive) mass flux in the covered tubes, so
the quantity of hot fluid becomes significant, even
for a fairly moderate relative degree of uncovery.
In the case of PACTEL experiment LOF-10. the
primary side heated up by about 9 °C to compen-
sate for the uncovery of the four topmost tube
rows (If there had not been ambient heat losses
that increased fairly rapidly with the primary
temperature, then the required heat-up would have
been even more pronounced.) Furthermore, the
wetted part of the bundle is employed quite non-
uniformly. as can be seen from the tube row power
profile depicted in Fig. 8. In all cases, more than
80% of the total heat transfer occurs in the tubes
above the reversal point but below the secondary
(swell) level, although the contribution of the tubes
below the reversal elevation does increase with
increasing cold collector temperature. Note that
the discrepancy between the measured and com-
puted tube fluid temperatures in that region indi-
cates that the computed heat transfer there is
overestimated. In reality, the power profile could
be even more skewed. (The power decrease near
the very bottom of the bundle results from the
smaller number of tubes in the lowest two tube
rows.)

5.2. Heat transfer characteristics of VVER 440
steam generators

This section investigates the main task of a

Table 2
VVER 440 steam generator data and typical parameter ranges
for natural circulation cases

•9 - _.

-•0 +

0 3.096 0.192 0.288 0 384 0.48 0.576 0.672

Elevation, m

Fig. g. Thermai power of lube rows for PACTEL experiment
LOF-10. as computed by HSG code. The key indicates the
number of wetted tubes. Bundle bottom is at 0, and top at
0.624 m.

Geometry
Bundle heigh:
Tube length

inner diameter
outer diameter

Collector flow area
Form losses (£T)
Number of vertical
nodes

Thermal properties
Tube conductivity
Secondary side heal
transfer coefficients
Wetted tubes
Dry tubes

Boundary conditions
Secondary pressure
Secondary temperature

Secondary swell level
Inlet (hot leg) temperature
Inlet mass flow

I.S m
9.0 m

13.2 mm
16.0 mm
0.50 m2

2.0

77

19 W m - ' K~''
—

6000 W m~2 K.-1

20-40 W m - : K'[

4.7 MPa
260 °C (satuiated)
for wetted tubes'1

0-1.8 m
280-310 °C
0.5-80 kg s~'

•* Superheat consistent with absorbed tube powers for dry
tubes.

steam generator, i.e. primary-to-secondary heat
transfer, for a prototypic VVER 440 steam ge-
neator. A parametric study is presented to quantify
the heat transfer as a function of the steam gener-
ator primary throughflow, inlet temperature and
secondary (swell) level. Relevant data for a

0 3.5 1 15 2

Erevation m

Fig. 9. VVER 440 steam generator lube flow areas for each
tube row. Bundle bottom is at 0. and top at 1.8 m.
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Fig. 10. Effects of decreasing secondary level, with boundary
conditions <jmln = 50 kg s"1, secondary as in Table 2 (wet
tubes exposed to saturation temperature at 4.7 MPa) and inlet
temperatures as indicated in the key: (a) power throughput; (b)
steam generator pressure drop (Ap0, i.e. pressure difference at
the lowest tube bundle level).

VVER 440 steam generator are given in Table 2.
The tube flow area distribution is shown in Fig. 9;
this is the flow area input into the HSG code for
the WER 440 calculations. Note the fairly strong
variation with bundle height; the trough around
the middle results from space reserved for the
feedwater sparger. In any computer code, quite
fine nondalization would evidently be needed for
a faithful representation of the geometry in ques-
tion.

The power throughput and steam generator
pressure drop as functions of the secondary level
are presented in Fig. 10 for a typical natural
circulation inlet mass flow of 50 kg s~\ at four
inlet (hot leg) temperatures ranging from 280 to
310 °C. As long as the steam generator pressure
drop is negative, there is internal circulation
within the tube bundle. (The &p-Ap-Gy curves as

a function of the bundle elevation that were
shown in Fig. 5 represent two of the cases pre-
sented in Fig. 10, i.e. an inlet temperature of 280
°C and mass flow of 50 kg s~ ', but the secondary
side heat transfer coefficients of the dry tubes are
set to zero for illustration. In Fig. 10(b) the steam
generator pressure drop Ap is identical to A/> at
z = 0.) Everything else remaining constant, the
power throughput roughly follows the wetted
tube heal transfer area down to a secondary level
of about 0.4 m. Below this point, but above the
zero level, steam cooling will begin to become
important. There is actually a deficit of up to
10%-15%: the power throughput degrades faster
than the area. This has been sketched in Fig. 11.
where the relative difference of the power and
area is plotted for four inlet temperatures. The
relative difference R has been computed as

D (19)

where Qi:) and QH are the power throughputs at
depleted (secondary level at z) and fully wetted
conditions, respectively, and the A terms are the
respective total heat transfer areas.

The main reason for the power throughput
degradation is this. As the top part of the bun-
dle gradually dries out with decreasing sec-
ondary level, hot fluid is able to penetrate the
bundle and mix in the cold collector with fluid
cooled in the tubes below the secondarv level.

280

-0.15
0,2 0.4 06 08 1 1.2 1.4

Seconaary level, m

Fig. 11. Relative difference of power throughput and tube
heat transfer area for varying secondary level, for inlet mass
flow of 50 kg s"1. inlet temperatures from 280 to 310 °C. and
secondarv conditions as eiven in Table 2.
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(Recall that there must also be flow through the
dry tube layers, because the collector pressure
difference cannot drop to zero abruptly.) This
increases the steam generator outlet temperature,
sianifyina degraded heat transfer for the given
mass flow rate.

The degradation of the power throughput
with depleting secondary level at a constant inlet
temperature can only be compensated for by
increasing the primary-to-secondary temperature
difference, as was also observed in the PACTEL
experiment LOF-10. Some of the practical impli-
cations of this fact will be detailed in the fol-
lowing section.

The power throughput and steam generator
pressure drop (pressure difference at the lowest
tube row level) have been depicted in Fig. 12 as
a function of the inlet mass flow. There is a
linear relation between the inlet mass flow and
power throughput, except at very low primary
inventories, where the degradation is faster than
linear. A curious phenomenon is the concave
shape of the Apo-qmm curve (remember that the
steady state Ap0 must tend to zero with qmin, as
is seen to happen in Fig. 12(b)). The 'valley'
grows deeper, with the minimum shifting to-
wards larger flows, as the secondary inventory
increases; a similar trend exists for an increasing
inlet temperature. A consequence of the partially
negative slope of the Apo-qmm curve is that
there is a region of inlet temperatures and flows
where the mass flow through the steam genera-
tor is not a unique function of the pressure
drop. This is a further good reason for specify-
ing the inlet mass flow as a boundary condition,
instead of using the pressure drop.

If the steam generator were considered as a
part of a natural circulation loop, then the loop
flow could, in theory, become unstable if the
steam generator operational point were to lie to
the left of the minimum pressure drop, and if
the loop qm-Ap characteristic there were less
steep than that of the steam generator. How-
ever, moving towards smaller mass flows implies
smaller power throughput in the steam genera-
tor. This would decrease the temperature differ-
ence over the steam generator, because the
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Fig. 12. Effects of inlet flow, with boundary conditions of
inlet temperature of 280 °C, secondary otherwise as in Fig. 11
but secondary levels as indicated in the key: (a) power
throughput; (b) steam generator pressure drop [Ap,,. i.e. pres-
sure difference at the lowest tube bundle level).

natural circulation flow rate decreases much
more slowly than does the power (and hence
AT). This would also shift the 'valley' to the
left, so improving the overall loop stability char-
acteristics.

A preliminary study along the lines of boiling
channel flow stability analysis (see, for example.
Todreas and Kazimi. 1990), was carried out as
follows. In a one-loop model of the whole pri-
mary, the time dependence of the mass flow can
be represented as

dq
— - Ap( - ApSG (20)
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Small disturbances &qm grow if

. dAp,
\dqm dqm dqm

> 0 (21)

i.e. if the negative slope of the steam generator
flow resistance is greater than the sum of the
gravitation and friction slopes. In terms of power
throughput at or near the nominal operating tem-
peratures, natural circulation in a VVER 440 loop
geometry seems to be stable against this instability
mechanism down to below 0.2 MW per steam
generator. This is far below the usual decay heat
removal requirement in hot conditions. However,
note that these preliminary results come from an
essentialy one-loop description of the whole pri-
mary. In reality, the interactions of the six loops
of the WER 440 generator with each other and
the reactor vessel may complicate matters, but
this will not be pursued further here.

In the steam generator, the internal circulation
mass flow tends to increase with increasing inlet
temperature (larger density difference) and de-
creasing inlet mass flow (smaller friction losses). It
approaches a maximum as the inlet flow reduces,
and starts to decrease with the inlet flow as the
driving Ap can no longer be maintained.

Despite the previous discussions, the opera-
tional margins of the WER 440 steam generators
are ample. It is possible to remove, by single-
phase natural circulation, more than 1% of the
decay heat through one of the six (full) steam
generators alone. However, when very small
power levels need to be removed, the overall loop
flow stability may become questionable if more
than one or two loops are employed.

5.3. Station blackout

The inherent degradation of the primary-to-sec-
ondary heat transfer with decreasing secondary
level affects the primary circuit temperature and
pressure. This phenomenon and its effects in
VVER 440 generators will now be quantified in a
simple, yet very illustrative case: the station black-
out accident. On account of its slow progression,
this case is very suitable for quasi-steady analysis:
steam generator boil-off requires several hours,
whereas the loop turnover time with natural circu-

lation is only 10-15 min. The timing of the first
phase of this accident is directly affected by the
inherent heat transfer limitation mechanism.

In the case of a station blackout, the reactor is
scrammed, reactor coolant pumps and feedwater
pumps trip, and single-phase natural circulation
carries the decay heat from the core to the steam
generators. As the secondary inventory is de-
pleted, the primary-to-secondary heat transfer de-
grades and, if this degradation is faster than the
decay of the residual heat, then the primary cir-
cuit heats up, eventually pressurizing up to the
pressurizer safety valve set-points. This point is an
important milestone in the accident evolution.
because it marks the boundary between an intact
and a leaking primary circuit. In addition, the
time evolution of the pressure before this point is
of paramount interest for the evaluation of the
possible counteractions.

The steam generator boil-off and primary heat-
up process is quantified below, starting from
Loviisa nominal conditions and an assumed total
initial secondary inventory of 195 Mg, which is
the lower limit of the secondary inventory at full
power given by Tuomisto (1991). For compari-
son, it is noted that, given a nominal power of
1375 MWIh. the time required to boil off the
whole secondary inventory with decay heat (at a
typical WER 440 secondary relief valve opening
pressure of 5.2 MPa) would be almost 5̂  h.

The assumptions in the present analysis are as
follows:

(1) all steam generators participate equally in
the process;

(2) reactor scram and feedwater pump trips
coincide; because one full power second corre-
sponds to 1.4 GJ of energy and 0.75 Mg of
feedwater, differences in the trip timing would
become noticeable quite rapidly;

(3) the secondary pressure is maintained by the
safety valves at 5.2 MPa, corresponding to a
saturation temperature of 266 °C throughout the
case;

(4) the wet tube secondary side heat transfer
coefficient is 6000 W m~2 K"' and that for the
dry tube (steam cooled) is 20 W m~2 K~\ with
secondary steam temperatures consistent with the
dry tube powers. (At decay heat power levels, the
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Table 3
VVER 440 station blackout. ^ysiem parameters

Tims
(min)

20
60

120
150
180
210
240

Decav heat
(MW)

25.4
IS.4
14.9
13.9

13.1
12.5
12.0

Decay energy
(GJ)

39.2
50.9
58 9
258
242
230
22.0

Secondarv mass
evaporated ( M E )

24.1
31.3
36.2
15.9
14.9
14.2
13.0

Secondarv level
(m)

1.8
1.4

1.1
097

0.85
070
0.52

level swell is minuscule (say 5%) and droplet
cooling of tubes above the collapsed level negligi-
ble).

The effects of uncertainties in the initial inven-
tory, heat absorption by the primary fluid and
structures are accounted for after completing the
steam generator heat transfer calculation.

The energy and power removal demands placed
on the steam generators are tabulated in Table 3
from the point of view of the whole system. The
desired power and and leg temperatures (leg den-
sity difference) have been used to estimate the
natural circulation mass flows presented in Table
4. The estimate is based on the pressure balance
over the loop, which determines the relation be-
tween the mass flow and the power. For a
quadratic friction law, which would mean that the
loop friction is dominated by form losses, the
mass flow is proportional to the cube root of the
power. Here, the quadratic law has been used.
Were the loop friction dominated by smooth pipe
friction, then the power of the velocity would
decrease from 2 to 1.75; such variation has a
negligible effect, i.e. reduction by less than 1 CC,
on the heat-up calculations presented below.

The steam generator inlet (hot leg) tempera-
tures have been searched by the HSG code so
that, given the secondary level and core power,
consistent inlet (loop) mass flow, power through-
put and outlet (cold leg) temperature values are
obtained. The steam generator inlet and outlet
temperature have then been used to calculate the
average primary fluid expansion and subsequent
pressurizer level and pressure variations, which
are presented in Fig. 13(a). An important point to

note is that the leg temperatures and conse-
quently, the pressurizer level and the pressure
itself increase at quite a smooth rate up to about
14 MPa, after which there is noticeable accelera-
tion.

The hot leg temperature remains below satura-
tion, so that single-phase conditions are known to
prevail in the primary side. The initial depressur-
ization (before about 20 min) stays well above 8
MPa, where the hot leg would have reached satu-
ration. After that, the pressurization stays ahead
of the heat-up, so that single-phase conditions
prevail in the loops throughout the period ana-
lyzed.

The system pressure has been estimated by
considering the pressurizer steam space expansion
and compression. The steam space volume varies
quite slowly for up to about 3 h, so there is ample
time for heat transfer with the pressurizer walls,
and the steam pressure cannot be calculated isen-
tropically (isentropic compression would give rise
to very rapid pressurization). The state of the
steam during pressurization is affected by two
factors: the rate of change of the steam bubble
volume and wall heat transfer. The first factor
follows directly from the overall primary heat-up
(expansion), while the second factor results from
film condensation on the wall: compression heats
up the steam and the wall tends to cool it once the
nominal temperature (pressure) is exceeded, be-
cause it is initially at roughly the saturation tem-
perature that corresponds to the nominal
pressure. The film condensation heat transfer co-
efficient under pressurizer conditions (predomi-
nantly free convective flows) is of the order of 3-6
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Table 4
VVER 440 station blackout, parameters for one representative Meam generator out of six that all perform similarly

Time
(mini

20
60

120
150
130
210
240

Power
(MW)

4.23
3.07
2.48
2.32
2 18
2.09
2.00

Loop mass
flow (kg s ' 1 )

46.5
43.0
40.4
39.5
39.0
38.9
39.8

Temperature
(hot leg) (°Cl

284.2
288.3
292.5
297.0
299.7
305.7
319.9

Steam generator
AT(°C)

17.9
13.9
11.8
11.2
10.6
10.1
8.9

' Secondary levels and cold leg temperatures are shown in Fig. 13(c).

kW m~2 K" ' according to the Nusselt-
Rohsenow correlation (Incropera and DeWitt,
1985, p. 483). However, wall cooling is limited by
thermal conduction in the wall itself. This can be
approximated by treating the wall as a semi-infi-
nite solid, on the surface of which the temperature
changes abruptly (but in steps). In this manner,
one obtains a limiting effective heat transfer co-
efficient of the order of 100 W m"2 K~', which is
small enough to allow a lumped heat capacity
treatment of the wall. Presuming now that the
condensate film on the pressurizer steam bubble
walls remains in thermal equilibrium with the
steam (i.e. heats up with the steam, following the
saturation temperature), one can compute the
pressure of the steam bubble as a function of the
pressurizer level variation. These are shown in
Fig. 13(a). The cold leg temperature predicted by
the HSG code on the basis of data in Tables 3
and 4 is shown in Fig. 13(b). The secondary level,
the elevation of the tube flow reversal and the
magnitude of the backflow at the tube bundle
bottom are depicted in Figure 13(c).

The pressure obtained here is contrasted in
Figs. 13(a) and 13(b) with a prediction by the
ATHLET system code (Luther et al., 1991) of the
same event and a calculation by the MAAP 3B/
Lo severe accident analysis code (Sairanen and
Lindholm. 1990).

The ATHLET calculation was performed for a
VVER 440/230 unit using a two-loop model (2 +
4 loops) of the six loops and two-layer steam
generator nodalizations (which will be discussed
in more detail in Section 5.6); 4.5 h were obtained

for the first opening of the safety valve. The cold
leg temperatures from the ATHLET code are also
shown in Fig. 13(b). Observe that the dry-out of
the steam generator top layer is clearly visible in
the ATHLET calculation at around 2 h but, after
that, the primary side is actually predicted to cool
down, depressurizing for a while. The top dry-out
occurs in the quadruple loop, which seems to
dominate the system behaviour. Here, the loop-
to-loop asymmetry, as a result of differences in
pump coastdown during the initial phase of the
accident, is a very interesting result and would
merit more detailed scrutiny. The cool down re-
sults from the fact that the two-layer nodalization
cannot capture the continuing bundle bottom
backflow in the quadruple loop steam generator
(Fig. 13(c)), so overpredicts the primary-to-sec-
ondary heat transfer.

For the MAAP calculations, it is noted that
MAAP 3B/Lo is a Loviisa-specific version of the
severe accident parametric analysis code MAAP
3B/PWR; the special steam generator model is
described by Lindholm (1991). The comparison is
somewhat unfair, because the thermal-hydraulics
of the MAAP code have been designed for less
sophistication than is necessary for this type of
analysis, as is also evidenced by the result. The
point to note is that the case in question is the
first phase of an archetypical severe accident sce-
nario, and the current steam generator model of
the parametric code induces gross error in predict-
ing the key parameter, i.e. the pressure variation,
so gives an error in the timing of safety valve
actuation. (This does not make parametric models
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valueless, of course, but strongly suggests that
parametric "predictions' need to be contrasted
with other (hopefully more reliable) data before
drawing final conclusions.)

In VVER 440 generators, the primary safety
valve set-points are usually within 13.7-14.5 MPa.
According to the present analysis, these pressures
would be reached between about 2 h and 2 h 40
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Fig 13. Slation blackout accident VVER 440: (a) pressuriser
level (LPRZ) evolution and approximate primary pressure
(PNC) from the present analysis, PATH primary pressure
from ATHLET calculation and P/MAAP from MAAP 3B/Lo
(see text for details) (the pressuriser top is at 9 m); (b) cold leg
temperatures from HSG code and the two loops (double and
quadruple) of the ATHLET calculation; (c) secondary' level
(ZLEV) from boil-off energy balance, tube flow reversal eleva-
tion (ZREV) and internal circulation mass flow (QMNEG)
from HSG code.

min. This time is significantly shorter than the 6 h
predicted by the MAAP code the 5.5 h. that one
would expect on the basis of a simple energy
balance analysis, or about 4.5 h that a system code
predicted. Between 2 h and 2 h 40 mm. the
secondary level would vary between 1.1 and 0.9 nv.
the evaporated secondary inventory would
amount to 92-102 Mg. i.e. roughly half of the
initial value.

It is evident that the 'throughput defect' caused
by the reduction in wetted tube area (as depicted
in Fig. 11) is very significant as the secondary level
decays to below 1.2 m (67% by height). It is
interesting to contrast this feature of the VVER
horizontal steam generators with vertical U-tube
steam generators. Brand et al. (1991) have re-
ported that, in an experiment run with the PKL
III facility (a vertical U-tube steam generator
system) to probe the primary-to-secondary heat
transfer with a depleted secondary' inventory, pri-
mary heat-up only began after the secondary level
had descended from its nominal value at around
12 m to about 2 m (17% by height). This implies
that a far higher relative degree of secondary
boil-off is attainable in a vertical steam generator
before significant primary heat-up. The timing of
the safety valve actuation in a typical U-tube
PWR would still be roughly the same as obtained
above for a W E R 440 unit; primary inventory
depletion would proceed faster than for the W E R
440 unit. The difference between the horizontal
and vertical steam generator, of course, results
from the fact that, in the vertical tube bundle, all
the tubes remain partially wetted until the boil-off
proceeds down to the very bottom of the sec-
ondary. Because of the relatively low flows (large
B/G,). even a short wetted length seems to suffice
for decay heat removal.

Note also that, given the heat-up predicted by
the HSG code, regardless of how efficiently the
pressurizer steam bubble cools, the system will
become solid no later than after about 4h: going
solid will certainly force the safety valves open.
The primary remains in a subcooled state up to
this point and. from this point on, coolant loss
through the (cycling) safety valve becomes sub-
stantial, so marking the initiation of the core
uncovery phase of the accident. (It will, of course,
take some more time to deplete the primary to
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such an extent that core uncovery actually com-
mences.)

The heat-up and pressurization computation is
subjected to uncertainty in the initial secondary
water inventory: were it 35 Mg per steam genera-
tor instead of 32.5 Mg. then some 29 GJ more
would be required, which translates to a delay of
up to 40 min. Furthermore, were the initial inven-
tory higher, then the heat-up would slow down,
because the decay power to be transferred at a
given secondary level would be lower, so requiring
a lower hot leg temperature at the same depleted
inventory. (This was the main reason for the slow
progression of events in Greifswald—to be de-
tailed in Section 5.4.)

A further necessary (but less important) supple-
ment is the heat sink effect of the primary fluid
itself and the steel structures in the primary, both
of which are plentiful in the WER 440 unit. They
would become important as nominal temperatures
are exceeded after about 1 h. Heating the primary
fluid from the nominal average of about 280 °C to
290 °C (the average temperature at about 2\ h)
would absorb some 7 GJ; the structural absorp-
tion for the same temperature interval would con-
tribute at most 3 GJ. Taken together, these slow
down the pressurization by at most 15 min. The
heat sink effect becomes progressively more pro-
nounced as the heat-up continues: after 3 h and at
an average temperature increase of 20 °C, the heat
sinks have absorbed up to 20 GJ, corresponding
to a delay of up to 30 min. Heat losses through
the primary structures into the containment are
neglected here, because they are negligible, as long
as the containment is dry, as is the case for station
blackout. (In Loviisa, the primary will eventually
submerge partially in all accidents which involve
discharge from the primary to the containment,
thanks to the accumulation of coolant leaked and
drain water from the melting ice condenser. This
may substantially increase the primary heat
losses.) Finally, depending on the initial phases of
an accident, the primary fluid could be initially
cooler than the nominal temperature. It may also
be noteworthy that rather minor leaks, such as
could develop in primary coolant pump seals,
suffice to compensate for the primary coolant
expansion, particularly during about the first 2 h.

However, most VVER 440 units—but not that at
Loviisa—feature hermetic 'canned' primary
coolant pumps, which, by design, cannot leak in
this manner.

In conclusion, it is observed that, in the event
of a station blackout (or total loss of feedwater
and no mitigative actions in the primary side),
only about one-half of the secondary inventory
can be boiled off before the primary pressure
reaches the safety valve set-point. In VVER 440
units, this has been estimated to occur after be-
tween 2 and 3 h, which is comparable with the
timing of a similar event in many other PWR
designs. However, the time from the first safety
valve actuation to core heat-up initiation in the
VVER 440 remains several hours longer than that
in other PWRs.

5.4. Greifswald blackout in 1975

It is interesting to compare the present analysis
with the accident that occurred in the Greifswald
Unit 1, VVER 440,230 in December 1975 (Com-
mission of Experts, 1976; Bruno and Lehmann.
1990); for a description of the plant, see, for
example, Heuser and Janke (1991). The accident
was initiated by a fire, caused by a shortcircuit,
which led to the loss of external a.c. power, the
loss of emergency power for several systems (but
not all safety systems for all the time) and numer-
ous failures in instrumentation and control sys-
tems. The reactor, primary coolant pumps and
feedwater pumps tripped, and decay heat was
removed by natural circulation and secondary
boil-off for a period of about 5 h. At the end of
that period, the primary has pressurized up to the
set-point of the pressurizer safety valves (14.5
MPa); they actuated, and one of them failed to
close. From this point on, a primary feed-and-
bleed process went on. with primary feed by
several (alternately available) make-up pumps.
The accident was finally brought to an end after
an improvised electricity source for the emergency
feedwater pump had been installed about 8.5 h
into the accident. This enabled stable cool down
of the reactor. No overheating of fuel or fuel
failures were reported. Momentary loss of pri-
mary subcooling did occur, however, after about
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8 h, when saturation temperatures were measured
at the core outlet for a few minutes; this may be
related to difficulties in maintaining stable natural
circulation concurrently with feed and bleed.

How could it take 5 h. instead of the predicted
2-3 h. to pressurize the primary in Greifswald'.'
The answer lies in the fact that the actual accident
differs in many important ways from the idealised
case of a total station blackout. Reportedly
(Commission of Experts. 1976), the reactor
tripped first, followed by the main feedwater
pumps 5 min later. Thus, the initial steam genera-
tor inventory corresponds to hot zero power con-
ditions (and not full power), the difference being
from 5 to 7 Mg of water per steam generator.
Also emergency feedwater pumps operated for
almost 30 min within the first 40 min of the
accident, maintaining a steady level in the steam
generators (after some 40 min. the fire destroyed
the pump motor power cables, so they are cer-
tainly known to have been unavailable until the
installation of a provisional electricity supply at
the very end of the accident itself). Thus, in
Griefswald the actual secondary boil-off began
about 1 h later than it would have in the event of
a total blackout as analyzed in Section 5.3. The
secondary level passed the tube bundle top about
77 min into the accident. The heat-up was further
delayed, because the decay power had decreased
with time and a slower rate of primary heat-up
was sufficient for transporting the smaller power
to the depleting secondaries. (The primary coolant
pumps in Greifswald unit 1 were of the hermetic
type, so no mitigation by leaking pump seal(s)
was possible.)

Predictions of the HSG code have been com-
pared against the timing of the Greifswald acci-
dent. It turns out that, starting the bundle dryout
from 77 min (instead of the nominal 20 min),
computation identical to those presented above
for an ideal case—with due attention paid to the
primary heat sinks in addition to the steam gener-
ators— leads to a safety valve opening time of
almost exactly 5 h. which is in very good agree-
ment with the real-life experience. Note that, at
this time, there still was water left at the secon-
daries in Greifswald; the lowest levels that were
reached (nearly 7 h after the initiation) ranged

from 0.7 to 1.2 m (Commission of Experts. 1976).
The scatter at least partially results from tempo-
rary isolation of some loops in an effort to facili-
tate natural circulation in the remaining loops,
although coastdown asymmetry (such as discussed
by Luther et al. (1991)) may also have played a
role (recall that the VVER 440 units feature block
valves in all loops). Secondary levels this high
long after the safety valve had actuated can only
be explained by the heat transfer limitation mech-
anism.

The lengthy delay between the initiating event
and the safety valve actuation in Greifswald pri-
marily resulted from the feedwater provided (after
reactor scram) first by the main and then by the
emergency feedwater pumps within the first 40
min of the accident, and was not because of the
large secondary inventory alone. Indeed, about
half of the nominal full power secondary inven-
tory was left in the steam generators when the
pressurizer safety valve set-point pressure was
reached.

5.5. Remarks on the HSG basic assumptions

We will now discuss two basic features of the
HSG code: the assumption of complete mixing in
the (hot) collector, and the constitutive laws for
laminar and laminar-to-turbulent transition
regime friction and heat transfer.

5.5.1. Complete mixing
In its present version, the HSG code makes use

of the assumption that the flow that issues from a
tube layer immediately mixes completely with the
flow in the collector into which it flows. This is
not necessarily true under all conditions—the
PACTEL LOF-10 experiment was indicative of
such behaviour, and more recent PACTEL exper-
iments with improved instrumentation have
shown that this is indeed the case (these findings
will be reported separately.)

Consider the hot collector and cold blackflow
at the bottom of the tube bundle. If the tube
outflow-collector flow mixing is less than com-
plete, then three possible behavioural modes exist.
(1) the (unmixed part of the) outflow is trans-
ported completely upwards and assumes prece-
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dence in entering tubes above but in the vicinity
(more or less) of the tube flow reversal elevation;
(2) the outflow falls (partially at least) downwards
into the hot leg (and its loop seal in VVER 440
units); (3) a combination of these. In all cases, one
of the primary consequences would be that the
temperature of the hot inflow would not decrease
as much as it would with complete mixing.

If the unmixed portion transports only up-
wards, then the overall heat transfer pattern will
experience substantial changes only if the recircu-
lation flow rate exceeds the inflow rate. For 'high'
inflow rates, such as those typical for natural
circulation conditions, this will not occur.

If there is cold downflow into the hot leg of a
VVER 440 unit, then part of the cold fluid would
tend to fill the hot leg loop seal from the bottom
up. (The fluid would descend annularly down
towards the loop seal, but only the flow on the
outer side of the bend in the hot leg piping can get
there without becoming caught in the loop flow.)
Temperature stratification in the loop seal would
become unstable once the space for the hot flow
was sufficiently reduced. The maximum stable
depth is easily computed from the well-known
densimetric Froude number criterion of FrLS = 1
(the cold plug being essentially stagnant). Under
the assumption of typical natural circulation tem-
peratures and flow rates, the density difference
between the plug and the hot fluid would range
from 10 to 30 kg m"3, and the depth of the cold
fluid could extend to around 70-90% of the leg
piping diameter. Thus, the loop seal could be
nearly filled with a cold plug.

After the onset of the instability of the stratifi-
cation, the loop flow would attempt to accelerate
the cold plug (or part of it) back up towards the
hot collector. (This is a single-phase analogy to
gas-liquid loop seal clearing.) Thus, over the
affected loop, unsteady pulsational flow be-
haviour could result. This is another possible in-
stability mechanism suggested by the present
study.

Theoretically, in a VVER 440 unit, such an
event might even completely stall the natural cir-
culation in the affected loop. The elevation differ-
ence from the loop seal bottom to the bottom of
the tube bundle amounts to slightly more than

half of the overall elevation difference that is
driving the natural circulation. The cold plug
needs to be pushed uphill, so the loop will stall if
the plug-to-hot-flow density difference is about
two times the hot-to-cold leg density difference.
This can occur only if there is a noticeable tem-
perature non-uniformity in the steam generator
secondary, so that (the bottom of) the backflow
region can experience more effective cooling than
does the flow in the upper parts of the steam
generators. Such conditions might arise during
shutdown conditions when the secondary cooling
occurs by water convection (recall that the VVER
440 units are not equipped with separate residual
heat removal circuits in the primary).

The required secondary temperature non-uni-
formity is quite large, however, and such condi-
tions do not seem to occur very often. As an
aside, it is noted that VVER 440 units have
occasionally experienced loss of natural circula-
tion events during shutdown (see, for example,
IAEA/IRS, 1994; Ganchev, 1994); the accumula-
tion of non-condensible gases in parts of the loops
is usually quoted as the source of these distur-
bances (which may be the case, although some
plants are, by geometry, less sensitive to non-con-
densible gases than are others). This topic will not
be pursued further here, because it is principally
an operational annoyance rather than a safety
issue, on account of its relative rarity, despite the
large body of natural circulation operational ex-
perience in VVER 440 units.

Finally, for an alternative scenario, suppose
that the loop flow simply grinds the top off the
cold plug, and mixes on its way towards the steam
generator in a steady manner. From the steam
generator's point of view, this would be practi-
cally equivalent to on-the-spot mixing but, from
the loop point of view, the natural circulation
driving head would decrease somewhat.

5.5.2. Laminar-to-turbulent transition treatment
Under normal operating conditions and during

most accidents, the natural circulation flow rates
and loop temperatures encountered are so high
that the primary-to-secondary heat transfer oc-
curs primarily by turbulent flow. (With flow rever-
sal in the bundle, both laminar and transitional
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regions exist around the elevation where the flow
reverses, but their contribution to the overall heat
transfer is usually quite small, as has been seen.)
However, in cold shutdown conditions, with hot
leg temperatures ranging from 40 to 70 °C and
mass flows of the order of 25 kg s"'' per loop, the
whole steam generator tube bundle operates in
laminar conditions. This flow regime change re-
sults primarily from the strong temperature de-
pendence of water viscosity. Further verification
of current HSG constitutive laws in laminar and
transition flow regimes is being planned to allow
for more detailed analysis of transients and acci-
dents at low power or shutdown conditions.

5.6. Horizonial steam generator modelling with
system codes

At present, most thermal-hydraulic calculations
for safety analysis purposes end up being per-
formed by so-called system codes, such as
APROS. ATHLET, CATHARE, SMABRE. RE-
LAPS, etc. Plant analyzers and simulators also
need to rely on the simulation of thermal-
hydraulic behaviour. Furthermore, thermal-
hydraulics also play a decisive role during the
initial phases of severe accidents, and steam gen-
erator modelling needs to receive due attention in
severe accident analysis code systems. Thus, it is
useful to discuss briefly some points that the
foregoing analyses raise.

However, before entering this discussion, it is
important to observe the following fundamental
fact. Any system designed to simulate nature nec-
essarily involves a set of simplifying assumptions
and idealizations, which pose inherent limitations
on the simulation systems' faithfulness to the real
world. In the case of thermal-hydraulic code sys-
tems, the assumption of one-dimensional flow and
the procedure of averaging over the flow path
cross-section are typical examples. (Indeed, the
PACTEL data used above for HSG validation
seem to suggest that there are multi-dimensional
flow effects in the collectors, which a system code
or, for that matter, the HSG code in its present
version cannot capture.) One must appreciate the
fact that system codes have been designed to yield
approximations of the true system behaviour (al-

though these approximations can be quite good in
many ways these days), and should not expect
more of the codes than they can. by their very
design, provide. More concretely, there is no a
priori guarantee that system code analysis would
always be sufficiently complete, in the sense that it
would reveal and correctly account for all the
relevant physical phenomena—except, of course,
in either trivially simple or thoroughly thought
out situations. (To qualify as being thoroughly
thought out. the case also requires strong theoret-
ical and experimental support.) The sufficiency of
an analysis is also a matter of judgement; for
example, not all the physical detail has substantial
safety ramifications. To complicate matters fur-
ther, the flexibility of current state-of-the-art ther-
mal-hydraulic code systems has resulted in the
interesting situation that the codes may. in princi-
ple, have the capability to account for more com-
plex system behaviour than the users are aware of
(but not necessarily all the system behaviour that
can occur). Such capabilities often remain unex-
ploited, because the users either consider the re-
quired effort to be excessive (generating detailed
nodalizations and calculating with them for exam-
ple) or do not perceive the need, even if one exists.
However, too fine meshing may exceed the valid-
ity range of the built-in constitutive laws. An
awareness of the tools' limitations, the signifi-
cance thereof and appropriate tool usage are
among the more crucial ingredients of successful
safety work.

Simple horizontal steam generator models were
employed in thermal-hydraulic safety analyses for
the Loviisa reactors in the late 1970s and the early
1980s, for example. In these simple models, the
tube bundle was typically represented as one
'pipe', or as a few consecutive volumes connected
by heat conduction elements to a hydraulic vol-
ume that represented the secondary side. This is
the one-layer nodalization. More detailed steam
generator modelling efforts using modern system
codes were pioneered by Karppinen (1987, 1989.
1991). who experimented with numerous geomet-
ric arrangements of hydraulic nodes and ended up
with a multilayer nodalization where both the
tube bundle and the secondary volume directly
associated with the bundle were divided into five
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stacked horizontal slices. (It is easy to see that the
division of either primary or secondary alone into
layers does not suffice for an approximation of the
dryout of the tube bundle.) Since the secondary
side is essentially a shallow pool in which a variety
of circulations take place, there is no single pre-
dominant flow direction, and the modelling of the
secondary side flow patterns was perceived as the
major problem with one-dimensional system
codes. Secondary circulation is indeed important
from the normal operation point of view, because
steam quality and secondary pool impurity distri-
butions, for example, are affected by such circula-
tions. However, as soon as a low power natural
circulation regime is approached, the primary side
begins to dominate the heat transfer (not counting
the secondary water level, of course), as has been
seen in the present study.

In addition to Karppinen's papers, general sys-
tem code modelling aspects have been discussed
by Savolainen and Miettinen (1991). In their ef-
fort to devise a generic steam generator nodaliza-
tion for VVER 1000 transient and accident
analyses they compared RELAP5/Mod2 and
SMABRE calculations using a five-layer nodaliza-
tion of a VVER 1000 steam generator. (For a
description of the thermal-hydraulic system code
SMABRE, see Miettinen (1985)). Among other
things, they found that both codes predict step-
wise heat-up of the cold leg during secondary
depletion; every time a layer dries out on the
secondary, there is a jump in the outlet tempera-
ture. (SMABRE results were somewhat smoother,
however. The difference lies in the heat transfer
modelling.) This is perfectly in line with the obser-
vation that one can make from the blackout
analysis of Luther et al. discussed above. A certain
'jumpiness' of the results seems to be a generic
property of these relatively coarse system code
nodalizations. A comparison of one-layer and
five-layer steam generator nodalization has been
presented by Miettinen and Kyrki-Rajamaki
(1991), who discuss the effects of steam generator
nodalizations on operational transients and antici-
pated transients without scram (ATWS). As an
example, they compare loss of feedwater ATWS
transient predictions of the SMATRA code using
one- and five-layer steam generator nodalizations.

(SMABRE thermal-hydraulics are combined with
the TRAB-CORE one-dimensional reactor core
model in SMATRA (see Kyrki-Rajamaki, 1990;
Rajamaki, 1980)). Among other things, they
found that, in the event of a loss-of-feedwater
ATWS, the five-layer model gives faster shutdown
of the reactor, because the primary heat-up is
faster, but it also gives higher maximum pressures
in the primary,

A point worth noting is the lengthwise nodaliza-
tion of the tubes. Savolainen and Miettinen (1991)
found it necessary to use shorter nodes near the
hot collector, where the heat fluxes are highest.
This necessity was identified with nominal opera-
tion conditions; the need may be less pressing
under low power conditions. However, at the
lower part of the bundle, it would always seem to
be a good idea to use a shorter node near the cold
collector to ensure proper cool down of the re-
versed flow (which becomes hot as the secondary
is depleted).

Generally, a multilayer nodalization has a
chance to give a better approximation of the
horizontal steam generator behaviour, particularly
where the secondary is depleted. The differences at
the full secondary side are considerably less strik-
ing.

The poor performance of the one-layer nodal-
ization, and the 'jumpiness' of multilayer nodal-
izations, are explained as follows. In the low flow
regime (such as would prevail for the secondary
removing decay heat), most system codes consider
the heated tube surfaces to be completely wetted
up to very high void fractions on the secondary.
Such a description is inherently inadequate for the
modelling of a depleted horizontal steam genera-
tor secondary side, or even a 'macroscopic' verti-
cal fraction of it. A reduction of the heat transfer
area in direct proportion to the void fraction does
not solve the problem, because, in reality, the heat
transfer limitation results from mixing of un-
cooled and cooled fluids in the cold collector, and
a correct representation of the degree of mixing
does not follow automatically from heat transfer
area reduction. In addition, there is the backflow
to be tracked. To capture both the row-wise tube
dryout at the bundle top and the continuing
backflow at the bundle bottom, at least three
lavers are needed.
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At present, a multilayer nodalization can con-
tain far fewer layers than there are tube rows, for
obvious practical reasons: imagine trying to set up
and run a system code model with about 80
separate tube rows in each of the six steam gener-
ators of a VVER 440 unit. Nevertheless, multi-
layer (on both primary and secondary side)
models provide a partial solution to the problem,
because they can track to secondary surface dry-
out with a resolution that corresponds roughly to
the layer height. With a few layers, this leads to
power throughput and outlet parameters that
vary stepwise in relatively large jumps. In reality,
the jumps that would be observed at the uncovery
of each tube row would be very small (they are of
the order of a few degress in the PACTEL LOF-
10 experiment). It is worthwhile to keep in mind
that the 'jumpiness' is an artifact of the nodaliza-
tion. For general overall accuracy, it is imperative
to model the vertical tube flow (and heat transfer)
area as closely as possible: because the upper part
of the tube bundle contains more tubes than does
the lower part, uncovery of the top part has a
greater effect than does the relative height of the
part. Also an unrealistic model with constant
layer flow areas would overpredict the internal
circulatory mass flow, because it overrepresents
the flow area at the bottom of the bundle.

The station blackout analysis (Section 5.3)
clearly shows that inadequate steam generator
modelling can lead to serious errors in the predic-
tions of such (and many other) events: a one-layer
model boils the whole secondary inventory down
in constant (or at most slightly increasing) pri-
mary pressure. A two-layer model predicts a jump
at the dryout of the top layer, but then fails to
catch the continuing heat-up. Further examples of
events where the steam generator behaviour is
important are the steam line break (SLB) and
ATWS. In these cases, the reactivity feedback
from the coolant temperature is important. Both
would give misleading results if one were to rely
on a one-layer steam generator model. With a
one-layer model, the SLB would give conservative
results (overpredicted cool down); the ATWS
would be too optimistic from the system pressure
and related effects point of view. Correct predic-
tion of primary overpressurization in a loss-of-

feedwater ATWS transient, for example, is
crucial, because the overpressure is relieved
through safety valves, and even mild errors in the
associated loss of primary coolant can have large
effects on the eventual progression of the tran-
sient, particularly in VVER 440 reactors, where
the primary natural circulation phenomenology is
very sensitive to inventory variations near the
point at which the hot leg nozzle uncovers.

Another issue is that of the steam generator
pressure drop. Under natural circulation condi-
tions, where the loop gravitational head is typi-
cally of the order of 1 kPa in VVER 440 units, the
steam generator pressure drop may vary between
— 200 and -t-100 Pa Fortunately, inaccuracies in
steam generator pressure drop predictions of sys-
tem codes are of lesser significance. This is be-
cause the mass flow can be represented as (A/7)12

and pressure drop errors are compensated for by
relatively minor flow and temperature readjust-
ment.

In summary, the capability to construct densely
discretized collector and tube bundle nodaliza-
tions has existed in the system codes since the
advent of freely nodalizable thermal-hydraulic
code systems in the early 1980s. This capability
was not fully exploited, because of the obvious
impracticality that results from a very large num-
ber of nodes, and because the need to do so was
not perceived. Once again, this should serve to
remind system code users (and their customers) of
the importance of an insight into the underlying
physics in any actual application. The present
study shows that, if a modern system code is to be
used in safety analysis, or a simulation application
is to be designed that involves horizontal steam
generators, then a multilayer nodalization (more
than two layers) of both the primary and the
secondary with as accurate as possible tube flow
and heat transfer area distributions is needed in
applications that involve more than 25% (say)
uncovery of the steam generator tube bundle. This
also applies to two-phase flows within the pri-
mary. Indeed, more recent system code applica-
tions (see. for example, the Raussi et al. (1995)
PACTEL analyses) routinely make use of up to
nine tube layers. However, a multilayer model
does not guarantee "correct' results—it is only the
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best known approximation within the present
state-of-the-art system code modelling frame-
work. In a one-dimensional approch. there is no
other way to capture the physics discussed in this
paper.

6. Two-phase primary flows

In this section, the insights from the preceding
single-phase analyses are applied to two-phase
primary flows in a qualitative manner. The details
of two-phase flows are, of course, rather more
complicated than those of single-phase flows.
However, it is not necessary to go deeply into
these details to obtain an understanding of the
important generic features of the steam generator
behaviour.

Basically, two types of steady two-phase natu-
ral circulation flow can be expected. The first
type is bubbly flow, which would be associated
with two-phase natural circulation, and the sec-
ond type is annular concurrent or countercurrent
steam-liquid flow (countercurrent particularly in
the hot collector; in the tubes, concurrent condi-
tions appear more likely) associated with boiler
condenser natural circulation mode. In VVER
440 units, there is also a third type of flow,
namely an intermittent slugging-type flow, which
arises as a result of the hot leg loop seal clearing
and refilling. This intermittent flow pattern ap-
pears to cover quite a wide range of primary
inventory.

The essential difference between single- and
two-phase flows is that, as a result of steam
voiding, the density variations are larger in the
case of two-phase flow. Tube wall friction also
increases considerably and the tube acceleration
pressure drop (deceleration pressure gain) be-
comes important. (Thermal non-equilibrium may
also play a role if primary liquid subcooling is
possible, particularly near the bottom of the tube
bundle. Similarly, void distribution and phase
separation in the collectors complicate the evalua-
tion of the tube inlet conditions.) These details do
not affect the fact that, given a secondary side
that is cooler than the primary side,the collector
density difference will be negative and will cause

the collector pressure difference (tube pressure
drop) to increase upwards. However, the mass
flux can now decrease upwards if the tube density
decreases sufficiently, which it may do, on ac-
count of phase separation in the collectors. Note
that decreasing tube density implies increasing
steam quality, so that the convective energy flux
is always largest at the top. Thus, the two impor-
tant phenomena discussed above would be
present: on the one hand, there is always flow
through the whole bundle, particularly in the top
of the bundle, even if it is dry on the secondary
side; on the other hand, there would be backflow
in the lowest tubes (internal circulation). Note
that, even in the case of two-phase conditions in
the primary side, the backflow is essentially
caused by the collector density difference. In the
on-dimensional picture, this fact holds, regardless
of the actual flow regime (bubbly versus annular).

It is noted that, in two-phase natural circula-
tion, the energy transport is primarily effected by
condensation in the steam generator. Thus, hot
collector phase separation plays an important
role, because it forces a large fraction of steam
into the top of the bundle. Hence, the primary-
to-secondary heat transfer is more sensitive to
secondary level variations when operating in the
two-phase mode.

The presence of backflow during boiler-con-
denser natural circulation has been observed ex-
perimentally in the PMK-NVH facility (which,
despite its very small scale of about 1:2000, fea-
tures a full-height horizontal steam generator
model) (Bandurski et al., 1989) and in numerous
PACTEL natural circulation and small-break,
loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) experiments
(see, for example, Lomperski and Kouhia, 1994;
Raussi et al., 1995). Lomperski and Kouhia also
present quite a thorough discussion of the hot leg
loop seal phenomenology of the boiler-condenser
circulation mode in the VVER 440 geometry.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, the steady state primary-to-sec-
ondary heat transfer characteristics of horizontal
steam generator have been investigated under
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steady single-phase natural circulation condi-
tions. The study has concentrated on the steam
generators of VVER 440 plants, but the insight
hold for any horizontal steam generator where
the U-tubes are horizontal.

A one-dimensional mathematical model for
steady single-phase primary side flows of the
tube bundle and collectors has been developed.
Simple analytical arguments have been presented
to show that, whenever the primary (inlet) flow
is hotter than the secondary side, the mass flux
in the tubes never decreases upwards. This fact is
because of gravitational pressure differences
(buoyancy forces) between the collectors. As a
consequence, under conditions typical of natural
circulation, internal circulatory flows can exist in
the primary side of the steam generators. This
circulation is determined by the balance of the
gravitational heads in the collectors and tube
friction. As long as the primary remains hotter
than the secondary side, the circulation brings
coolant back from the cold collector to the hot
collector at the lower part of the tube bundle,
while the main flow from the hot to the cold
collector takes place in the upper part.

Hot fluid penetration to the cold collector, and
cold to hot collector backfiow cause an inherent
degradatory effect on the overall steam generator
heat transfer efficiency when the secondary side
is depleted so that the tube bundle uncovers
(even partially). The degradation results from the
fact that the mass flow through the uncovered
tubes (that experience little or no cooling) mixes
in the cold collector with cooled fluid from the
lower, wetted part of the tube bundle, so increas-
ing the outlet (cold leg) temperature.

A computer code (HSG) has been developed
to solve the model numerically. The HSG calcu-
lations have been compared successfully with ex-
perimental data; a comparison of calculations
and data from a loss-of-feedwater experiment
run in the PACTEL facility has been discussed in
detail, and the data have been seen to corrobo-
rate both the analytical arguments and the un-
derlying simplifying assumptions of the HSG
code. The only discrepancy between the data and
computations is that the measured tube fluid

temperatures immediately above the bundle ele-
vation at which the tube flow reverses are lower
than the computed values. This is indicative of
partially incomplete mixing of the inflow from
the hot leg and backflow at the bottom of the
bundle in the hot collector. Very recent
experimental results from PACTEL (to be re-
ported separately) have proven that collector
mixing is partially incomplete. However, the
effect of this on the present overall conclusions
regarding the steam generator behaviour is
minor.

Results obtained numerically for a VVER 440
steam generator show the following.

(1) Under natural circulation conditions, it is
primary side that requires most attention, be-
cause the phenomena that occur there are those
that determine the overall heat transfer capabil-
ity, when the secondary water level is given. On
the secondary side, it suffices to know whether or
not a tube (tube layer) is wetted; details of the
secondary flow patterns are not decisive, on ac-
count of the low power input (limited level swell
and droplet entrainment).

(2) The power throughput depends roughly
linearly on the inlet mass flow and temperature,
but degrades slightly faster than the available
heat transfer area if the secondary level is de-
pleted; consequently, under the low secondary
inventory regime, the horizontal steam generator
is no longer fully effective in its primary task, i.e.
as a heat exchanger. The deficiency has been
quantified for an idealized test case, i.e. the sta-
tion blackout, and it has been found that, as a
result of this inherent limitation, the grace period
from event initiation to primary pressurization
up to safety valve actuation is 2-3 h, and about
4 h to the point where the primary becomes
solid. These times are substantially shorter than
the 5-6 h that would be suggested by a simplis-
tic secondary boil-off energy balance analysis, or
a system code calculation employing overly sim-
ple nodalization. (Eventual core heat-up timing is
much less affected, however.) The inherent limi-
tation explains why the pressurizer safety valves
actuated when they did during the partial black-
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out experienced in the Greifswald unit 1 VVER
440 reactor in 1975. and why about one-half of
the secondary inventory was still left in the
steam generators at the time of the primary
safety valve actuation.

(3) Under typical low (but not very low) flow
conditions, the magnitude of the internal circula-
tion increases with decreasing inlet flow (i.e. de-
creasing tube frictional pressure drop) and
increasing density difference between the collec-
tors (i.e. increasing gravitational pressure differ-
ence).

(4) The vertical distribution of the number of
tubes (primary flow and heat transfer area) is a
very important factor that affects, among other
things, the heat transfer capability and magni-
tude of internal recirculation.

(5) Two mechanisms that could potentially
cause loop flow instability exist: one arises from
the non-uniqueness of the steam generator pres-
sure drop-mass flow characteristic, and the
other from the incompleteness of backflow mix-
ing in the hot collector. The first mechanism
appears possible at exceedingly low powers (less
than 0.2 MW per steam generator), while the
second mechanism applies under shutdown con-
ditions.

Steam generator modelling using thermal-hy-
draulic system codes and two-phase phenomena
has been discussed. (The considerations apply
equally to simulators and plant analyzers). With
the insight gained so far, it is possible to avoid
the most obvious traps in system code steam
generator modelling. In particular, a representa-
tion as faithful as possible of the vertical distri-
bution of the tube flow and heat transfer area
has been found to be crucially important. It has
been argued that a multilayer nodalization, com-
prising more than two layers both in the primary
and in the secondary sides, can give the closest
approximation of the true behaviour. Under
two-phase primary conditions, the general pic-
ture presented here for single-phase flow remains
valid, although the details may bcome more in-
volved. In particular, there is no need to invoke
the two-phase flow details to explain the
backflow at the bottom of the bundle.
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Appendix A: Nomenclature

A flow area (m2)
a Tube flow area per collector height (m2

m-1)
B integral heat transfer variable (kg m~2 s"')
D diameter (m)
E energy (J)
F friction terms (dimensionless), auxiliary-

variable
Fr densimetric Froude number (Fr =

wligHAp/p)1 2) (dimensionless)
G mass flux (kg m~2 s"1)
g gravitional acceleration (m s"1)
H height (of tube bundle) (m)
/ loop inertia (m"1)
L length (m)
m mass (kg)
N number of tubes, mesh points
Nu Nusselt number (Nu = ocDI/.) (dimension-

less)
p pressure (Pa)
Pr Prandtl number {PT = CP/J;A) (dimension-

less)
q" heat flux (W m~2)
qm mass flow (kg s"')
Re Reynolds number (Re = GDjn) (dimension-

less)
T temperature (°C)
it- velocity (m s"1)
x coordinate along tube (m), auxiliary vari-

able (dimensionless)
z coordinate along collector (m)
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Greek letters
i heat transfer coefficient (W rrr
£ wall roughness (m)

: K"1)

thermal conductivity (W K" ' m~')
Dynamic viscosity (kg m~' s~')
Density (kg m"3)
Moody friction factor (dimensionless)
Form loss coefficient (dimensionless)

Subscripts
av
C
Crit
d
f

g
H
i
in
L
LS
0

out
Sec
SG
T
t
w

average
cold collector
critical
dynamic
friction
gravity
hot collector
inside (wall, radius, etc.)
inlet end condition
laminar
loop seal
outside
outlet end condition
secondary side
steam generator
turbulent
tube
of wall; at wall
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ABSTRACT

Horizontal (VVER type) steam generator primary side flow pattern and primary to secondary heat
transfer scaling is considered in this paper. The study is motivated by the recent observation that
the VVER horizontal steam generator primary to secondary heat transfer capability at natural
circulation conditions decreases substantially with depleting secondary side inventory. This heat
transfer degradation results in accelerated primary side pressurisation; for example, in the event of
a station blackout in a W E R 440, primary pressurisation up to safety valve actuation level occurs
much faster than earlier presumed, in two to three hours instead of the five to six hours that earlier
analyses have suggested. Operating experience and experiments both support this finding.
Previously, the observation has been based on and quantified with the aid of numerical analysis of
a model for one-dimensional steady-state single-phase flow in the steam generator primary side.
In the present paper, an analytical approach is developed to physically explain and quantify in
detail the interaction of the steam generator internal flow pattern and primary to secondary heat
transfer. Insights regarding the performance and scaling of steam generator models of thermal
hydraulic test facilities are gained as well. These are very helpful in the upscaling of past small
scale experimental results, identification of scaling distortions, and in the design of future
horizontal steam generator experiments.

INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the scaling of horizontal (WER type) steam generator primary side flow
pattern and primary to secondary heat transfer under natural circulation conditions in the primary.
The problem is of general interest in the W E R reactor safety analysis, as many transient and
almost all accident situations involve natural circulation as (at times an interim) means of decay
heat removal. Of particular interest is the fact that the VVER horizontal steam generator primary
to secondary heat transfer capability degrades rapidly with depleting secondary side, which results
in primary heatup and pressurisation faster and more excessive than previously thought. This
inherent heat transfer limitation was first pointed out by Hyvarinen (1992) and has been discussed
in depth in a more recent work (Hyvarinen, 1996). There it has shown that in the event of a station
blackout in a VVER 440, primary pressurisation up to safety valve actuation level occurs in two
to three hours, instead of the five to six hours that energy balance analyses of secondary side boil-
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off have suggested. Operating experience (see e.g. Albrecht and Gelfort (1996)) and experiments
both support this finding. The effort presented here facilitates the interpretation of recent
PACTEL experiments, funded by STUK, to verify the phenomenon and test the approximations
made in the theory presented here. Additional interest follows from the fact that the normal
shutdown/outage residual heat removal in VVER 440s is accomplished by natural circulation in
the primary and convective water cooling of the secondary side.

Scaling has, of course, been a major consideration also in experimental facility design. The
designers of the PMK-NVH facility (located in Hungary), and PACTEL (Finland) have discussed
their scaling rationales in (Maroti et al, 1991) and (Kervinen et al, 1990, 1991). These works will
be discussed in detail in section 3.

This paper is structured as follows: the steam generator mathematical model is introduced and cast
in a dimensionless form in section 1, and the dimensionless groups that emerge as a result are
discussed. In section 2 analytical solutions for the steam generator heat transfer and flow pattern
are developed as far as possible. The presence of recirculatory tube bundle flows is explained, and
a criterion for the circulation onset as well as an estimate on its magnitude are derived. These in
turn help explain in detail the heat transfer degradation during secondary depletion. Section 3
compares the VVER 440, PACTEL and PMK-NVH steam generator performance, with
discussion of the scaling distortions present in the downscaled models.

1. THE DIMENSIONLESS MODEL

Before delving into the mathematical model, it is useful to recapitulate what a VVER steam
generator looks like. A schematic view of a W E R 440 steam generator is presented in Figure 1
(some internal details such as collector top structure and steam dryer plate assemblies have been
omitted for clarity; feedwater sparger is hidden from view in the middle of the tube bundles).
Primary coolant from the hot leg enters from below a large diameter vertical pipe called hot
collector, from which an array of horizontal U-tubes (tube bundle) extend towards each end of the
cylindrical secondary side vessel. Having made the U-turn, the tubes return to the cold collector,
from which the flow exits into the cold leg. The collectors stand side by side in the middle of the
horizontal cylinder; the U-tubes are horizontal (or very nearly so) all the way. During normal
operation, feedwater is injected through a sparger in the secondary side, along the length of but
towards the hotter side of the tube bundle. Boiling within the bundle results in complicated
circulatory two-phase flow. However, in the VVER 440 steam generator there is a fairly well
defined swell level above the tube bundle, and steam separation occurs by primarily gravity
(steam separators are not needed). The steam dryer panels remove moisture droplets.

1.1 The basic model

The present scaling analysis is based on the steady-state single-phase primary side flow model
developed by Hyvarinen (1996). Model philosophy is outlined in Figure 2. The tube bundle is
divided into horizontal stacked slices, and the collectors are divided similarly. One-dimensional



differential conservation equations for mass and energy are written for each collector separately,
but the collector momentum equations are subtracted to obtain an equation that links collector
pressure difference (tube pressure drop) to collector density differences. All the U-tubes in a slice
are treated as one single tube, for which integrated energy and momentum equations are written.
These, and the boundary conditions, are subsequently nondimensionalised using the natural scales
of the problem.

STEAMLINE
FEEDWATER LINE

COLD LEG

COLLECTORS

HOT LEG X
x y

Figure 1. A schematic view of the VVER 440 steam generator, with collector top structures and
moisture separator panels omitted for clarity. Arrows indicate flow directions.

Figure 2. a) Model philosophy: the tube bundle is divided into horizontal stacked slices, and the
collectors are divided similarly. All the U-tubes in a slice are treated as one single tube.
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Figure 2. b) Nomenclature and positive flow directions in one slice.

It is assumed that one-dimensional treatment of the collectors is adequate. This implies that
mixing, if any, occurs right where the merging streams meet. Vertical direction z is taken positive
upwards, and tube lengthwise direction is positive from the hot to the cold collector. Furthermore,
it is also assumed that collector friction and wall heat transfer are negligible. With these
assumptions, the fundamental conservation equations for the hot and cold collectors read as
follows (see nomenclature).

Mass

with

dz
d(AcGc)

oz
= +atGt

at=N({z)(nDf/4)/Azt

Momentum (neglecting friction):

' =
 dPH

dz
dPC

dz

Energy
dz dz

d{AHGHhH)

dz
d{AcGchc)

dz

-?H8

-PCS

= -a,Gtht>H

= +a,G,htC

(la)

(lb)

(lc)

(2a)

(2b)

(3a)

(3b)

The factor at (equation (lc)) is the total tube flow area of a row divided by row spacing, or tube
flow "linear area density". It is usually a function of elevation, as the number of tubes in the rows
varies with space available within the steam generator shell. In equations (3) the right hand side
enthalpy terms depend on the flow direction in the tube as follows:

Gt > 0 (nominal, flow from hot to cold collector)

\ H = hH
ht,C =hH + &ht

(4a)



Gt < 0 (reversed, flows from cold to hot collector)

where A/;, is the enthalpy change from tube inlet to outlet, to be solved from equation (8).
Substituting these into equations (3) and using the continuity for constant collector areas, one
obtains somewhat more compact energy equations

\i G,<0
G t 0

& [o, Gt < 0
where ht oul denotes tube outlet enthalpy. (Note the right hand side signs in equations (5).)

The collector momentum equations are linked through the tube pressure drop Ap, by requiring
that Apt = PH - PQ , as it must be in steady state. Denoting the difference of collector densities
Ap, = pH -pc one can subtract the cold collector momentum equation from the hot collector
equation to obtain

The U-tube momentum equation for a single tube can be integrated immediately to yield
l- L] (7)

't "~" " 2Pavyl VPl.L Pt,0J

where the former term on the right hand side is the sum of tube wall friction and form losses, and
the latter the acceleration pressure loss in the tube. In single-phase flow the latter can usually be
neglected, except where the temperature (and hence density) variations are pathologically large.
The tube energy equation for one tube is

which, of course, needs to be considered at each z.

The secondary side acts as the boundary condition of tube energy equation (8), where it affects the
heat flux through the tube walls. The most straightforward way to specify this condition is to
model it as a convective heat sink with specified secondary temperature distribution and
associated heat transfer coefficients on the tube outer surface. That is,

9Ht=a(Tseeiz)-T(x)) (9a)

where the overall heat transfer coefficient a refers to tube inner surface and is obtained from

i = i i A m ( i V A ) , A (9b)
a a,- 2XW Doao



With aid of equation (9a) and assuming constant heat transfer coefficient and secondary
temperature over tube length equation (8) is easily integrated. The result is

(10)

where B = \Aajcpt )(Lt/Dt) and Tin is either the hot or cold collector temperature, depending on

the direction of the tube flow (positive or negative, respectively), and the absolute signs around
tube mass flux Gt ensure correct decay behaviour regardless of the tube flow direction.

In addition to the above "local" tube equations it will be useful to consider two "global" quantities
integrated over the height of the whole tube bundle. The first one is steady state mass conservation
for all tubes:

H

9m,in= \ofi,dz (11)
0

Since the primary inlet mass flow qmin is usually known, this equation can be used together with
momentum equations (7) and (6) to solve the steam generator pressure drop (more specifically,
pressure difference at z=0, that is, over the lowest tube row. (However, Ap(Z) needs then to be
known.) In a similar fashion, the second global variable of interest, the total primary to secondary
heat transfer, can be obtained from

H
Q= jat\Gt\M,dz (12)

0

Absolute signs around the mass flux are needed because enthalpy drop as defined in equations (4)
is always negative if the heat flow direction is from the primary to the secondary, as it is in the
usual case of decay heat removal; the tube mass flux may reverse and thence assume a negative
sign.

The natural boundary conditions at the hot collector inlet (tube bundle level zero) for positive
flow, i.e. from the hot towards the cold leg, are the inlet mass flow qm -m, or equally well inlet

mass flux Gm, and an energy quantity, such as temperature. If the overall loop flow were
reversed, similar conditions would be specified, with the collectors interchanged. In principle, it
would be possible to specify the steam generator pressure drop instead of the inlet (or through-)
flow, but the mass flow is a more practical variable. Note, however, that if the inlet mass flow is
specified, the steam generator pressure drop remains unknown and needs to be solved from the
integral mass balance (11).

The pressure variations within the steam generator are, in the cases of interest in this study, so
small that their effect on the thermodynamic variables can be neglected. If they were not
negligible, system pressure boundary condition would be best placed at cold collector outlet.
(System pressure needs to be specified in any case to determine the thermodynamic state
variables.)



Equations (1) for collector mass, (5) for collector energy, (6) for collector pressure difference and
tube pressure drop, (7) for tube mass flux, (10) for tube energy and (11) for tube mass
conservation, now constitute the steam generator primary side flow model. They need to be
supplemented with friction and heat transfer closure relations, which will be done in the following
section. The model is rendered dimensionless by the following choice of scaling variables: H for
height, Gin for the mass fluxes, andp,wfor density. Enthalpy differentials and differences are
converted to temperatures through dh = cpdT and Ah = cp ai,ATab. Figure 3 depicts
schematically the determination of specific heat cp ab for a finite temperature difference ATab.

h

Figure 3. The specific heat determination logic: cpa = —

The extreme temperatures of the system Tin and Tmi are used to scale temperatures (Tmi is the
coldest secondary side temperature - secondary side temperature may vary with height especially
in partially uncovered bundles where the top rows superheat steam). From these variables follows

also a natural pressure scale GJn/pin . In this fashion one can express the dimensionless variables
(primed) as

G . P TV_ T-Tmi _,_ p
G'=- P =

9 in

T-T
T'— ml

~ T - T •1tn 'mi
P =

Gin/Pin
(13)

and nondimensionalise the model equations as follows. Collector mass:

dz' AH " dz' ~ +Ac '
where one can develop the multiplier on right hand side a bit further:

at _at At _ Nt{z) H At „. , r A,

AM A,*t Ntot AzA
- = N'

H
t{z')

(14a,b)

(He)

The factor TlA^ is a dimensionless product of the fraction of tubes at elevation z', number of
tube rows (in vertical direction), and the ratio of total tube area to collector area. As in horizontal
steam generators collectors usually are symmetric, Afj = AQ and G# = —GQ . In a similar
fashion, collector energy equations transform to

dTH

dz'

0, Gt > 0

+~C-ML{rH-T't,Out), G, <o (15a)

H



dz'

atHcp,a
—:

AC C
P,C

, >0

G\
(15b)

0. G, <0

where the ratios of the specfic heats of the tube and collectors, also dimensionless quantities, are

denoted
cp,Ht
CP,H

, ncC(i')
cP,a
CP,C

. Equation (15b) utilises the fact that GC=-GH.

The difference of collector momentum equations, equation (6), transforms to

'26 G'2 _ dAp' ApgH dAp'

dz' dz' G- In-
(- J[J (16a)

where the fourth emerging dimensionless group, the Richardson number, has been defined as
ApgH

Ri = — (16b)

This definition ensures that Ri is always positive, because collector density difference is always
negative (or, at most, zero) if the primary is hotter than the secondary. This makes subsequent
development easier to follow. Note that through the dependence on Ap, which may vary with
elevation, it is a function of z as well.

The tube equations are nondimensionalised using the same scales: dimensionless pressure drop is

(17)
D, f

2 p' / j a

p ' t > L

where the friction factors are dimensionless to begin with. Tube energy equation yields for the
tube outlet temperature

T'He-B/G' +rsecfl-e-B/G'), G, >0
,x (18a)

" ' , G, <0

and for the tube lengthwise average temperature

V — <
•" av,t ~

B:Gt

, Gt > 0

(18b)

B!\Gt

-, Gt <0

in which the ratio B/G, is already dimensionless. Overall tube mass conservation reads



0

and the overall heat transfer nondimensionalises to

Q
c G

—

Imi) g

(20)

cp,in-mi

Equations (14)-(19) are the model in dimensionless form. Boundary condition
nondimensionalisation is obvious: qmjn=l, Tin=l, Tsec=0 (if it is uniform, so that Tmi=Tsec). Overall
mass conservation equation (19) yields the bottom pressure drop. In subsequent sections these
symbols denoting unities or zeros will be carried through calculations to make the developments
legible. To complete the problem specification constitutive relations for tube friction and heat
transfer are needed, and they will be discussed below.

1.2 Constitutive relations

The heat transfer coefficient contained in B of equation (18) and wall friction multiplier S, (Moody
friction factor) in equation (17) have to be evaluated from experimental correlations. Reasonably
accurate literature data exists also for the form loss coefficients ^ which appear in the sum in
equation (17). In the present study the form losses will be absorbed into the friction factor
t,Lt ;Dt for simplicity. (The contribution of form losses needs to be evaluated for each design of
interest separately to make acceptable approximations in this way.) The following form of friction
law is most handy because it can be made to apply to all flow regimes, laminar, transitional, and
turbulent (either hydraulically smooth or rough, but not both at the same time) flows:

(21)

Coefficients C and n used in this study are tabulated in Table 1. For simplicity, the laminar to
turbulent transition regime between Re=2300 and ~4000 will be ignored; if desired, coefficients
pertaining to it can be easily obtained by power law interpolation between the laminar and
turbulent endpoint values by the procedure outlined below for heat transfer coefficient calculation.
The Blasius relation used here is valid in the hydraulically smooth turbulent regime, up to about
Re=30000, which is more than sufficient for the present natural circulation study.

Table 1. Friction factor coefficients to be used in equation (21).

Flow regime

Laminar, Re<ReL=2300

Turbulent, Re>ReT=2300

C

64

0.3164

n

1

0.25
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The tube inner heat transfer coefficient modelling is a bit more complex matter. In the natural
circulation regime that is at focus here, the heat transfer coefficient has to cover the region from
zero flow to mildly turbulent at Reynolds numbers -20000. This can be accomplished e.g. as
follows (Hyvarinen, 1996):

In the laminar regime, Re<ReL=2300, first define

X= R e P r - i

and then compute the Nusselt numbers from

f3.66, X<2
( 2 2 a )

In the turbulent regime, Re>Rex=10000, for cooling,

Nu = 0.023Re08 Pr03 (22b)

In the transition regime power law interpolation is used, that is, the limiting points (NuL, NuT) of
the correlations (22a,b) are joined by a straight line in the log(Nu)-log(Re) plane:

Re Y ln(NuT/NuL)
^ - \ n= ) Tl id (22c)

l ^ R / R )

This scheme has been extensively used and found to work well. Typically, n-1.5 over the whole
natural circulation operational range, from cold shutdown conditions to nominal temperatures.

For the approximate analytical solutions to be developed below, it is useful to develop the heat

transfer coefficient scheme a bit further. Recall that the tube heat transfer is characterised by the

ratio -BJ\Gt\ where B = \Aajcpt\{LtlDt) depends on the overall heat transfer coefficient given

in equation (9b). It can be rewritten as

1

a = J 1 l )
1- — + —

(23)

where ae
w = 2XW Z), In—-L ae

0 =(Doao) Z), for brevity. The final (approximate) form

holds when the inner heat transfer coefficient is sufficiently smaller than the (effective) wall and
outer surface coefficients together. The ratio a a, has been plotted in Figure 4 for a typical range
of internal heat transfer coefficients. As can be seen, for wetted tubes the inner coefficient is small
enough ( a / a , >0.9, say) for the aforementioned simplification to be useful in the laminar regime
only (ai<400, say). For tubes that have experienced dryout (due to level depletion) and hence have

low outer surface heat transfer coefficients, a = ae
0 by similar reasoning, and

B/\Gt\ x ao/\Gt<K Gr~ independent of the tube internal flow regime.
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Figure 4. Ratio of the total heat transfer coefficient a to the inner coefficient ctj as computed from
equation (23) with aw

e=15000, ao
e=6000, for a;=60 to 3000.

1.3 Dimensionless groups

The dimensionless model equations contain seven dimensionless parameters, four of which
pertain to collector conservation equations, two to individual tube layers, and one to the whole
tube bundle. They can be interpreted physically as follows:

1. Dimensionless tube flow area TIA(Z') (equation (14c)),

n^(z') = ^'t(z') Nrows —

This is a function of the (dimensionless) elevation z' only through the (dimensionless) number of
tubes N't. This is the key geometric characteristic that, given the tube mass fluxes, determines
through collector mass equations (14) the collector mass flux and given both mass fluxes, and
through energy equations (15) the collector temperature (density) profiles. In addition, it appears
in the global balances (19) and (20), affecting through (19) the steam generator pressure drop
(when the inlet mass flow or flux is a boundary condition) and through (20) the vertical
distribution of heat transfer.

2. Two "local" tube and collector specific heat ratios FIC^Z '), n c C( . ' ) (equations (15)),

ncH(z') =
Cp,H cp,C

Since the specific heats are generally z-dependent through temperature, these are also functions of
elevation. However, in case of moderate temperature differences far from the critical point (say,
tens of Kelvins below 300°C), they are nearly unity.

3. Ratio of collector gravity to dynamic head, the Richardson number Ri (equations 16),
AP(z)gH
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This depends on z only through the collector density difference (which, it will be recalled, is
always negative, if Tin is above Tmi, as it is with decay heat removal, so Ri is always positive in
such cases). When the steam generator pressure drop (Ap at z=0) is known, Ri determines the tube
pressure drop as a function of elevation by equation (16a).

The two dimensionless groups that pertain to individual tubes (or, rather, tube layers) are

4. the heat transfer efficiency B/1G, |, which first appears in equations (10) and subsequently in
equations (18),

which allows one to find tube average and outlet temperatures (and average density) and hence
tube(row)wise primary to secondary heat transfer, and

5. the tube friction factor group ^—-+E^ | , which will be approximated here with the more
V Dt

convenient t, Lt :Dt , with form losses absorbed in c,. Given the tube pressure drop (determined by
Ri), this factor determines tube mass fluxes through equation (17).

6. The final "global" dimensionless group, nc2(r'), that pertains to the heat transfer in the whole

bundle (equation (20)):

cp,in-mi

This is the ratio of elevation-dependent tube (average) specific heat to the specific heat
corresponding to enthalpy change from the minimum temperature Tmi to the inlet temperature Tin.
With moderate temperature variations far from the critical point, this number is close to unity.

Inspecting the dimensionless equations and the expected magnitudes of these numbers, one finds
that the most important characteristic numbers are the area number nA , which appears in both
collector mass and energy equations as well in the integral tube bundle equations, and Ri, which
determines the collector pressure difference profile. Likewise, the two tube numbers, the friction
characteristic \Lt;Dt and heat transfer number B/ |G t | , are of crucial importance. It may be
noted that both groups contain the factor Lt Dt . The specific heat ratios are usually nearly 1, so
n c 2 is of secondary significance, as are ncH, ncC.

This set of dimensionless numbers is somewhat unwieldy, because generally all the numbers are
functions of elevation. However, there are important practical cases in which some key numbers
are very nearly constant over all or a significant part of the tube bundle, and those will be
discussed next.

2. ANALYTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this section the dimensionless equations and the general characteristics of their solutions are
discussed. It is impossible to fully solve the system in closed form for even the simplest case (that
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of constant tube flow area, that is, nA(z.)=const), but the key features of the solution and the
specific behaviour modes the horizontal steam generator design gives rise to can still be identified.
The subsections below discuss first tube(row)wise heat transfer, and then the tube bundle flow
pattern. Some of these elementary results have been presented previously in dimensional and less
general form in (Hyvarinen, 1992; 1996). It will be seen that a recirculatory flow within the
bundle is possible under natural circulation conditions, and a criterion (first derived under more
stringent simplifications by Hyvarinen (1992)) for the onset of such circulation is derived in a
much more general, but still useful, form. Finally, the model is used to explain the horizontal
steam generator specific inherent limitation on primary to secondary heat transfer in a partially
uncovered tube bundle.

2.1 Tube heat transfer

Tube heat transfer is considered first, because it in effect determines the collector density
difference and hence Ri. As can be seen from equation (18a), tube outlet temperature approaches
the respective secondary side temperature exponentially:

THe~B!G< + r s e c ( l - e ~ S / G ' l G, >0
,x (18a)

" , Gt<0

The decay factors B/1 G, | have been plotted in Figure 5 for two cases, typical post-scram situation
(Tin=280°C, maximum G,=100 kg/m2s, uniform secondary temperature 256°C), and shutdown
cooling (Tin=60°C, Gt=50 kg/m2s, secondary temperature about 25°C). The curves pertain to the
prototype. From Figure 5 it is seen that at hot conditions, the tube outlet temperature closely
approaches the secondary temperature, irrespective of the tube inlet temperature or tube mass flux.
(For example, | B/Gt I = 3 corresponds to decay to within 5% of the hot collector-secondary
temperature difference.) The transition regime between laminar and turbulent flows covers the
mass flux range from about 16 to about 80 kg/m2s for the prototype. In contrast, under cold
conditions also depicted in Figure 5, typical purely laminar behaviour is observed up to Gt~80
kg/m2s, but now B/Gt may dip to well below 2, and for a wide range of G, the temperature decay-
can remain far less complete than at hot conditions. This difference is primarily due to the
substantial increase in water viscosity with decreasing temperature; viscosity affects heat transfer
through Re (which decreases) more strongly than through Pr (which increases).
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Figure 5. Heat transfer efficiency B/G, = f(GJ of the VVER 440 tube in hot (Tin=280°C) and cold
(Tin=60°C) natural circulation conditions.

The lengthwise average tube temperature (18b) varies with B/G, much more slowly than the outlet
temperature, as ~1/(B/GJ with larger B/Gt. Hence there will be some variation between the tube
row average properties from row to row when B/G, are not fairly large over the whole bundle
height.

2.2 Tube bundle flow pattern

An approximate solution to the tube bundle flow and heat transfer pattern will be developed next.
Starting from the momentum equation (16) a bit rearranged, one can integrate from tube bundle
bottom (z'=0) to an arbitrary elevation z' (<1):

••(z.) = Apl
0+JRi-dz'-\

,2
H

r<2
G H

Pff PC)_, \PH PC.
(24)

Recalling that GH=-GC one can approximate the terms in brackets with
G'lH
P H

Ap' , and find that

these terms are negligible with respect to the others under moderate temperature differences far
from the critical point (a AT~20°C at Tin<300°C gives -0.05 for the relative density, whereas Ri is
typically -50 for the VVER 440 and even higher for the small scale models). Furthermore, make
the assumption that Ri is (about) constant, or in other words, that collector density difference is
constant. This follows from the preceding heat transfer completeness argument if the tube flow is
assumed unidirectional in a bundle fully submerged on the secondary side, because then the
collector temperatures will be constant. It follows that
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(25)

+Ri • z', Ri = const

For example, with typical values of Tin=280°C, Tsec=260°C, Gin=100 kg/m2s, and prototypic
height H=1.82 m, Ri=46. Since Ri is always positive (for positive net flow) the collector pressure
difference increases upwards. Note that Ap'o need not be positive; if it is negative, tube pressure
drops will be negative (but of decreasing magnitude with increasing z') over some region
extending from z -0 upwards. Negative pressure drop implies reversed tube flow, but with
positive net mass flow through the steam generator, mass conservation dictates that there must be
a region of positive Ap's in the upper part of the bundle. Thus the reversed flow region, if existent,
resides in the lower part of the bundle.

Now one can equate tube pressure drop with collector pressure difference to obtain tube mass flux
profile. With form losses absorbed in wall friction and the acceleration terms in the tubes
neglected as small:

KL, IG',G',\
= Ap'o+Riz'

A 2 9',,m

the friction factor can be expanded as t, = CRe~" = CiG', Re,n D) ,

where Re,,, £> = GinD{, ji (this number as such has no physical meaning, but by use of the mass

conservation, it can be written Re;w £> = (At j A^GtDt :\i, which is the tube Reynolds number

averaged over the whole bundle). A little rearrangement gives

G',= t,av -(Ap'0+Ri-z')
2-n

and

Wt.a -[-(AP'
2 - n

P V ) < 0

(26a)

(26b)

which give the desired tube flow profile. In fully developed rough turbulent flow where n=0 the
Gt profile would be a pure square root of z'; in laminar flow (n=l) the dependence is linear; and in
hydraulically smooth turbulent flow (n=0.25) it is something in between. It is clear from (26) that
the tube mass flux always increases upwards (or, in the minimum, stays constant). Should the tube
flow reverse, it will (under positive flow and inlet temperature above the secondary temperature)
always do so at the bottom of the bundle. Furthermore, there cannot be more than one "turning
points" along zr at which the flow direction would change. Obviously interesting questions now
arise: firstly, under which boundary conditions is the solution of negative Ap't needed, that is, the
tube flows reverses? And secondly, if the bundle lower part flow is reversed, what will be the
magnitude of the reversed mass flow and the elevation of the turning point?

Before addressing these questions, however, it is useful to consider for a moment the total steam
generator primary to secondary heat transfer. In the absence of recirculation, hot collector is
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uniformly at inlet temperature T'in. With "complete" tube(row)wise heat transfer, so that tube
outlet temperature equals secondary temperature, tube(row)wise temperature difference is
constant (assuming uniform secondary temperature), the ratio of specific heats nc2=l, and hence

5s ~ }11A(z')Llc2(z')VJt(z')\1 t,out l t,,

}', dz' = (Tsec-rin)nc2q'm>

(27)

o
With the present nondimensionalisation, this power is Q'=-l. Note that secondary temperatures are
usually very nearly uniform because heat transfer there occurs by boiling.

In the presence of tube flow reversal at bundle bottom, the total power consists of two parts, the
reversed and "forward" flow regions. For a fully submerged bundle (the partially uncovered
bundle will be discussed in section 2.4.), the whole forward flow region is wetted, and hence the
cold collector is again uniformly at the secondary temperature, if B/G, is large enough (in the
reversed flow region its temperature does not change, see equation (15b)). Consequently the
reversed region has no primary to secondary temperature difference and gives no contribution.
(There will be a small contribution if the wet region B/G, is small enough so that the cold
collector is at higher temperature than the secondary.) Reversed flow results in hot collector
temperature decrease and forward flow region mass flow increase. The net effect of recirculation
on primary to secondary heat transfer can be calculated as follows. Define the total reversed mass
flow q'm^v as

m,rev '
(28)

so that it is positive, and integrate equation (3a) to obtain an integral energy balance for the hot
collector region from z=0 to z,tv:

),rev = <lm,mhin + ?m,reAec (29)(im,

Substituting appropriate specific heats and temperature differences to this equation in can be
manipulated to yield the hot collector temperature at z'=z'rev in dimensionless terms (recall that
above that point TH remains constant).

_,, i'm,incp,HT'in+^m,revcp,HtT'sec , , , , ,
1 Hrev = ; ; (30)

1 m,in cp,H +1 m,rev cp,Ht
The total heat transfer of interest can now be found by substituting this into the forward flow part
ofQ1:
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l l

Q=

n,in+(l m,revj ^c2? m,in\* sec * in)

. 9 mjev

9 m,in

(31)
The specific heat ratios ncH=cp Ht/cp H and nc2 are usually close to unity, in the range 0.95 to 1.
When not unity, they deviate to values smaller than unity (for liquid water at subcritical
conditions). Were they unity the flow reversal would have no effect at all on the overall heat
transfer in a fully submerged bundle. Recalling that the theoretical maximum throughput obtained
with nc 2=l (it cannot be larger) is

( ) (32)

one observes that the effect of reversal, if any, is to decrease throughput. In a fully submerged
bundle this effect is, however, very small.

2.3 The bundle flow pattern and reversal criterion

A criterion for the onset of tube bundle bottom flow reversal was first derived by Hyvarinen
(1992) under the assumption of constant tube distribution n A and fully rough friction (n=0). That
derivation is extended here for arbitrary friction factors and linearly varying flow area. The
criterion is obtained as a special case of the expression for the hitherto unknown tube bundle
pressure drop at elevation z'=0, whence the following development sheds light on the magnitude
of the reversed flow, too.

First note that at the flow turning point, Ap't=0 and G't=0. From (25), with Ri=const, the elevation
at which reversal occurs is

_ AP'o _ Ap0

Ri ApgH
This is not an exact relation because the Ri is, strictly speaking, not constant in the region where
flow is reversed: colder fluid issuing from the tubes to hot collector decreases the density
difference between collectors. A more accurate z'rev can, in principle, be obtained from the integral
form of equation (25). For small reversed mass flows this is, anyway, a good first approximation.

The next step is to determine the tube pressure drop Ap0 (Apt at z'=0). To this end, the tube mass
flux distributions given by equations (26) are substituted in the overall tube mass conservation
equation (19) and integrated over the bundle.This integration has to be performed in two parts, for
the reversed and forward flow direction regions:
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1 = O')

(--')

2p',>fl

J",DL, A

2P';,ov

n, D Lt A

1
2~^n

(34)

2-n

The principal difficulaties in evaluating these integrals relate to the fact that generally one must
allow noninteger values of n and a possibly complicated z'-dependence of nA . This integration
can be performed in closed form for a few simple geometries, such as constant or linearly varying
nA , but not for the (quarter)circular shape that would be of practical interest. The case of linearly
varying will be presented here, but since one straight line is usually too coarse an approximation
for the whole bundle in practice, the final results are given explicitly fo the nA=const case only.
However, linear variation results help explain how the onset of recirculation depends on the
bundle shape. (In addition, with the present results it is possible to approximate more complex
shapes by a set of several suitably chosen linear shapes.) First, pull out all the factors independent
of z' (of which the independence has been assumed for Ri, p tav, and u,) to obtain

-Ri = \ilA
¥0.
Ri

+ z' (35a)

The left hand side has the following simple, interesting interpretation, which follows directly from
the definitions of ReinD, Ri, and p'tav:

2P't,av _. 2P't,av ApgH

CReJn
n
J)Lt;Dt

ApgH At

-J A,
—n r-2 :'

. _ G/«/P»

j I*

(35b)

A 2 p, ! a v

where the overall gravity and bundle average friction pressure differences were defined in
dimensional terms,

Apg=ApgH, Apf=$1+-7-~
L-

ut z Pt,av
(35c)

Next evaluate the integral on the right hand side of (35a) for the known geometry:
^A(z') = Ho + FIj • z', and allow for more than one set of area factors by integrating from z't to
z'i+i instead of 0 to 1:
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3-n

2-»rAp'o

and when evaluated over the whole bundle with TTj=O,

"2 2-n

+ z,

(36)

-n

3-n

Jf;

Ap'o +l\2-n | Ap'o

J?/

Noticing that n1=0 implies no=A/AH, this can be written in terms of (35b) as

-.
pg ff-2 _ 2-n Ap'o

(37a)

(37b)

These are equations for the Ap'o (>0) as a function of Ri at the given boundary conditions and
geometry. It cannot be solved in closed form except for special values of n, n=l and n=3, but the
latter is of no physical interest. For n=l (and n,=0)

1 ] (37c)z rev ~
Ri

The corresponding integral for Ap', = Ap'o +Ri • z' < 0 is

3 - n

- n

3-n

-« | (n
(38)

where the equation (33) has been used to identify -Ap't/Ri with the reversal elevation z'm.
Equation (38) is to be used in the interval 0<z'<z'rev. (Formally, this substitution can be made in
equation (36) as well, since negative z'rev can be interpreted as another form of a dimensionless
positive bottom pressure drop.) Note that at z'=z'rev the one endpoint values of (36) and (38)
vanish so the summation of integrals in overall mass conservation equation (34) is simpler than it
may seem. Performing that summation one obtains an equation for z'rev (Ap'g/Ri) for the case
z'rev>0 (with n,=0):
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Apf

2-n

5-n
v\2-n (39)

This equation yields the reversal elevation (in other words, tube bundle bottom pressure drop) in
the presence of reversal in the bundle. The relation between the pressure drop ratio (which is
easily calculated from the known boundary conditions) and reversal elevation is unique. This
equation gives an upper bound for the reversal elevation, namely z'rev=0.5 for constant area
bundle, which is what one would expect. The tube bundle bottom pressure drop has a lower
bound, which carries over directly from equation (25): equation (39) is mathematically valid only
if Ap'o > -Ri. Physically this says that Ap0 > ApgH, or that the pressure drop cannot be more
negative than the collector density difference over the bundle elevation alone can cause. Actually,
friction losses in the tubes make Ap'o substantially smaller in magnitude (more positive).

Observe that since Ap'o can assume negative values even with positive throughflow, the boundary
temperatures and bottom pressure drop do not determine the tube flow profile (and hence net
throughflow) uniquely. The profile can assume either of two different shapes that yield the same
bottom pressure drop but different throughflows. This is why the inlet mass flow constitutes a
more practical boundary condition than bottom pressure drop.

Even simpler results can be obtained for the very onset of recirculation within the tube bundle. At
the onset of reversal, Ap'o becomes zero as tube bundle bottom row flow ceases. This occurs if

'2-n,t,av

CRe-n"DL, Dt

or, more simply,

-n0

Ap£__ 2-n
n-2

(40a)

(40b)

which assume constant tube flow area distribution. Reversal is present if the left hand side
exceeds the right hand side, that is, the collector gravity to tube friction ratio is large enough. An
analogous but more general expression for a bundle represented as N piecewisely linearly varying
segments is

l l
2P'/ ,av _. "~~2 I APe I " " 2 A,

CRe~n"DLt D,

N

s

-Ri
Apf (40c)

l-n
5-n

3-w
5-n

5-2n 5-2n

Given the system geometry, one can use these relations to determine e.g. either the mass flux Gin

(contained in Rein D and Ri, or Apf) or leg temperatures (density difference, a factor of Ri, or Apg)
at which reversal occurs.

Equation (40c) furnishes an insight on how the onset of recirculation depends on bundle flow area
shape: consider a bundle with area varying by a constant slope 2b over the whole height, so that it
is characterised by N=l and
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Then

5-2n

and since n ranges from 0 to 1, it is seen that a positive slope (upwards increasing area, b>0)
implies onset of internal recirculation at smaller overall temperature (density) difference or larger
overall mass flow. Physically, this happens because the mass flux increases upwards, so that for
equal total areas, an upwards expanding bundle can pass more mass flow than a constant width
bundle for the same collector density difference.

The results (37), (39-40) entail usage of approximately constant Ri, pMv, and \iv Under natural
circulation conditions the tube heat transfer was shown to be nearly complete almost independent
of the tube mass flux if the tubes are submerged. Hence as long as the tube flows remain
unidirectional (no reversal yet), tube outlet temperatures will be practically independent of
elevation. The cold collector temperature will be that of the secondary, and by the tube flow
unidirectionality, no changes can occur in the hot collector temperature either. Consequently, the
collector density difference and hence Ri is very nearly constant. Over a reasonable temperature
range near the operating temperature, variations in average tube density' and viscosity are also
small, although they vary roughly in proportion to tube average temperature, which depends on
heat transfer efficiency as ~1/(B/Gt). Hence this criterion yields fairly accurate results under these
assumptions. In contrast, in cold conditions (T<100°C) tube viscosity variation with temperature
can become large enough to invalidate the constant viscosity (Re) assumption.

Once the recirculation has set in, Ri decreases with increasing z' in the reversed flow regime, but
remains constant above it (given "complete" tube heat transfer so that the cold collector
temperature is uniform). For small recirculatory flows, say q'mrev<0.2, the error so caused is
marginal since the collector density difference decreases in (approximately) similar fashion, and
tube mass fluxes are proportional to Ap1/(2"n), which is even less in the usual case of n=0.25.
However, at high reversal elevations much higher reversed mass flows are also possible. In such
cases it may be necessary to approximate the collector density difference and hence Apg by
finding the hot collector conditions above reversal elevation from the integral energy balance,
equation (30), and iterate a few times to obtain a reversal elevation with which the collector
temperature (density) difference is consistent with the magnitude of reversed mass flow. Finally,
note that by conservation of mass the onset of recirculation implies also an increase in the upper
bundle flow. The total reversed mass flow q '^y is obtainable directly from (28) for a constant
area bundle:

where the previous results (35) can be used to obtain
1
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Recall that thus defined q'm.rev is a positive quantity, whereas when used in the overall mass
balance over the tube, it must be taken as negative. A more general form of (41) that allows n 0

and n{ to vary piecewisely could now be easily obtained along the lines that led to (40c.)

An important observation can now be made: since the pressure drop ratio is uniquely related to the
reversal elevation through (39), the dimensionless reversed mass flow is by (41b) a unique
function of only two factors: the reversal elevation z'rev and the dimensionless shape of the bundle.
Given the pressure drop ratio, both quantities can be found for a given geometry from unique
characteristic curves.

Because the tube mass fluxes can have any magnitude from zero to some maximum, which even
at natural circulation can be in the turbulent regime, usage of the preceding results requires some
care with respect to the friction factor terms C and n. Formally, it is always possible to split the
integrals over z1 to regimes where specific values of C and n apply. The problem lies in the exact
location of these, which are not known a priori, since they depend on the tube mass flux G, one is
attempting to solve for. This may necessitate a few iterations using first the set expected to
dominate most of the bundle and subsequently refining the results using more correct factors
where necessary. For example, at nominal conditions, T~280°C, the prototypic tube laminar
regime extends from 0 to about 15 kg/m2s, whereas tube mass fluxes may reach ~180 kg/m2s.
Thus the width of the laminar region and its overall contributions to mass flow and energy transfer
are relatively small under such conditions.

2.4 Partially uncovered tube bundle

The situation is rather more complex for partially uncovered tube bundles. As is evident from
equation (26), the primary flow continues through the uncovered tubes. But owing to the dryout
heat transfer there practically ceases, and hot primary fluid enters the upper part of the cold
collector. Hot fluid mixes in the cold collector with cooler fluid issuing from the still submerged
tubes. As a result, the collector density difference profile and hence Ri become variable with z' in
the wetted tube flow regime. This deviation from the basic assumptions made in the derivation of
(40) is much more severe than the deviation caused by lower bundle recirculation (which may
continue to be present). Important observations can be made, though, without having to solve the
all equations under such a situation. The equations of interest are

1. Tube pressure drop profile that determines the tube mass flux profile,

Ap\zl = Ap'0+ {%•) • dz (25)
0

which yields the overall bundle flow pattern. Observe that if tube heat transfer has ceased because
of low outer heat transfer coefficient above L'^,. (<1), then the collector density difference
vanishes for z'> L'sec and hence Ri=0 there. Consequently, Ap' becomes constant, too, for z'>L'sec.

2. Tube bundle total heat transfer
1

g= jn^n^G'^lr^-r^dz (20)
0
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where T'tin is the collector temperature, of hot collector if G,>0 and cold collector otherwise, and
nc2(Z

i)~' m m o s t cases. This integral can be split to separate contributions from different flow
regions.

3. The fact that in individual wetted tube rows heat transfer is (almost) complete, or T\out~T'sec.

Equation (20) and the latter observation combine with the general tube bundle flow pattern as
follows. Three heat transfer regimes can be identified in the bundle vertical direction, 1) reversed,
at the bundle lower part, 0<z'<z'rev (if present), 2) wetted region between z'rev and L'sec, and 3) dry
region, z'>L'sec. As noted in section 2.2, in the absence of the dry region the reversed part of the
bundle, being fed from the cold collector, is already at the secondary temperature and thus does
not contribute to primary to secondary heat transfer. As the secondary is depleted, the dry region
forms, hot fluid penetrates to the cold collector, and by mixing heats cold collector fluid up.
Consequently, also the reversed regime begins to participate in the primary to secondary heat
transfer. From the system point of view, the increase of the cold collector temperature is felt as a
degradation of the primary to secondary heat transfer, and the more the bundle uncovers, the
worse the degradation is. This is the inherent limitation in the horizontal steam generator's
primary to secondary heat transfer capability at natural circulation conditions.

It is possible to determine the dependence of the heat transfer degradation on the extent of the
three different flow regions using integral mass and energy balances. The magnitude of the "hot
flow" through the uncovered part of the bundle can be computed from

l 1

AGt & » Gt{z>m) \uAdz (42a)

^ sec

Similarly, the wetted part mass flow is

(42b)

and their sum, the total flow in the positive direction, q^, is

<lm = I'm,wet+<l'm,cby = 4' m,in+<l 'm,rev (42c)
The reversed flow is defined in equation (28). By the completeness of tube(row)wise heat transfer,
assuming again uniform secondary' temperature in the wet region, and ignoring the dry region
contribution as negligible, one can pull the tube temperature differences out of the energy
integrals for each region and write the power throughput Q' as

Q'=Q'rev+Q'Wet
z rev L sec

JUA(-Gt)dz' + nc2,wel(rsec-T H<rev) jUAGtdz'
0 z'rev

* sec~* C,revf}m,rev+'-^c2,wet\' s ec" ' H,rev J9 m,wet

(43)

where T'Crev is the cold collector temperature below z'rev (it is constant there, by equation (15b))
and T'Hrev the hot collector temperature above z'rev (constant there by equation (15a)). Proceeding
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as in section 2.2, these temperatures can be expressed in terms of the inlet (boundary) temperature
T'in and the energy balances in the collectors:

H,rev =
9 m,incp,Hin+1 m,rev cp,Ht* sec

= ; ;; ;
m,incp,H +<7 m,revcp,Ht

... .
(44a)

T C,rev = T Hrev
m'Wet

(44b)

Substituting these into Q' and rearranging one obtains

Q — 1 mj

m,wet m,rev

&
2, wet

m,rev

m,in
cH

(45)

The numerous specific heat ratios make this expression look more complicated than it actually is:
this is the total theoretical heat transfer potential q'm in(T'SeC-T'in)=-l multiplied by a degradation
factor. Numerical results by Hyvarinen (1996) suggest that the degradation factor is independent
of inlet mass flow and temperature for a wide range of secondary level (down from L'sec=l to
about L'sec=0.2) and inlet temperature. The degradation factor has been plotted in Figure 6 as a
function of q'm wet, the dimensionless mass flow in the wetted forward flow part of the bundle
(note that it can exceed unity if reversal is present); the specific heat ratios were computed based
on a typical operating temperature range Tin=300°C, Tsec=260°C, with due attention paid to the
reversal temperatures that are affected by the varying mass flows. It may be observed that the
specific heat influence is barely visible here. Examining the expression and Figure 6 it is found
that

1. In the absence of recirculation, steam generator power throughput falls in direct proportion to
the wet forward flow;

2. If the secondary has been depleted, recirculation can either degrade further or improve primary
to secondary heat transfer:

2a. Further degradation occurs at higher q'mjWet, that is, where the dry region is still "small"; how
small, depends on the magnitude of recirculation (recall that q'm.drŷ 'm.in+Q'm.rev-Q'm.wet)- This
happens because even with "small" q'mdry, the reversal contribution to forward flow regions is
distributed between the wet and dry regions, and hence the wet region cannot compensate for the
hot collector temperature drop caused by reversal (as it did in the fully submerged bundle). This
explains why the heat transfer degradation can be faster than available heat transfer area reduction.
2b. Improvement occurs at lower q'mwet, and happens because the cold collector temperature has
risen enough to allow the reversed flow regime to make a contribution comparable to (or
eventually larger than) the wet region heat transfer. This explains why the degradation deviation
from the available (submerged) heat transfer area usually remains moderate as the secondary level
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decreases (for the prototype at least, see (Hyvarinen, 1996)) and vanishes when the secondary has
been depleted to the point that reversal ceases.

x
n

g

0.2

1

q'm.wet

1.5

Figure 6. Primary to secondary heat transfer degradation as a function of the dimensionless
wetted forward flow q'mwet (mass flow in the regime z'rev<z'<L'se(:. The legend indicates the
values of reversed to inlet flow ratio q'mrev.

It remains to determine the mass flows, but as noted in section 2.3, this cannot be accomplished in
fully closed form. However, some remarks of general nature on the mass flow magnitudes can be
made on the basis of the foregoing analysis:

1. The mass flux at the tubes above the secondary (wetted) level is nearly constant, because above
the wet level Ri«0, and Ap',~constant (whatever it was at the topmost wetted tube). Furthermore,
owing to the continuous increase with z' in Ap't, this mass flux is about the maximum within the
bundle (very mild deviation can occur owing to differences in tube lengthwise average densities in
the submerged and dry region). In the wetted region the mass flux increases with z' from zero to
the maximum, because by definition the wetted region lies between z'rev (where mass flux is zero)
and L'seC (above which Ri»0). Hence, given uniform tube flow area and equivalent region heights,
the dry region mass flow is always larger than the wet region flow.

2. If the number of tubes (flow area) increases with bundle elevation (as it does especially in the
prototype), the mass flow through the wet part of the bundle decreases even faster than on the
basis of the mass flux profile alone. On the other hand, everything else remaining equal, a small
flow area in the bundle lower part results in a smaller reversed mass flow, which would be
advantageous from the heat transfer point of view in the early phase when q'm>wet is still large, but
disadvantageous later when q'mjWet has decreased substantially.
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3. INTEGRAL FACILITY EVALUATION

In this section the steam generators of integral experimental facilities simulating the VVER 440
are compared to each other and the prototype steam generator. The facilities studied are the
PACTEL (Finland) and PMK (Hungary). Scaling distortions will be identified, and experiment
design and interpretation will be addressed, using mainly the results derived in the preceding
section. The heat transfer degradation can be analysed only with the aid of numerical calculations,
which were performed with the HSG code described by Hyvarinen (1996).

3.1 Facility data

PACTEL and PMK are both power to volume scaled, with scale factors 1:305 for PACTEL and
1:2070 for PMK. PACTEL facility scaling principles have been discussed by Kervinen et al
(1990, 1991). Szabados (1985) gives an overview of PMK design and scaling, while Maroti et al
(1991) describe in detail the scaling of PMK steam generators.

As to overall facility scaling, the heights are maintained prototypical to conserve gravitational
driving force, resulting in quite slim construction. PMK is a full pressure facility (12 MPa),
whereas the design pressure for PACTEL is 8.0 MPa, allowing operation at up to the operating
temperatures typical to VVER 440s (295°C or less). The current steam generator models of these
facilities are compared to the prototype in more detail in Table 2. PACTEL is a three loop system,
where each steam generator represents two of the reference reactor; PMK, on the other hand, has
one loop with a steam generator model representing all the six steam generators of a W E R 440.

Table 2. Key geometric characteristics of selected horizontal steam generators.

Tube average length (m)
Tube diameter (mm)
- inner
- outer
Bundle height (m)
Number of tubes, Nt

Ratio of tube flow area to hot
collector area, A,/AH

Model to prototype tube flow
area ratio, (A, scale)M/(At)P

Tube L/D,
Number of tube rows, Nrows

Tube row spacing, Az (mm)

Number of tube bends
Bend angle
Bend radius (mm)

VVER 440

9.0

13.2
16.0
1.8
5536
1.50

1

682
77
24

3
60°
-150

PACTEL
Large Diameter
3.2

13.0
16.0
0.624
118
1.0

3.06

246
14
48

1
180°
50 to 290

PMK

3.8

6.0
8.0
1.8
82
0.55

1.06

633
82
32.4 to 18.3
(decreases stepwisely with z)
9
-190°
2*31,7*25
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The number of tubes in PMK is 82, as consistent with the scaling, although the row spacing

depicted in (e.g.) Figure 5 of Ezsol et al (1995) indicates that the total number of rows is 91.
The correct number was obtained by leaving every ninth tube out.

For both facilities the basic steam generator scaling consideration has been the conservation of the
heat transfer area, which has been scaled by the volumetric scaling factor. Consequently, it has
been impossible to maintain simultaneously tube (average) length, tube diameter, and tube bundle
spacing and height (not to mention secondary side volume scaling). Various compromises are
possible, and several main variants have, in fact, been in use.

Two different steam generator designs have been designed for and tested in both facilities.
PACTEL was first equipped with a design known as Full Length (FL) steam generator, which
featured tubes of prototypic length, diameter and bundle spacing, whence the tube bundle height
had to be reduced substantially. The current PACTEL steam generator design, the Large Diameter
(LD) steam generator, is described by Kouhia et al (1995). In that design tube diameter has been
maintained, while the tube length has been reduced and vertical row spacing increased to obtain a
better representation of the overall elevation differences. The original PMK steam generator was
designed to reproduce prototypic height, but maintenance of correct tube heat transfer area and
friction losses required reduction of both tube length and diameter. PMK designers attempted to
account for the prototype tube number variation in the vertical direction by varying tube row
spacing in three steps, and coiled the tubes with nine tight bends to fit the bundle into a reasonably
small diameter standing cylindrical secondary vessel. For geometric details of this design see e.g.
Maroti et al, (1991) or Ezsol et al, (1995). There also exists a PMK steam generator design called
tube-in-tube (denoted AKA) (Maroti et al, 1991), in which the prototypic tube dimensions were
maintained, and the number of tubes reduced accordingly. Secondary side was modelled as an
annulus around each tube (convective cooling of the secondary side was designed to yield
prototypic heat transfer). In the subsequent section the study focuses on the currently operational
designs, PACTEL Large Diameter, and PMK.

3.2 Scaling analysis of PACTEL-LD and PMK steam generator models

This section compares the PACTEL Large Diameter and PMK steam generator models to the
VVER 440 steam generator. Geometric representation is discussed first, followed by
tube(row)wise heat transfer and friction considerations, and a recirculation phenomena analysis
based on the results of section 2. Finally their overall primary to secondary' heat transfer
characteristics are compared to the prototype using section 2 and HSG code results.

Table 2 reveals a interesting feature of the downscaled model steam generators that is not obvious
from past steam generator scaling literature: all models have too large collectors, resulting in
smaller than prototypic tube bundle to collector flow area ratio A/AH. As can be seen in Figure
7b, this results in a clear underrepresentation of the dimensionless tube flow area distribution FIA,
even though the tube density as a function of elevation (Figure 7a) is better, though by no means
faithfully, represented in both models. (Note that the exact locations of the missing nine PMK
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tubes have not been reported, but the overall effect of this distortion is visually rather more
dramatic than physically.)
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Figure 7. a) Dimensionless flow areas nA(z.) for the VVER 440, PACTEL Large Diameter and
PMK steam generators, b) Dimensionless area distribution I1A(2.)/(A/AH).

Nonprototypic A/AH ratio is not really a scaling defect from the collector density profile point of
view, because collector temperature (and hence density) profiles are determined primarily by mass
flows, not mass fluxes alone. Recall also that the onset of reversal is independent of this ratio, as
can be seen immediately from the criterion (40b); the same applies to the more general form
(40c), although a little manipulation is needed to see this. However, it does indicate that the mass
fluxes (or rather, velocities) in the model collectors are somewhat smaller than in the prototype,
which may affect local mixing phenomena in the collectors. Finally, the shortening of tubes in
PACTEL LD steam generator by a factor of about three, while holding diameter constant, has
resulted in flow area overrepresentation by the same factor. Consequently, given equivalent
conditions, the tube velocities would be on the average in the order of one third of prototypic in
that design.

Of particular interest is the fact that both PACTEL and PMK steam generators overrepresent the
bundle lower part at the expense of the upper part. The consequences of this deviation regarding
the heat transfer degradation with secondary side depletion will be studied in detail below.
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3.2.1 Tubewise scaling

Tubewise heat transfer efficiency and friction reproduction form a natural starting point for the
scaling study. Owing to nonprototypic tube dimensions in the current model steam generators,
some distortion in these respect appears inevitable. Figure 8 depicts the dimensionless heat
transfer efficiency B/Gt (for wet tubes) as a function of tube mass flux for the prototype (W440),
PACTEL Large Diameter and PMK tubes, at both typical hot (Tin=280°C) and cold shutdown
conditions. In hot conditions, in the prototype the tube heat transfer quite complete (B/Gt>6
almost everywhere), the PMK is slightly below that, whereas PACTEL LD operates mostly in the
region B/Gt«2 to 3. At that range the tube temperature drop is about 86 to 95% of the tube inlet to
secondary temperature difference, which can be regarded sufficiently complete for the present
purposes. In cold conditions, PACTEL LD tube temperature outlet temperature will remain
clearly above prototypic because B/G, is in the order of 1 for a wide mass flux range (G,>50
kg/m2s), whereas in the PMK steam generator, tube cooling will be "overly" complete as long as
Gt<100kg/m2s.
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Figure 8. Heat transfer efficiencies B/Gt as functions of tube mass flux for the three designs, a) at
hot and b) at cold natural circulation conditions.

The second key tube(row)wise parameter is the tube pressure drop. Tube pressure drop is affected
by both wall friction (£L/D) and form losses (Sq) at tube entrance, bends, and exit. Wall friction
as function of tube mass flux at hot conditions (Tav t=265°C) is depicted in Figure 9a assuming the
tube is a straight pipe. It is seen that the shortened PACTEL LD tube reproduces about one third
of the prototypic wall friction, whereas PMK, owing to its smaller tube diameter, experiences
laminar to turbulent transition at some 2.4 times higher mass flux and slightly overpredicts
pressure drop in the turbulent regime. According to Maroti et al (1991), tube wall friction was one
of the major factors that determined the PMK tube diameter, but form losses were neglected at
that time. Maroti et al used the McAdams correlation for wall friction, that is, they set C=0.184
and n=0.2; this correlation is better suited for higher Reynolds numbers, 30 000 < Re < 10
(Todreas and Kazimi, 1990), than are typical at natural circulation. This explains the mild
overrepresentation of wall friction in the turbulent regime at lower Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 9b depicts the ratio of total tube friction pressure drop, including the bends, to straight tube
wall friction as a function of the tube Reynolds number for the three designs of interest; bend form
losses were computed from a correlation given by Idel'chik (1994):

(46)

This coefficient is applied over the length of the bend, and the straight wall relation (21) is applied

over the remaining tube sections. The coefficients a, n, m depending on Re. r r - as follows:

m

50<Re A <600

600 < Re A
V 2Rh

<1400
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' 2 *
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Figure 9. a) Straight tube wall friction factor ^L/D for the prototype, PACTEL Large Diameter
and PMK models, b) Ratio of total friction losses, £bLb/D+£ (Lt-Lb) /D to straight tube wall
friction, £L/D, for the prototype (W440), average PACTEL LD, and PMK tubes.

It is interesting to note that the form losses associated with pipe bends are very small in the
prototype, where they add less than 5% to the wall friction in the turbulent regime, but substantial
in the PMK, adding some 20 to 7% in the turbulent regime, while PACTEL Large Diameter
design lies in between (less than 10% on the average). The variation of the PACTEL bend
curvature results in some 10% scatter around the average value shown; the prototype curvatures
vary very little. The major reason for the excess bend influence in PACTEL LD is, of course, its
shortened tube, which results in smaller than prototypic wall friction for the straight sections. The
PMK tube pressure drop overrepresentation follows principally from the numerous tube bends, as
Maroti et al (1991) have correctly suspected.
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3.2.2 Bundle flow pattern

The next step is to investigate the tube bundle flow pattern under natural circulation. In section 2
it was shown that the reversal elevation z'rev and the dimensionless reversed mass flow q'm rev (ratio
of reversed mass flow to inlet mass flow) are uniquely determined by the dimensionless bundle
geometry n A and ratio of overall gravity and friction pressure drops Apg/Apf. (Recall also that the
dependence derived in section 2 assumes constancy of Ri and reasonably invariable viscosity and
tube average density; thus the results as such apply only to fully submerged bundles, and even for
them these assumptions are, strictly speaking, valid only at moderate (or very high) reversed mass
flows with moderate overall temperature variations.) Using equation (35a),

1 J _
n-2 f AT ^ n"2

t,av

CRe^VA
-Ri -Jn ,

0
Ri

in the form
n-2

2-n

(35a)

(47)

and approximating the integral right hand side with the help of equations (36) and (38), with
boundary condition data from Table 3a, one can calculate the ITA-dependent characteristic curves
for each design as a function of the dimensionless pressure drop Ap'0/Ri (=Apo/(ApgH)). Note that
z'rev—Ap'o/Ri. Such curves are presented for the three designs in Figure 10 for both hot and cold
conditions. For hot conditions n=0.25 has been assumed, that is, turbulent flow - it will be seen
below that at typical hot conditions all the three steam generators operate predominantly in this
flow regime.

Table 3a. Recirculation analysis boundary conditions. Basic steam generator mass fluxes at 2%
core power natural circulation.

< W k 8 / s

Gin, kg/mzs
G,, kg/mf's
(bundle average)

Tin

1 sec

HOT
VVER440
50
100
67

280°C
260°C

PACTEL LD
0.33
21
21

PMK
0.15
35
63

COLD
VVER 440
25
50
33

60°C
30°C

PACTEL LD
0.17
11
11

PMK
0.075
17
32
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Figure 10. The pressure drop ratio Apg/Apf as a function of the reversal elevation, z,ev,
(equivalently, dimensionless pressure drop Ap'o/Ri=- z,ev) for W E R 440, PACTEL LD and PMK
steam generators; a) and b) at hot, c) and d) at cold conditions (see Table 3a).

The curves of Figure 10 yield a graphical solution of equation (47). Major discrepancies between
the various designs do not show up in terms of these characteristics per se, however, the operating
points of each facility may differ even substantially given equivalent boundary conditions in terms
of throughflow and temperatures. It may be noted that the reversal elevation cannot exceed a limit
value which for all the designs is slightly above 0.5, at the center of gravity of the bundle flow
area shape. As this limit is approached, the pressure drop ratio Apg/Apf goes to infinity, because
throughflow goes to zero. Furthermore, it can be observed that under fully laminar conditions, the
reversal elevation is higher than under turbulent conditions, for a given pressure drop ratio.
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Figure 11 depicts the dimensionless reversed mass flow q'mjrev as a function of the dimensionless
reversal elevation z'rev (equivalently, negative of bottom pressure drop). In hot conditions, it can
be observed that up to z'rev»0.3, reversed flow remains moderate in all designs, but then increases
at an accelerating rate, going to infinity as the reversal elevation upper limit is approached. In cold
conditions, the z'rev escalation does not occur until about zVev̂ O.45. Generally speaking, small
differences between facilities are best visible near the reversal elevation upper limit, which is the
highest for the prototype and smallest for PACTEL LD.
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Figure 11. Dimensionless reversed mass flow as a function of reversal elevation; a) and b) at hot,
c) and d) at cold conditions (see Table 3a).

The prototype and model performance under nominally equivalent boundary conditions can now
be compared using data presented in Figure 10 and 11. Two cases are considered: 1) typical hot
conditions, in which the VVER 440 loopwise natural circulation flow rate at some 2% power is
about 50 kg/s with Tin=280°C and Tsec=260°C, and cold shutdown decay heat removal with



loopwise mass flow of 25 kg/s, with Tin=60°C and Ts<

six loops are involved with shutdown operation).

34
=30°C (note that typically only two out of

Were similar core power and secondary temperature employed to drive natural circulation in
power-to-volume scaled, prototypic height, integral facilities, the mass flow would scale directly
with the volumetric scaling factor, and the inlet and tube average mass fluxes in (one) steam
generator would be those given in Table 3 a. (However, the test facilities tend to have smaller loop
friction and are often operated at somewhat higher core power to compensate for their obviously
largish heat losses. Both factors result in higher loop flows than indicated in Table 3a.) Pressure
drop variables and the Richardson numbers are given in Table 3b for these conditions, taking into
account the bend losses by a multiplying C of the friction factor correlation by a factor estimated
from Figure 9b. The density difference at Tin-Tsec = 280°C-260°C is some Ap=35 kg/m3.

Table 3b. Steam generator pressure difference characteristics and flow reversal at natural
circulation, hot conditions.

Re, (bundle average)
Bend loss multiplier
Apr(Pa)
Aps (Pa) (based on Tin, Tsec)
Apg /Apf (initial guess)
Ri
Apg /Apf at reversal, various approximations:
- constant area, IT, = 0, no=A,/AH

- exact: equation (40c) + data of Figure 6
All computed with n=0.25

VVER 440
8840
1.01
64.6
626
9.70
47.2

2.21
1.91

PACTEL LD
2730
1.08
3.28
214
65.4
366

2.21
2.03

PMK
3780
1.13
73.2
627
8.57
385

2.21
1.99

Table 3c. Steam generator pressure difference characteristics and flow reversal criterion at natural
circulation, cold conditions.

Ret (bundle average)
Bend loss multiplier
Apf(Pa)
Apg (Pa)
Ape /Apf

Ri
Apg /Apf at reversal, various approximations:
- constant area, YIl = 0, no=A/AH

- exact: equation (40c) + data of Figure 6
All computed with n=l .0

WER440
670
1.04
12.7
224
17.6
88.1

1.50
1.78

PACTEL LD
210
1.02
0.600
76.5
128
682

1.50
1.89

PMK
295
1.11
14.6
224
15.3
719

1.50
1.84

As was shown in section 2, the more upwards skewed the flow area is, the sooner reversal sets in.
Expectedly, rubewise average mass flux is rather well reproduced by PMK but underrepresented
by PACTEL LD. However, it will be seen in Figure 12 that the dimensional tube mass flux ranges
are close to prototypic in both model designs. Both models underrepresent the hot collector mass
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flux, and the model Richardson numbers are surprisingly close to each other (and far from the
prototypic value) despite the models' mutually different geometries. Anyway, under these
conditions, all the designs exhibit internal recirculation. From the pressure drop ratios it is easy to
find the "limiting" inlet mass flow or inlet temperature (given one or the other and secondary
temperature) under which the recirculation ceases: for the prototype, this happens if either the
density difference decreases by a factor of about 2.5 (Tin-Tsec«8°C or less) or the inlet mass flow
increases by a factor of about 1.6. At natural circulation, the loop mass flow increases roughly
with the cube root of power, whence the required about 80 kg/s per loop could be obtained at core
power of about 8%, which is certainly out of the range of decay heat driven natural circulation
analysis.

From the initial guess for the pressure drop ratio, it can be seen from Figure 10 that the internal
circulation is in all designs above 0.3, so one must iterate to find a gravity pressure difference
consistent with the recirculation, but this is easily done using the initial data of Table 3 and
Figures 10 and 11. The iteration results are tabulated in Table 4 for the exemplary conditions
given in Table 3a for hot conditions.

Table 4. Hot natural circulation recirculation data and tube bundle bottom pressure drops in the
conditions given in Table 3a.

z'rev from Figure 10
* -Ap'o/Ri
1 m.rev

Ap0, Pa

VVER 440

0.336

0.254
-183

PACTEL
LD
0.428

1.14
-42.8

PMK

0.305

0.216
-157

It can be observed that the PACTEL LD steam generator operates at closer to the limiting reversal
elevation, which produces substantially larger reversed flow than observed in the prototype or
PMK. On the other hand, the PMK steam generator exhibits slightly smaller reversal elevation
and reversed flow than the prototype. Both deviations follow directly from nonprototypic tube
friction modelling. In a fully submerged bundle, these deviations have no consequences regarding
overall primary to secondary heat transfer, as was shown in section 2.2. However, they do affect
the volumetric heat release distribution in the secondary side: recall that in a fully submerged
bundle all primary to secondary heat transfer occurs above the reversal elevation. This may be of
interest regarding secondary side flow pattern modelling, even in though there is no heat transfer
feedback from the secondary.

All the foregoing calculations for hot conditions were based on the assumption that the whole
bundle operates in the smooth turbulent flow regime, where n=0.25. However, around the reversal
elevation where velocities change sign there must be a laminar flow region, too. The tube bundle
mass flux profiles depicted for this case in Figure 12 indicate that the laminar regime sizes are
quite limited, in the order of 0.05 (VVER 440, PACTEL LD) to 0.1 (PMK) in terms of
dimensionless width (fraction of height). Thus that region is small enough to be safely ignored
here. In contrast, under cold conditions the whole bundle of all designs operates in the laminar
regime.
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Figure 12. a) Dimensionless tube mass flux profiles, b) Dimensional mass fluxes for the hot
natural circulation data in Table 3a; laminar region upper bound, Re=2300, corresponds to about
18 kg/m2s in VVER 440 and PACTEL LD and 40 kg/m2s in PMK, at hot conditions.

3.2.3 Heat transfer degradation

Next consider the influence of decreasing secondary level on primary to secondary heat transfer.
This problem requires the determination of (relative) mass flows in the reversed, wetted forward
and dry forward flow regimes as a function of the secondary level, a task intractable analytically.
However, numerical solution of the steam generator model outlined in section 1.1 can be
accomplished (in dimensional form) using the HSG code described in (Hyvarinen, 1996).
Proceeding from the initial conditions given in Table 3a, one obtains dimensionless power
throughputs, relative mass flows, and reversal elevations depicted in Figure 13 as functions of the
secondary level for the three steam generator models. Figure 13b depicts the relative error in
model power throughputs, Q'modei/Q'pr°i°type'l> in percents The following observations can be
made:

1. Both models overrepresent primary to secondary heat transfer rate by up to 20-25% as long as
the dimensionless secondary level is above approximately 0.5. As the level drops further, the
PMK steam generator overrepresentation escalates (to over 100% at L'sec=0.1), but PACTEL LD
shifts to underrepresentation by up to -25%. The overrepresentation is due to excessive wet region
flow q'm wet in both models, and this follows from the too slow decrease of flow area as the wet
region moves downwards as L'sec and z'rev decrease. The shift from over- to underrepresentation in
the PACTEL LD model is due to a rapid drop in net recirculation, which is seen in both the wet
and reversed flows around L's<.c=0.5; had the recirculatory flow remained higher it would have
augmented primary to secondary heat transfer in the region q'miwet<0-5 (recall Figure 6).
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2. The relatively coarse geometry of PACTEL LD (14 tube rows versus the 77 prototypic or 82
PMK rows) results in somewhat more "jumpy" characteristics, because each row represents some
7% of the total heat transfer (or tube flow) area and elevation. This is particularly evident from the
reversal elevation curve, Figure 13e. As expected, the dips in the PMK tube area profile do not
produce any drastic jumps.
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Figure 13. Primary to secondary heat transfer
degradation with secondary depletion. All data are
functions of the secondary level L'sec. a)
Dimensionless primary to secondary heat transfer
rates, b) relative differences of the models to the
prototype, c) wet region mass flows, d) reversed
mass flows, e) reversal elevations.
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The heat transfer degradation curves depicted in Figure 13a are, strictly speaking, not universal,
because they are nondimensionlised from dimensional results. Boundary condition variations
indicate that in the typical temperature and mass flow range for hot conditions natural circulation
(Tin-TSec=10..40oC, qm in=35-60 kg/s), the prototype heat transfer performance is predicted by the
present Q' curve to within about 5%. The models, especially PACTEL LD, are somewhat more
sensitive. This appears to follow from the fact that the degradation factor (equation (45)) depends
ultimately only on the shapes of the tube mass flux and tube bundle, and not on the absolute
magnitude of the flux. (Tubewise variations in viscosity and average density are the main factors
that introduce some scatter, too, especially at larger primary to secondary temperature
differences.)

Finally, note that usually the steam generator needs to be analysed also as a part of a larger
thermal hydraulic system. Typically, the rest of the system dictates boundary conditions (inlet
mass flow, inlet and secondary temperatures, secondary level), and the steam generator provides a
feedbacks through its outlet temperature (and, to a lesser extent, pressure drop).

3.3 Some remarks on the secondary' side scaling and time dependence

In this section secondary side scaling and time dependence scaling are discussed. Recall that in
natural circulation in hot conditions, the secondary side is very nearly in uniform (saturation)
temperature, heat transfer occurs by pool boiling, and the exact value of the heat transfer
coefficient is unimportant as it is anyway either large enough not to dominate (wet tubes) or small
enough to dominate completely (dry tubes) primary to secondary heat transfer. The key factor is
thus the secondary level and its rate of evolution.

In cold conditions some temperature nonuniformity may be present because cooling is convective,
but even then the secondary temperature variation is small: the ratio of mass flows in the primary
and through the secondary is in cold conditions typically about 1/4 to 1/5, hence the secondary
temperature variations are at most in the order of 5 to 6°C for 25 °C primary side leg temperature
difference; secondary side circulatory flows would further smooth the temperature profile.

The secondary side volume and its vertical distribution with respect to the tube bundle determine
the rate of bundle uncovery in a plant event or model experiment. It is noteworthy that both the
PACTEL LD and PMK steam generators secondary sides are oversized: the ratios of model free
volume of to the prototypic volume in the tube bundle region are about 3 for PACTEL LD and 1.5
for PMK. In addition, the vertical distribution of secondary volume (with regards to tube layers) is
misrepresented in both facilities: down the bundle, it decreases too fast in PACTEL LD and
increases (an incorrect trend) in PMK. The net result is that the timing of system response to
steam generator boil-off experiments from either facility does not scale up to plant directly.
Facility response is nonprototypically slow.

The present analysis can easily be extended a bit to obtain time scale factors. Both thermal
hydraulic and heat conduction time scales are of interest and will be addressed next.
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If the time derivative terms had been retained in the collector conservation equations, a time scale
t would have emerged as a function of the other scale factors:

* ? J K , = ,// ( 4 8 )
Gin

This is, of course, the transit time of a convected disturbance proceeding through the collector at
velocity win. Similar transit time can be obtained for the tubes, too. Illustrative transit times for the
three steam generators are given in Table 5 at the hot natural circulation conditions of Table 3a.

Table 5.

t , sec

Collector transit time scales
VVER 440
14

at hot natural circulation.
PACTEL LD
22

PMK
39

These time scales are very short in comparison with, say, tube row dryout timings, which are not
less than 5 to 10 minutes for the prototype (at decay heat boil-off), and have been as long as 45
minutes in some PACTEL experiments. Tube transit times are, of course, longer by a factor of up
to five, but overall the convected disturbances still have ample time to pass through the whole
system. (Of course, in the presence of flow reversal, there is a region of very small velocities and
hence long time constants in the bundle, but precisely because of small flow rates in this region it
has negligible influence on overall heat transfer.) It may also be noted that at natural circulation,
the loop turnover time is in the order of 15 minutes for the VVER 440.

Similar conclusion can be reached for the tube wall thermal inertia. By virtue of the wall thinness
in all designs of interest, the wall temperatures follow boundary fluid temperature changes with a
time constant in the order of a minute at most. This, too, is small in comparison with rate of
boundary condition change.

3.4 Compensating distortions

The scaling results obtained in section 3.2 reveal certain non-prototypic behaviour details in
particularly the PACTEL LD steam generator. From heat transfer point of view, this is not a
concern, because the overall primary to secondary heat transfer seems rather immune to variations
in bundle internal flow details (and, in fact, the excessive Ri of PACTEL LD produces the
certainly desirable result of prototypic mass flux range in the tube bundle). Nevertheless, it is
interesting to consider means of compensating the flow pattern distortion.

In terms of the sample calculation presented in section 3.2, the reversal elevation of the PACTEL
LD steam generator is nonprototypically high and hence the reversed mass flow is about four
times larger than in the prototype under equivalent boundary conditions. This deviation is
principally due to nonprototypically small tube friction. The most obvious means of obtaining
more prototypic reversal elevation is to increase inlet mass flow, which will result in increased
friction, smaller Ri and closer to prototypic pressure drop ratio Apg/Apf. Fortunately, the PACTEL
loop piping lengths and diameter are Froude scaled, whence their L/D ratio is much smaller than
prototypic. Consequently, loop overall pressure drops are smaller than prototypic, and under
equivalent core power and secondary temperature, single-phase natural circulation mass flow is
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(in scaled terms) somewhat larger in PACTEL than it is in the VVER 440. Furthermore,
PACTEL, like all downscaled integral test facilities, suffers from nonprototypically large heat
losses. To compensate for them it is customary to operate facility at somewhat larger core power
than direct scaling to decay heat levels would require. The net result is that the PACTEL tends to
operate at around 0.6 kg/s loopwise mass flow in the hot conditions, that is, at almost double the
"nominal" value used above. This results in about fourfold friction losses, Apg/Apf «16, z'rev«0.38
and q'mrev«0.55; still not quite prototypic but much closer. Of course, even closer similarity is
could be obtained with smaller temperature difference Tin-Tsec, but there are practical limits,
dictated by measurement accuracy, that preclude operation at very small temperature differences.

CONCLUSIONS

Horizontal steam generator primary side flow pattern and heat transfer scaling has been
considered in the light of a one-dimensional steady-state single-phase thermal hydraulic model.
The model, and the analytical considerations presented here, explain in detail the physical
mechanisms that cause a substantial degradation in horizontal (VVER) steam generator primary
to secondary heat transfer with depleting secondary level at natural circulation conditions in the
primary. As detailed elsewhere, this degradation (of which there is experience in both plant and
test facility scale) results in accelerated primary heatup and pressurisation; for example, in the
case of station blackout, the primary safety valve actuation occurs in two to three hours, instead of
five to six as previously thought. Insights regarding downscaled thermal hydraulic test facility
steam generator model performance have also been gained, and the physical basis of the upscaling
of test facility data to plant scale has been presented. Complementary numerical simulation is also
needed to accomplish the upscaling task, but the physical basis now presented provides useful
guidance for performing meaningful numerical calculations.

The mathematical steam generator model has been nondimensionalised, and numerous
dimensionless numbers that characterise the primary side behaviour have been identified. The
more important dimensionless numbers are the dimensionless tube flow area distribution n A and
the dimensionless collector density difference Ri; in addition, the ratio of collector gravity
pressure drop to tube bundle friction Apg/Apf has been found to be of practical utility. Tubewise
heat transfer and friction considerations have yielded characteristic dimensionless numbers for
these processes, too.

At natural circulation conditions, an internal recirculatory flow appears in the tube bundle, and a
general criterion for the onset of recirculation has been derived. It turns out that the recirculation
onset depends on the pressure drop ratio Apg/Apf, tube bundle shape, and the applicable friction
law; the more the bundle broadens upwards, the more easily recirculation appears. This is a
consequence of the fact that the tube bundle mass flux profile always increases upwards.

The shape of the tube bundle flow pattern has been determined as a general function of the tube
friction law parameters. Unfortunately, the complete solution for the flow pattern cannot be
determined analytically, because the tube bundle bottom pressure drop equation cannot be solved
in closed form except for laminar flow. It can, however, be solved either numerically or
graphically, and graphs have been provided to this end for three currently operating horizontal
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steam generator designs, the VVER 440 steam generator, and PACTEL Large Diameter and PMK
integral test facility steam generator models. Analysis of the dimensionless equations yields
(nearly) universal characteristic curves, which depend only on the boundary conditions and
facility geometry, for the determination of the elevation of reversal (equivalently, tube bundle
bottom row pressure drop) and the magnitude of the reversed mass flow for fully submerged
bundles. At typical hot natural circulation conditions, the magnitude of reversed mass flow in the
VVER 440 is about 25% of the total throughflow; an almost similar but slightly smaller number is
obtained for PMK, whereas the PACTEL Large Diameter steam generator would show a larger
reversed flow at identical boundary conditions.

Furthermore, the analytical considerations shed light on the degradation of primary to secondary
heat transfer with depleting secondary side. As explained previously, the degradation is a result of
the continuing flow through the dry tubes in the upper part of the tube bundle (above secondary
swell level), which results in steam generator outlet temperature increase. The present analysis
quantifies the effect of the recirculation on the degradation. Qualitatively put, at high wetted
forward flow tube region mass flows, recirculation decreases primary to secondary heat transfer,
but at lower wetted flow rates, increases it.

The theoretical results have been used to compare the performance of current integral test facility
steam generator model to the prototype. In the case of fully submerged bundle, no heat transfer
distortions of significance appear, but the tube flow patterns exhibit variation from prototypic,
especially in the PACTEL Large Diameter steam generator. Such variations can, if desired, be
largely compensated by changing the boundary conditions; at customary PACTEL operation
conditions, its steam generators operate much closer to prototypic than in the present analysis
suggested also in the flow pattern perspective.

Numerical results obtained by the HSG code show that with secondary side depletion, the model
steam generators reproduce heat transfer degradation to within about 25% down to about 50%
secondary level. Both models consistently overrepresent heat transfer in this secondary level
range. Below that level, the PMK steam generator overrepresentation escalates to over 100% at
10% level, whereas the PACTEL Large Diameter steam generator switches to underrepresentation
of up to -25% at worst. These findings suggest that secondary boil-off experiments conducted in
the current VVER 440 integral test facilities do not scale directly to plant; the present analysis
provides the physical picture with which complementary numerical calculation to upscale such
experiments can be accomplished.

There remains, of course, a whole host of issues to study and scale in the future: two-phase
phenomenology in the primary and the flow patterns of the secondary are prime examples. In
addition, some multi-dimensional aspects in the primary that are not accounted for in the present
model, especially the buoyant mixing in the collectors, might benefit from more detailed scrutiny,
even though there is no reason to expect them to have any significant effect on the present
conclusions regarding heat transfer performance.
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NOMENCLATURE

Latin

A

a

B
D

G
g
H
L
N
Nu
P
Pr

Q

q"
qm
Re
Ri
T
X

z

Letters

Flow area (m2)

(Differential) tube flow area per collector height (m2/m)

Integral heat transfer variable (kg/m2s)
Diameter (m)

Mass flux (kg/m2s)
Gravitational acceleration (m/s)
Height (of tube bundle) (m)
Length (m)
Number of... (-)
Nusselt number, Nu=aD/A. (-)
Pressure (Pa)
Prandtl number, Pr=Cp|i/A. (-)

Thermal power (W)

Heat flux (W/m2)
Mass flow (kg/s)

Reynolds number, Re=GD/u (-)
Richardson number, Ri—ApgH/(G2/p)
Temperature (°C)
Coordinate along tube (m)
Coordinate along collector (m)

Dimensionless quantities are primed.

Greek Letters

a
X

n
n
p
\
u

Heat transfer coefficient (W/m2K)
Thermal conductivity (W/Km)
Dynamic viscosity (kg/ms)
Dimensionless number or ratio

Density (kg/m^)
Moody friction factor (-)
Form loss coefficient (-)
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A
av
b
C
c
f
g
H
i
in
L
mi
0

out
rows
Sec
T
t
w

Area
Average
Bend
Cold collector
Specific heat
Friction
Gravity
Hot collector
Inside (wall, radius,...)
Inlet end condition
Laminar
Minimum
Outside
Outlet end condition
Tube rows or layers
Secondary side
Turbulent
Tube

of wall; at wall
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